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Prologue 

Since the night of his 30th birthday, the night he was raped on 

Miami Beach, Bertram Davis would be forever changed. What was once a 

model human, cast in the mold of a routine and complacent life, had 

been broken and reassembled into a flawed state. Whether it was from 

the horror of the event, the shock from his near death experience, or the 

ridicule he endured for the many months that followed, one thing was 

certain: he would never be the same man again. 

Feeling a little drunk and a little reckless, Bertram stripped off his 

clothes and walked out into the warm water for a swim. The sea was 

placid, reflecting the lights of his beachfront hotel. All around him, a vast 

floating universe of phosphorescence suspended in the water added a 

surreal atmosphere to his clandestine skinny dip. It was a perfect way to 

wrap up his visit before returning to work in Baltimore the following 

week. Now floating on the surface of the gently rolling tide, he looked up 

into the night sky and wished he could forever remain in this blissful 

state. 

However, Bertram was not alone that night. He was quietly 

observed from a distance since his first tentative footsteps into the surf. 

The predator waited patiently until the man was floating on his back 

before he closed in on his quarry.  

The attack came from beneath, quickly and violently. Bertram felt 

the strong grasp around his ankle, followed by inescapable water that 

started a silent clock ticking against his life. He thrashed wildly as he 

was pulled below the ocean’s surface, vainly trying to make some contact 

with his aggressor. Suddenly, he felt the hold on his ankle release. His 

attacker was on top of him now, and in total control of an ever-

deteriorating situation. Between the pain and the rapidly depleting 

oxygen, his grip on consciousness ebbed. With one final effort, he 

marshaled the strength necessary to roll and push himself away. In 



	

those last desperate moments, he finally saw the attacker and looked 

into his soulless eyes as he back paddled toward shallower water. 

Crawling out of the surf and onto the sand, he coughed a 

seemingly endless volume of water out of his lungs, and passed out. The 

following day, early morning beach goers discovered him prostrate and 

unconscious. Upon revival during the ambulance ride to the hospital, he 

recounted every horrifying detail to the rapt attention of the paramedics, 

and again with the police during his post-operative recovery. The 

following morning, the headline in the local newspaper read, “Baltimore 

Man Raped by Dolphin.” Within three days, it was all anyone anywhere 

was talking about. 

 

  



	

Chapter 1 

Bertram Davis crossed his leg and clasped his knee with his 

hands. He smiled at the quality of his last answer, assured that all of his 

ambitions would soon be realized. “Bertram Davis crossed his leg and 

clasped his knee with his hands. He smiled at the quality of his last 

answer, assured that all of his ambitions would soon be realized.” 

“Yes, be that as it may, I only wanted to know why you feel you are 

qualified for this job.” 

“Bertram met his piercing gaze with defiance. He sensed the 

interviewer’s doubts, but formulated a plan to allay any of his 

concerns. Teetering at the edge of the abyss was where he felt most 

confident, but for this corporate lackey he would have to be the 

model of normality. I would have to say my ability to inspire others and 

the depth of my experience in  the food service industry, he replied with 

confidence.” 

“What are you doing?” 

“…he asked with suspicion. Bertram had known his kind 

before. Men of small minds and even smaller genitals saw him as a 

personal threat. Perhaps it was Bertram’s rugged countenance or 

maybe his superior mental ability. It was obvious that this 



	

backward, middle management toady was already plotting his career 

demise before it even had a chance to take flight. I don’t understand. 

I’m interviewing for the waiter’s job, he replied.” 

“I can hear you. You do know I can hear you.” 

“Bertram was taken aback by this sudden subterfuge.” 

“You’re doing it again. Look, I think we’re finished here Mr. Davis.” 

“…said the voice of mediocrity rising up from behind his desk.” 

“Out! Get out now!” 

“…he shouted pointing at the door. For a man with no 

testicles, he had a surprisingly deep voice. Bertram rose from his 

chair and returned eye contact with this newest soldier in an ever-

growing army of petty minded fools. They may have won the 

battle… Thank you for your time sir… but they will never win the 

war.” 

“I swear to God I’m calling the cops if you’re not out of here in 10 

seconds.” 

“Salvaging what dignity he could muster, Bertram Davis 

walked to the front door with his chin held high. He could almost 

hear his retreat, beat to the sound of a thousand military drums.”  

The unnerved restaurant manager remained standing behind his 

desk, with both fists firmly planted on its surface. Hiring good wait staff 

has always been challenging, but this was beyond unacceptable. He 

followed the man with a stern gaze as he watched him walk through the 

empty dining room and out into the world beyond- May God help it. 

*** 

“Bertram walked out into the summer morning sun defeated, 

but not broken.” 

“Didn’t go so well, huh.” 

“Bertram’s little friend Marty looked up at him with 

sympathetic eyes, somehow sensing his interview did not go well. No 

Sancho, it didn’t.” 



	

“That’s okay, you’ll win the next one.” 

Morning rush hour traffic had evaporated since the initial 

Baltimore city rush hour. Offices were now filled with people busily 

working to make the world turn, while only those who were left to sadly 

observe, sullenly passed outside their windows along the sidewalks.  

Bertram was once one of those busy people, a valued star in an 

investment firm. His fall began with the emergence of concealed snickers 

and passing remarks, building into the full barrage of Flipper jokes. It 

finally culminated with a large Sea World poster of bottlenose dolphins in 

mid jump, with the inscription ‘We Love Bertram.’ And that was just from 

the patrons at his building’s coffee shop.  

The real humiliation came from his co-workers and ‘friends’ 

through emails and social networking sights. TV morning shows 

hounded him for weeks, desperate to parade his embarrassing ordeal 

before all of America. Mammalian biologists actually staked out his 

apartment, waiting to confront him and gain some new insight into the 

sexual peculiarities of this potential aquatic, serial rapist. The phone 

calls, the needling, the web posts and comments relentlessly churned out 

dubious public speculation every day, leaving Bertram with nowhere to 

turn for sympathy or comfort. 

His final implosion occurred over the phone at the office, with an 

especially important client. It was made purposefully, and with the sole 

intent to convey what he had been internalizing all this time- the words 

‘Fuck You’ screamed twenty-seven times, followed by what eyewitnesses 

confirmed to be a complete conniption. Following an extended sojourn in 

a sanitarium north of the city, Bertram was mostly restored, except for 

the career ending disability of externalizing every thought his mind 

produced, and some that even lay beneath his conscious thought. 

“I know you’ll do better on the next one, Bertram. You can do 

anything.” 



	

“Yes Sancho, I will. I am indomitable, he replied with absolute 

confidence. Forward my faithful companion. There are three more 

restaurants left on my list.” 

“Bertram, why do keep calling me Sancho?” he asked meekly. “My 

name isn’t Sancho. My name is Marty. I know my name is Marty, 

because it says so on my social security card. The social security card is 

made by the government, and they wouldn’t lie, would they?” 

“Of course they lie Sancho. It is their raison d'être to lie. Why, the 

very fabric of our existence would unravel at the seams if they started 

telling us the truth. As citizens of this great nation, it is our 

responsibility to assume that everything they tell us is a lie, and to 

assume the opposite to be the truth. No my friend, your name is Sancho, 

and you are my sidekick. Together we shall re-acquaint this savage land 

with the civil propriety it lost long ago.” 

“Oh, I see. When you explain it that way, I think you must be 

right.” 

“Right? That is absolute nonsense little fellow. Your own mother 

named you Marty at your birth, after your uncle.” 

“Oh, yes… of course. The government lies, and my mother tells the 

truth. Okay, I’ve got it.” 

“Of course you don’t got it. Your own mother gave you up at age 

14.” 

“Oh yes, yes she did.” 

“So how could you ever trust a woman like that?” 

“No, I don’t suppose I should.” 

“But why wouldn’t you try man. After twelve years of battling 

demons and insobriety, she finally wants to reconcile with you.” 

“Yes, that is important. I should trust her.” 

“Are you a crazy man? Caution is required here. How can you 

know for sure that she is fully reformed? It brought Bertram 

tremendous satisfaction to be the sole light of reason in Marty’s 



	

existence. He shuddered at the thought of where his agreeable little 

friend might end up without Bertram’s valuable guidance and 

strength of character. So which one on the list should we hit next?” 

“I don’t know. I can’t make up my mind. Where do you think we 

should go next Bertram?” 

“I’m thinking the one up Charles Street.” 

“Sure, of course. Charles Street. That must be the best one. Good 

choice.” 

“Of course it is. I made it,” Bertram boomed. 

“But we’re late for group.” 

“Group? The needy, addle-minded fools in group therapy were 

the curse in Bertram’s life. Twice a week he had to endure their 

unimaginative lives an hour at a time, time he would most certainly 

never get back. Yes, of course- group. Well, it’s on the way to the next 

restaurant, isn’t it?” 

“Well, no… it’s three blocks out of the way.” 

“Only if you strike a rhumb line dear fellow. Today, we shall 

endeavor upon a great-circle route of discovery.” 

“I knew it had to be something. Sounds exciting.” 

“Of course it’s exciting, I just said it was. And together the two 

intrepid explorers set out upon their quest for sanity at group.” 

  



	

Chapter 2 

The McClory-Pratt Medical building on Calvert Street offered the 

best pre-natal, substance abuse, and mental health care the state of 

Maryland could provide for its pecuniary challenged citizens. In previous 

lives, it served as a city estate for a wealthy attorney through the latter 

part of the nineteenth century, then a boarding house, public housing, 

and finally a crack den. The state eventually took ownership and 

resurrected the building into its current identity. 

Bertram and Marty checked in at the front desk, and then quietly 

slipped into the session in the meeting room on the second floor. Four 

other people in various states of mental and social decay sat in a semi-

circle around Michael, their counselor. 

“Late for their meeting, Bertram and Marty tried 

unsuccessfully to sneak in unnoticed. Hello everybody. Sorry we’re 

late.” 

“Welcome Bertram, Marty. Have a seat. Janet was talking about 

her week.” 

“Bertram sighed heavily at the prospect of enduring one of 

Janet’s rants. Her entire existence revolved around two small, noisy, 

shitting dogs whose mission in life is to piss off her neighbors and 



	

reduce their collective property value. Thanks Michael. Go ahead 

Janet. Please continue.” 

Janet scowled at him and then returned to her original train of 

thought. “So the son of bitch called the cops… again. Why would he do 

such a thing? I know he hates me, I can see it in the way he looks at me. 

I don’t know what I could have done to provoke such hatred. And 

insensitive? You bettcha he is. Since my Barry died, I swear those two 

special little dogs are all that helps me hold it together. They and this 

group, that is. Why does he hate them so Michael?” 

“Now Janet, these feelings of persecution are unfounded,” Michael 

began. “In all fairness, small dogs may be an annoyance to some people, 

especially your neighbors. Did you ever have the hole in your fence 

mended?” 

“No, I have not,” she replied defiantly. “My little darlings stay 

within the confines of my own yard… most days.” 

“It was clear to everyone in the group that the dogs were not 

the source of her neighbor’s angst, but in the inadequacy of her role 

within the human race. That neighbor must hate her with a burning 

passion that could only be painted in the deepest shades of black.” 

“Bertram, please stop,” asked Michael. “Janet, you need to take 

some ownership in this. Each of us live within the circle of our own 

existence, but that does not necessarily come without overlap into 

someone else’s circle. The key here is to recognize the elements of your 

life- your dogs- which are having a negative impact on your neighbors. 

How would you feel if they were to start throwing their trash over the 

fence onto your lawn?” 

“Yeah man, what if they hopped the fence and took a big ‘ol shit on 

your roses Janet?” asked Jerald sitting next to her. Janet visibly 

reddened and tried to look away. “That shit ain’t right, you know what 

I’m saying?” 



	

“Thank you Jerald, for that interesting perspective,” said Michael. 

“So Janet, you need to work on your compromising skills this week, and 

learn to respect the lives and boundaries of those around you.” 

“But Michael, this clearly isn’t my fault. Why would these things 

happen to me? I’m the victim here, I’m the…” 

“Bertram was now officially exhausted by Janet’s endless 

rants, and drifted away in thought. His attention turned to Chris.” 

Upon hearing his name, Chris turned to Bertram sitting next to him with 

a growing look of concern on his face. “What?” asked Bertram. 

“You said my name,” replied Chris. 

“I’m sorry, but I think you’re mistaken.” 

“No Bertram, you were externalizing again. Why are you looking at 

me like that? What’s wrong?” 

“Nothing Chris, except your foil is showing under your hat.” 

“Oh… thanks.” Chris tried to discretely push the telltale edge of 

aluminum foil back under the edge of his knit hat, but not without 

Michael’s detection and disapproving glare. 

“Chris, why?” 

“Why what Michael?” 

“Why the foil? This is the first session in ten you’ve worn foil on 

your head.” 

“I’m sorry Michael, but yesterday they re-activated the chip 

implant in my head again. I really don’t want them tracking me.” 

“There is no chip in your head, and the CIA is not tracking you. 

Something happened to you. What was it?” 

“Nothing,” he replied shifting uncomfortably in his chair. 

“Although he lacked the psychiatric skills that Michael had 

acquired during his eight years of community college, even Bertram 

could tell there was something wrong with Chris.” 

“Bertram, be nice,” cautioned Michael. “We talked about insults 

last time.” 



	

“What you talking about Doc?” Bertram replied defensively. 

Michael scowled at him, and turned sympathetically back to Chris. 

“Tell me, what happened yesterday?” 

“Um… I was offered a job.” 

“That’s splendid Chris, good for you! Tell me about it. What is the 

job, and where will you be working?” 

“Uh, dishwasher. It’s in Fells Point, at the Hanover Street Tavern.” 

“I know the place well.” 

“It was obvious to everyone that Michael was intimately 

familiar with each of Fells Point’s many bars from his long history of 

binge drinking.” 

“Bertram, enough!” Michael snapped. 

Melany laughed quietly to herself. Michael can be such a self-

righteous ass. Every time I come to this place, I have to put up with his 

phony sincerity and basset hound eyes. ‘That’s splendid Chris, good for 

you.’ Oh puh-leeeeze. Somebody just kill me now and get it over with. 

“Is there something on your mind Melany?” 

“Nope.” Just a big ass barbiturate to get me through this mind 

numbing hell. 

“Sorry, it just looked like you had something you wanted to say.” 

“Nope.” Yeah asshole. Just sign me the fuck off with the state so I 

can get back to my miserable life and finally get away from this episode of 

America’s Craziest Degenerates. 

“That’s fine, but when you’re ready, I really need you to contribute. 

Group therapy works best when everybody works as a group, okay?” 

Fuck you! “Okay.” 

“She replied in her sexy whisky voice. That’s right everybody. 

Here, we put the group in group therapy. There is no I in group. United 

we are a group, and divided we are… not a group. Good Job Michael, you 

the man, replied Bertram in his best attempt to rally his fellow 

mental defects behind their quack doctor.” 



	

I could tear your clothes off with my teeth! God I love you. 

“Thank you Bertram for your less than sincere support of my 

program. Perhaps I should take this as a sign of some improvement.” 

“Thanks Doc, he replied in triumph over the petty dictator 

leading the session. Michael’s mindless attempts at eliciting sanity 

from this broken bunch of morons was a true testament to his 

mediocrity.” 

“Hey man, that’s not cool,” replied Jerald. “The man’s just trying to 

help, you dig?” 

“Yeah Bertram, that wasn’t very nice,” Marty meekly chimed in. 

“What are you all talking about? I just complimented him. Didn’t 

you hear me say ‘you the man?’” 

“No, you insulted him with that out-loud thinking you be doing all 

the time,” replied Jerald. 

“Yeah,” added Marty. 

“I was out-loud again?” Michael mustered his most withering glare, 

and directed it at a finite point in Bertram’s frontal lobe. “I apologize Doc, 

for something that was probably taken way out of context.” 

“Fine Bertram,” Michael spat. “Now Jerald, how has your week 

been going?” 

“Oh man, not good. I think I’m disappearing.” 

“Again?” 

“Yeah, turns out my materializing was only temporary.” 

“And what makes you say that?” 

“Okay, you know them GPS things for your car?” he started, 

addressing everybody in the room. The group returned acknowledging 

nods of agreement. “Check it out- I tried putting in the address on one, 

and the screen buttons wouldn’t work for me… like my fingers weren’t 

there,” he continued, with eyes widening over this new concern. 

“I can assure you Jerald, you are quite visible to us all… No, stop 

holding up three fingers. I’m telling you I can see you.” 



	

“Oh yeah? Then how come when I passed this big ‘ol white lady on 

my way to this meeting, she looked right through me, like I wasn’t even 

there?” 

“Jerald?” asked Marty, looking for his attention “She did that 

because you’re black… and big. You’re even a little scary.” 

“Thank you Marty,” replied Michael. “Yes Jerald, I think Marty is 

right. It may not be an appropriate way to meet someone passing on the 

street, but I think she was trying to avoid eye contact with you.” 

“The doctor was doing very little to convince Jerald, who by 

now was quite invisible to the rest of the group. With only his 

clothes to betray his presence, Jerald was apt to undress so he could 

move unseen through the city streets outside.” 

“If you don’t stop that Bertram, I’m going to have to ask you to 

leave,” snapped Michael. 

“Why would you do that Doc?” asked Bertram in defense. 

“I knew it, I am disappearing!” 

“Jerald, you are not disappearing. Please, put your shirt back on.” 

This is fucking great! I can’t pay for entertainment like this. 

“I can’t believe this is happening,” Janet cried out. “Oh my God, he 

isn’t wearing underwear. Why is he doing this to me Michael?” 

“Nobody say another word,” yelled Greg, now standing at the far 

end of the semi circle. “I don’t think I’ll be attending many more of these 

meetings soon, because…” he paused for full effect “I am dying.” 

“No Greg, you are not dying. Jerald, get away from that door! Put 

your clothes on now, and sit back down in your chair.” 

“Nobody can see me. Y’all can’t see me,” Jerald sang as he danced 

and pirouetted about the room. Michael quickly rose, grabbed him by the 

arm, and led him back to his clothes.” 

“Did anybody hear me? I said I was dying!” shouted Greg, now 

walking into the center of the circle. “I awoke with a doozy of a headache 

today, and after consulting with various members of the Internet medical 



	

community, I am quite certain that I have a brain tumor, or perhaps an 

aneurism. I know, I know, it’s hard to believe that I could be cut down so 

tragically in my prime.” He began stifling tears, and raising his chin to 

better display his courage in the face of this new adversity “But I will 

soldier on. I want you to know how important you all are to me, so I have 

prepared a will.” He withdrew a folded paper restaurant napkin, stained 

with grease and handwriting, and then held it out before him as if to read 

a royal decree. “To Janet, I leave you my cable remote control unit, 

because you said yours was broken. To Jerald I leave…” 

“Greg, as flattered as I am that you are leaving me your remote 

control, I really don’t think you are dying, dear. You got hammered again 

last night, didn’t you?” 

“That’s neither here nor there,” replied Greg with a dismissive wave 

of his hand. “I just know, okay? It’s a tumor, and I am dying.” 

“What are you leaving me?” asked Jerald buttoning his shirt. 

“My collection of Las Vegas ashtrays.” 

“All three of them?” 

“Two. One of them broke.” 

“Greg,” began Michael crossing the room, and then taking ahold of 

both of his hands “look at me, and feel the calm I am trying to give you. 

Now, believe me when I say you are not dying.” 

“But…” 

“You are not dying. Say it.” 

“But…” 

“You are not dying.” 

“Okay, I am not dying.” 

“Now believe it as you say it.” 

“I am not dying.” 

“Did you go out drinking last night?” 

“Well, maybe.” 

“Was it a bender, like last time?” 



	

“No, no… well… maybe. I don’t recall.” 

“Did you have more than three drinks?” 

 I had a few… at many places. I kind of blacked out after 10 

o’clock, so I’m not sure. There was no money in my wallet this morning, 

and I woke up on my living room floor. I couldn’t have been too loaded if I 

made it home, right?” 

“You’ll be fine Greg, you just have a hangover. I thought we were 

past that kind of behavior. What brought this on?” 

“Oh, that. I figured why not, with the world coming to an end and 

all.” 

“And why do you think the world is coming to an end?” 

“Well, after the last meeting, Bertram and I started talking, and he 

told me about some Mayan prophesy, and…” 

“Bertram could see that Michael had visibly reached the end of 

his patience with him.” 

Michael let go of Greg’s hands and took a step back into the semi-

circle. “Bertram, please stay behind. Everyone else, I’ll see you all next 

time.” 

“So do I still get the ashtrays? Just saying, man,” said Jerald filing 

out of the room with the rest of the group. 

Marty fell out of line and stood sheepishly by the door. 

“Marty, I need to speak with Bertram privately.” 

“Okay,” he replied without moving. 

“That means alone Marty.” 

“Oh, you don’t have to worry about me. I won’t tell anyone what 

you guys talk about.” 

“Please Marty, I need you to wait out in the hall.” 

“Alone?” 

“It’s okay Marty, we’ll be here, just on the other side of the door. 

You’ll be alright, go on now.” 



	

“Oh, okay,” he replied inching his way to the door. “I’ll be just be 

outside… in the hallway… just a few feet away… not listening, or 

anything.” He walked out of the door and stood with his toes on the 

threshold, watching Michael and Bertram in quiet desperation. 

“Very good Marty, now close the door.” 

“All the way? All the way shut?” 

“Yes please. It’s alright, we’ll be right here.” 

“Okay.” Marty reached into the room and pulled the door closed. 

His form was now cast in silhouette against the frosted glass. 

“Marty really looks up to you, doesn’t he?” asked Michael. 

“I guess so Doc, he isn’t very tall.” 

“That’s not what I meant.” 

 “We’re friends. Bertram shifted in his stance, assuming a more 

defensive posture. We hang out a lot.” 

“It’s more than just ‘hanging out,’ isn’t it?” 

“Bertram was now certain of Michael’s homosexuality, with his 

subtle suggestion of a threesome with two of his patients.” 

“I won’t let you get me mad Bertram, so you can knock it off. You 

and Marty are clearly close friends, correct?” 

“Well sure Doc. Why do you ask?” 

“You wouldn’t want anything bad to happen to him, now would 

you?” 

“No, of course not.” 

“Which is exactly how I feel about everyone in this group, and 

although I have trouble saying it, even you.” 

“Well thanks Doc, you know I feel the same about you. Bertram 

sneered inwardly at Michael’s phony display of concern and his vain 

attempt at connecting with the woman inside himself.” 

Michael gritted his teeth, and quietly counted to ten. He closed his 

eyes and took a deep breath before continuing. “I am responsible for the 

mental health of everyone in our group, and I will not let you sabotage 



	

my work. Your belittling of me and manipulating my patients’ 

insecurities comes to an end today.” 

“But Doc…” 

“It ends, today. Your transition back to society is dependent upon 

my final assessment of your mental faculties. Like it or not, you need me 

if you ever want anybody to give a shit about your MBA, or your financial 

genius ever again. Instead of your Federal Hill townhome, you could just 

as easily find yourself back at Shady Oaks, medicated and drooling in 

front of the television all day. Am I making myself perfectly clear 

Bertram?” 

“Bertram said nothing. Perfectly, Doctor.”  



	

Chapter 3 

Bertram left the McClory-Pratt Medical building in a mood most 

foul, beyond any words he could muster consciously or subconsciously. 

Marty followed in tow until they were down on the street, and then 

hustled to fall in step alongside his friend. 

“What did you two talk about Bertram?” 

“The good doctor lost something, and he needed help finding it.” 

“Really? What did Michael lose?” 

“His mind.” 

“Oh, I see. That’s pretty important.” 

“Yes it is, especially if you are pretending to be psychiatrist.” 

“So what do you want to do now?” 

“Now, I am going to conquer this next job interview.” 

“That sounds good Bertram. Yeah, that sounds good.” 

“I am feeling confident Sancho. I have a feeling that this one is in 

the bag.” 

“Yes, I’m sure it is. Isn’t that what you said what about the last 

three?” 

“I was clearly qualified for the positions, but the managers were 

intimidated by my mere presence. I don’t know if you can see it from way 



	

down there Marty, but I beam with an aura of success. They were more 

interested in preserving their own careers than by being touched with my 

greatness- the petty minded fools. I’ll own them one day.” Marty started 

walking sideways, scrutinizing Bertram from head to toe. “What are you 

doing?” 

“Looking for your aura of success.” 

“You need special glasses for that. Now remind me, where is the 

next restaurant?” 

“It’s a new one up on Charles Street.” 

“Oh right, The Library; a guy from New York- five star chef in a 

three star town- with a book themed venue. Wonder how long he’ll last.” 

“At what? Holding his breath? I can hold my breath for a long time 

Bertram, watch.” 

“Better not Marty, you might explode.” 

 “Really? Gosh. That was a close one.” 

They continued walking in the direction of Bertram’s next 

interview, Marty taking two steps for each one his friend took. They came 

to a busy intersection just as the light turned red, and took up position 

at the curb. Marty repeatedly pushed the pedestrian button, each time 

hoping for an outcome that differed from the last. 

Across the street, a man carrying a briefcase waited patiently for 

the amber ambulatory figure to appear on the display above Bertram and 

Marty. His attention drifted down to Bertram, and with a slight tug of 

recognition, studied him more closely. Bertram was familiar with the look 

on the man’s face, and tried to conceal his identity by devoting his full 

attention dow to his shoes. 

“Hey,” the man finally yelled from across the street once the clouds 

in his memory had finally parted into full recollection. “I know you. 

You’re the dolphin guy!” He pointed now, and looked for anyone around 

him with whom he could share this discovery. “What do you know,” he 

started laughing “the dolphin guy. You’re like famous.” 



	

“And you sir, are like an asshole. Fuck you very much for 

reminding me of something very horrible that happened to me. Is there 

something terrible in your life you would like share with me dick head? 

Perhaps a dead parent, or maybe some ongoing spousal abuse wrought 

by your domineering wife?” 

“Sorry,” replied the stranger in near disgust. “It’s just that… forget 

it, I didn’t mean anything by it.” 

The light turned green, and Bertram stepped off the curb with a 

look of grim purpose on his face. The man, who by now had lost his 

inappropriate sense of humor, elected not to cross the street with him, 

instead opting to brave the now swiftly moving traffic across the street 

perpendicular to theirs.  

“That’s right, thought Bertram. You have good reason to flee in 

the face of my wrath.” 

“That’s okay Bertram. Don’t let that guy get you down.” 

“Never, dear Sancho. I am indomitable, remember?” 

“Indomitable, yes. What does that mean Bertram?” 

“Bertram stopped, and smiled for the first time that day. It 

means Marty, that with a friend like you, I can do anything.” 

“Oh. That’s a good thing, huh.” 

“It’s a very good thing Sancho. Now let’s go topple some windmills.” 

*** 

“Bertram Davis crossed his leg and clasped his knee with his 

hands. He smiled at the quality of his last answer, assured that all of 

his ambitions would soon be realized.” 

The restaurant manager and owner of The Library looked up from 

Bertram’s resume, and regarded him curiously. The two men were seated 

across from each other at a linen covered table in the empty restaurant. 

“What was that?” he asked. 

“I’m sorry?” 

“You just said ‘your ambitions would soon be realized.’” 



	

“I think you are mistaken sir. The last thing I said, was that I 

possessed natural leadership and a positive can-do attitude, he replied. 

Strange, he thought, it’s as if he could read my mind. Now Bertram 

wondered about the man that held the key to his recovery. A 

stranger to Charm City, would he bring his New York ways, or try to 

assimilate to the Baltimore culture? And what of this library theme? 

Were the vast number of books that covered the walls of the 

restaurant meant to inspire a love of literature, or were they merely 

décor? Hmmm, he thought to himself, what if life wrote it’s own 

novels?’” 

The manager sat back in his chair, and tried to wrap his mind 

around this bizarre applicant. Like all restaurant owners, he expected 

wait staff to come with certain eccentricities, but this? In New York, 

struggling actors were common in the restaurant business. He had 

personally witnessed a King Lear, three cats and a Lion King waiting on 

tables in a single shift.  

“About your resume. It says here you were in business?” 

“Investments, yes.” 

“I see. And since your last job in the financial district, I am not 

seeing any real restaurant experience.” 

“I have extensive experience in the food service industry from my 

days before college, Bertram replied. With his natural love of gourmet, 

an uncanny ability to pair wines with meals, and the tremendous 

number of restaurants he had personally patronized, he was a 

natural for this job. Now, if only he could convince this manager of 

his talents…” 

“There, you did it again.” 

“Did what?” 

“Amazing. Throughout this interview, you have been providing 

your own narrative, and I don’t think you are aware of it.” 

“Oh, that. I was externalizing again. Damn!” 



	

“No, no, no. I find it very interesting. Are you in therapy now?” 

“Bertram shifted uneasily in his chair in the face of this new 

line of questioning. It would seem that the interview was going 

south very quickly, and for the first time since he sat down, he was 

unsure of how to proceed.” 

“Don’t be embarrassed. I was in therapy for almost a year after my 

divorce. That woman messed me up bad, but I really think I needed it. I 

found the whole experience to be, well, cathartic.” 

“I’ve been in therapy for almost a year now, Bertram replied. In a 

way, he felt like he had suddenly unloaded a tremendous burden. 

Since that fateful night with the dolphin on Miami Beach, he finally 

felt just a little at ease in the company of someone outside of his 

group meetings.” 

With that last statement, the light of recognition went off over the 

manager’s head, and his expression of realization was one that Bertram 

immediately understood, and regretted. “I thought you looked familiar.” 

“Go ahead, get it out of your system. Try to stump me with some 

barb or joke I haven’t heard yet.” 

“Why on earth would I do that? Why would I joke about something 

so horrific? I can’t even imagine how that must have affected you.” 

“Bertram was stumped. After all the humiliation he had 

endured from the countless people who recognized him, this vote of 

sympathy was a real first. It was horrific, and it is the reason I am the 

way I am. I thank you, really I do. But now that you know what you 

know, I guess this interview has officially come to an end. Thank you 

very much for your time sir,” he said rising to his feet. “I’ll show myself 

out.” 

“Bertram, can I call you Bertram? Please, sit back down.” Bertram 

cautiously returned to his seat. “You said something a few minutes ago 

that kind of sticks with me. You wondered if life could write its own 

novels.” 



	

“You know, I was just thinking that.” 

“Yes, I know. Anyway, that has me thinking about the whole book 

theme. Bertram, I want to hire you- as is.” 

“What do you mean ‘as is’?” 

“I want to use your externalizing as an asset to this operation. It 

says here you graduated Hopkins, from their school of business?” 

“Yes.” 

“Were they pretty big with liberal arts?” 

“They believe in a well rounded education.” 

“Take any English classes, maybe some creative writing?” 

“All of the general ed requirements, and creative writing as an 

elective. Why do you ask?” 

“This narrative thing you have going on really intrigues me. What if 

you could harness it into a kind of living novel?” 

“I don’t follow you.” 

“I mean, just be you. Do what you do, but try to make our 

customers into characters of a living novel, and provide their narrative. 

Draw them into your life, as it were, but try to spice it up a bit.” 

“Bertram considered the manager’s words for a moment, and 

then tried to figure where his motives lay. Was it possible that he 

was running some bizarre social experiment, perhaps for some 

shadowy clandestine branch of the government?”  

“Yes! That’s exactly what I want.” 

“What is?” 

“What you just said, about the clandestine branch of the 

government.” 

“Oh, you heard that.” 

“Yes, I heard that, and that is what I want from you. The more I 

think of this, the more potential I see. You’ve really got me jazzed. I open 

in two days. When can you start?” 

“You mean I have the job?” 



	

“Of course you have the job!” 

“Wow, I did it.” 

“Yes you did. So what is your answer?” 

“Yes. I can start tomorrow.” 

“Fantastic. I really think this is going to make for an interesting 

dining experience. Oh, by the way. That little fellow with his face pressed 

up against the window behind you…” 

Bertram turned around in his chair to see Marty with his hands 

and nose pressed up against the glass. “Yeah, he’s with me. He’s my best 

friend in the world. Actually, my only friend in the world. He can be a 

little insecure… at times.” 

“Doesn’t like being far from you I guess. Will he be doing this while 

you’re working?” 

“I hadn’t thought of that, this is my first job since I’ve known him.” 

“I can’t have him doing that with a full restaurant. Is he working 

right now?” 

“Marty is currently between careers.” 

“I don’t have a dishwasher yet…” the manager said, considering his 

options. “If I put him on your shift, do you think he’d be interested? I 

mean, you’ll be able to check in on him all throughout the night.” 

“Yes, I think I can convince him.” 

“Terrific. Now, one last thing.” The manager sat beck in his chair 

and clasped his hands across his stomach. “Some men like to bet on the 

horses, others in a casino. I like to day-trade.” 

“Is that so.” 

“I’ve been doing it for the past few years, and I’ve built up a pretty 

decent portfolio.” 

“How much?” 

“About 20K. I used it for the collateral on this place.” 



	

“Bertram laughed quietly to himself, at another civilian trying 

to make a name in a world where he was quite outside of his realm. 

Really. Twenty thousand in five years, not bad.” 

“Okay, so I’m a conservative investor. Perhaps you could offer some 

advice?” 

“Bertram smiled to himself at the thought of getting back into 

a game from which he had been sidelined. Little did this man know, 

that there was a time when he was the most successful investment 

analyst in his firm, who went on to become their biggest 

commissioned broker.” 

“I do now.” 

“I might be able help you out.” 

“Yes, I think this is going to be a very interesting year Bertram.” 

“Yes sir, if you say so.” 

“Please, call me Kyle.” 

 

  



	

Chapter 4 

“Bertram walked out onto the street having vanquished his 

foe.” 

“Didn’t go so good, huh,” said Marty stepping away from the large 

plate glass window of the restaurant. He put his hands in his pockets 

and shrugged over to Bertram’s side. “That’s okay Bertram, you’ll do 

better on the next one.” 

“Dear Marty, loyal Sancho, have you so little faith in me? I just 

said that I got the job.” 

“Oh, is that what vanquished means?” 

“No, silly. By vanquishing my foe, I have soundly beaten him.” 

“Like I was once beaten in foster care?” 

Bertram took pause at Marty’s question. There were times he 

forgot just how brutal his friend’s childhood had been, and how deeply 

those scars still ran upon his soul. “No Marty, not like that,” he said 

placing a re-assuring hand on his shoulder. “I was being figurative. What 

I was trying to say is, I won.” 

“What did you win Bertram?” 

“I guess you could say I won against myself.” 

“How so?” 



	

“Well, as you naturally assumed earlier that I didn’t get the job, 

since I haven’t been very successful in landing one lately.” 

“That’s because you externalize.” 

“Yes Marty, I externalize. I guess I was beginning to think that 

maybe I was broken, and I would never find a job.” 

“But you’re indomitable.” 

“I AM indomitable!” he boomed. “And what does that mean?” 

“With friends like me you can do anything?” 

“That’s right. By getting this job today, I have proven to myself that 

I am not broken. I won.” 

“Wow.” 

“Wow indeed. And as for you my little friend how would you like to 

be indomitable?” 

“Why, am I broken?” 

“Only slightly damaged, but we can fix that. How would you like to 

work in the same restaurant as me?” 

“Really? The same restaurant? Gosh.” 

“Bertram could tell by Marty’s enthusiasm that the answer 

would be yes. But wait, now he looks crestfallen. What’s wrong 

Marty?” 

“I don’t think I could be a waiter like you. I… I’m not a good talker 

like you. No, I don’t think I could be a waiter. I don’t want to be slightly 

damaged, but I can’t be a waiter.” 

“Hmmm, I see,” said Bertram stroking his chin. “So you want to 

work in the same restaurant as me, but you don’t want to be a waiter. 

Let me see… what other jobs are there in a restaurant?” 

“There’s the girl who says hello at the front door and gives you a 

table.” 

“Why of course! The hostess. How would you like to be a hostess?” 

“I’m not a girl Bertram.” 



	

“No you’re not. Besides, I don’t think a dress would become you. 

No, that just won’t do. How about a bartender? Why I’m sure you would 

make a splendid bartender.” 

“I don’t drink Bertram. I don’t think I would make a very good 

bartender.” 

“No, I don’t suppose you would. I guess that would be like inviting 

a Shiite to a pig roast. A chef then! How would you like to be the Chef 

and cook everyone’s meals?” 

“Isn’t the guy who owns that place the chef?” 

“Oh, that’s right.” 

“Besides, I don’t know how to cook. This is no good Bertram. I 

guess I’ll just have to stay slightly damaged.” 

“Don’t give up Marty, we’ll think of something. Say,” he said 

snapping his fingers “I think I have it. It’s a big responsibility for 

someone so small, but I think you could handle it.” 

“What, what is it?” 

“You would get to work in the same restaurant as me, and I could 

check in on you throughout the shift.” 

“What is it, what is it?” he asked, his excitement barely contained. 

“How would you like to be in charge of the scullery?” 

“My goodness, the scullery! And I would be in charge. I’ve never 

been in charge of anything, except maybe myself. It would be like I was a 

boss, huh?” 

“Why yes, you would be like a boss.” 

“I don’t know, it sounds very important.” 

“It is very important. Upon your shoulders will rest the successful 

outcome of The Library. You will be the most important cog within its 

vast works. Without you, the waiters will have no meals to carry out to 

the hungry customers. Without you, the cooks can’t cook, and without 

you, the bartender cannot serve any of his delicious cocktails. Like I said, 

it is a big responsibility.” 



	

“Gosh, that sure is. Hey, Bertram?” 

“Marty?” 

“What is a scullery?” 

“It is the room where the all of the plates, bowls, flatware, glasses, 

pots, pans and cooking utensils are cleaned.” 

“Oh, you mean where the dishwasher works.” 

“The exact place.” 

“Oh, a dishwasher. I can do that. I know how to wash dishes. I 

could be a good dishwasher, and work in the same restaurant as you. I’d 

like that. Do you think he would give me a job as well?” 

“I already negotiated on your behalf.” 

“You did? You’re a good friend Bertram.” 

“I know I am, and let me tell you, it wasn’t easy. I almost had to 

threaten him with physical harm. We went back and forth like two titans 

battling over the fate of the human race. At last he conceded and offered 

you any position you may want, and at a full dollar above minimum wage 

I may add.” 

“So, I have the job?” 

“Weren’t you listening? Yes you have a job, the job.” 

Marty walked along in silence for while as he considered his 

newfound place in the universe. “I am indomitable.” 

“Indeed.” 

“You know what I think?” 

“What’s that Sancho?” 

“We should go to our happy place.” 

“What a truly inspired idea. Let’s go celebrate- you’re buying.” 

“But I don’t have any money.” 

“Alright then, it’ll be my treat. When you’re flush again, which will 

be very soon, then you can treat me. What a great day this has turned 

out to be, if only I could shake this nagging feeling.” 

“What feeling is that Bertram?” 



	

“That I am being followed. Perhaps this is a manifestation of some 

new kind of psychosis added to my already full plate.” 

“Oh, that’s because we are being followed. Melany has been 

following us since we left group.” 

 “Really?” he asked turning around to look. “I don’t see her.” 

“She’s across the street and ahead of us. See? She’s wearing the 

black hoodie and the pink sneakers.” 

“How clever she is, and perhaps a little creepy, Bertram 

thought.”  

As Melany walked in step with her quarry, she discreetly turned 

her head down and slightly backward to verify she was still following 

Bertram.  

Shit! He sees me.  

“Melany,” Bertram called out.  

Don’t look. Pretend you don’t hear him. 

“Melany, please stop.” 

“Yeah Melany, please stop,” repeated Marty. 

Okay, don’t panic. He’s just a guy… that you can’t stop thinking 

about. He’s a little weird, but then so are you. All right, let’s do it. Melany 

stopped in her tracks and turned to face Bertram across the street. She 

pulled her hood back and shook out her shoulder length brown hair. 

Across the street, Bertram and Marty smiled and waved. 

He is just too cute, girl. Well, what are you going to do next? You 

can’t just stand here like a cigar store Indian. Melany checked for traffic 

and quickly crossed over to Bertram. “Hi,” she squeaked, holding her 

balled up hands to her mouth. 

“I see you’re going our way. Would you like to walk with us? 

Bertram asked, hoping this quiet nymph would say yes.” Melany 

nodded her head vigorously. “We’re off to our happy place, care to join 

us?” Again she enthusiastically agreed, then fell in alongside her two new 

travel companions. 



	

Happy place? What are they, seven? What could their happy place 

be? God, I hope it’s a bar. I don’t think I can do this sober. 

*** 

Dunkin' Donuts? Seriously? 

“Dunkin Donuts!” announced Bertram, arriving at the happy place. 

“Amid the chaos of life and the cruel blows of fate, there is a soul 

restorative oasis where the weary and downtrodden may find a safe 

haven. Today, however, Marty and I have come to celebrate. Both of us 

now have jobs in Baltimore’s next chicest restaurant.” 

Melany smiled, feigning interest. Carbs- just what I need. Then 

again, I would love to eat a doughnut off your chest. Whoa chic, be cool! Not 

the place or time. 

Bertram held the door as Melany and Marty entered the bakery. 

Behind the counter, the Pakistani owner broke out into his best sales 

smile, until he saw Bertram walk in behind them. 

“I don’t want any trouble from you today, dolphin man,” he 

cautioned, adjusting his round wire rimmed glasses, and taking a step 

back. 

“Relax Gandhi, I’ll be on my best behavior, he said to the 

doughnut man, who called the police to break up his lesson in 

civility the last time he was here.” 

“First of all, that was a very racist statement sir. Ghandi was from 

India, but I am from Pakistan.” 

“My apologies sir.” 

“And you bet I called the police on you… you crazy man. You broke 

many things here, many things.” 

“For which I paid you already. I apologized, didn’t I?” 

“Yes, but then you said I had no testicles.” 

“I most certainly did not.” 

“Yes you did mister.” 



	

“You did say he had no testicles, Bertram. But you were 

externalizing,” said Marty. 

“There, you see? I was externalizing. It was like you were listening 

in on my thoughts. If anyone should be offended, it should be I for your 

blatant disregard for my privacy.” 

The owner finally shook his head in disgust and leaned onto the 

counter. “What may I get you?” 

“Marty? asked Bertram, sweeping his hand across the vast 

riches of doughnut goodness from which his friend could choose. 

Which will it be?” 

Marty chose the chocolate with chocolate sprinkles, as he always 

chose chocolate with chocolate sprinkles. Marty was a man whose life 

ran on rails, taking great comfort in his very predictable waypoints. He 

was not one to easily break from routine. Every time he came to this 

joyous place, he routinely made the same selection: chocolate with 

chocolate sprinkles. 

“And as for you Melany, what will it be? No, wait. Let me guess- the 

blueberry scone.” 

Melany nodded in assent. I really do want a scone. Go figure. 

“A scone for the lady, and I will have the… let me see… um… why 

don’t I get the…no, not that…hmmm maybe the… Bertram could see 

that the little, wrinkled, copper colored man was growing 

increasingly impatient over his indecision.” 

“I cannot hear your thoughts crazy man, for I am not listening to 

them.” 

“Excuse me?” 

“I was asking if you have made up your mind sir.” 

“Yesssssss… it will be the… the… THE ÉCLAIR!” he shouted, 

pounding his fist on the counter. “No, no wait. I’m hungrier than an 

éclair. I could get two, but I mean who wants to look like a pig, right? No, 

I’ll have… the… fritter.” 



	

“Will that be cherry or apple?” 

“You’re screwing with me now, aren’t you.” 

“No sir. Most assuredly I am not screwing with you.” 

“Do you have a mango fritter?” 

“No sir. I have apple fritters and cherry fritters.” 

“That’s too bad; I really like mango. You may want to talk with 

your doughnut superiors about that. Now, what will it be,” said Bertram. 

He grabbed the counter and gently started banging his head against its 

surface. “What will it be, what will it be. What… will… it… be. CHERRY!” 

he yelled, rising back up with a raised finger. “NO, APPLE.” The owner 

stood with one hand on his hip, now officially tiring of Bertram Davis. 

“Yes, the apple. And three coffees. One black. Two with room for cream 

and sugar. That is, two packets of sugar for Marty and one artificial 

sweetener for Melany. So, to sum up and simplify the complexity of our 

coffee order, two sugars and one artificial sweetener.” 

“Will that be all sir?” 

“Yes my good man. Why are you still just standing there? Can’t 

you see how eager we are to delight in your sumptuous sweets? Be quick 

about it, and I will see that you are amply rewarded.” 

The owner sighed, and turned to fill their order. 

After Bertram paid for the pastries, rewarding the owner with the 

thirty two cents change, the three found a booth next to the window 

looking out onto the busy city street. 

He even eats sexy, thought Melany bighting into her scone. Is that 

possible? What do I look like when I eat? Do I have crumbs on chin? Oh my 

God! I think I have crumbs on my chin. 

“Bertram couldn’t help but notice Melany as she nibbled away 

at her scone. My God she is adorable, he thought. How is your scone 

Melany?” 

“Mmm,” she said between bites “Good.” He thinks I’m adorable? 

Little sisters are adorable. Why couldn’t it be sexy? Then again, I’m really 



	

not putting much effort into it. It’s not like I’m licking my lips or anything. 

Should I lick my lips? Maybe a little lick. 

“Bertram wondered if he was the only one aroused by her 

mastication. How are you doing over there Marty?” 

“Mmph orgh ploph,” he replied with a smiling mouth full of 

chocolate with chocolate sprinkles. 

“You have some chocolate right here,” Bertram said, indicating a 

spot on his chin “and here. All over here… yeah that’s got it. Now you 

have some right here. That’s it, all clean. Oh, there goes the nose.” 

Melany giggled at Marty’s failed attempt at eating his doughnut 

with any dignity. 

“A laugh! Bertram never thought he’d hear that coming from 

her. So Melany, how’s work? You’re a photographer, right?” She flopped 

her head from side to side to indicate sort-of. “Are you with the 

newspaper?” No. “Weddings?” No. “Freelance?” she nodded her head 

while stirring her coffee. “That is interesting. Small talk was where 

Bertram had the least success with women. He had confidence 

enough to move the earth off of it’s axis in any situation, except 

this. I recall, in one of our past sessions, Michael referring to your job at 

the Medical Examiner’s office?” 

Melany’s lips drew together tightly and she lowered her head to 

hide from the question. 

“Oh, I guess you don’t want to talk about that.” 

Do I want to talk about that? Do you want to talk about dolphins? Let 

me see… being held captive in a cadaver drawer and repeatedly raped 

over the course of a weekend, or sex on the beach? What do you think 

Bertram, do I have you beat? Then again, at least I had my say about the 

matter. I can still feel his eyeballs collapsing under my fingernails. I don’t 

know which screaming I lose more sleep over, his or mine. What am I 

doing? He doesn’t know about all that. Somebody please change the 

subject. 



	

“Melany, I am indomitable,” said Marty wiping the last of the 

chocolate from his face. 

Melany looked to Bertram for meaning. 

“That’s right, he is. You are sitting next to the newest dishwasher 

at The Library.” Melany tried to understand why Marty would be washing 

dishes in the city’s book repository, returning Bertam’s statement with a 

look of confusion. “Oh, The Library is a restaurant that will open in three 

days. It’s up on Charles Street, where the piano bar used to be.” 

Melany gestured to Bertram to hear about his new Job. “I will be a 

waiter and personal financial advisor to the owner.” She nodded her head 

in approval. “I know, waiter isn’t exactly at the top of my list of career 

choices… replied Bertram. The truth was, since his discharge from 

Shady Oaks, nobody was willing to give him a chance at anything. 

He finally rationalized that in life there are no small jobs, so long as 

someone is willing to take a chance and give you a purpose. I’m 

pretty excited about the whole thing, and I’ll share my experiences in the 

next group. This should get Michael off my ass for a while.” 

Melany smiled and gave him an enthusiastic thumbs-up. I know 

what you mean Bertram. I couldn’t leave my bedroom for six months, and I 

certainly couldn’t ever go back to that horrible place. Two years later, it still 

takes everything I have to utter a single word. Oh, how I love the way you 

drink your coffee. Why am I like this around him? You’d think I’d be put off 

men for good, but I could look at him for the rest of my life. I’m pretty sure 

he digs me. If only I could put up some kind of signal. Why can’t people do 

that? Hang out a Bertram flag or something. Maybe a flare. Anything would 

be sooooo much easier than talking. Bertram talks, a lot. He could talk for 

the both of us. It’s not fair- I want to talk. There is so much I want to say. 

Why don’t I work right? 

“Hey, check it out,” said Bertram directing everybody’s attention to 

the window. Across the street, a man wearing a football helmet casually 

walked along the sidewalk. 



	

“It’s Chris,” said Marty. 

How do you know, shrugged Melany. 

“Chris likes the Detroit Lions,” Bertram replied. “I think Chris is 

the only man in Baltimore who likes the Lions. The chip in his head 

must be very busy today. Bertram liked Chris. As with the rest of us, 

he had his flaws. A little paranoia is a good survival skill, of which 

Chris had enough for everyone. He joined the group to become 

normal, but who are we to judge what is normal. He doesn’t seem 

burdened by the helmet; in fact he looks rather serene. Doesn’t he 

look magnificent!” 

“Looking out the window like that, is like watching a fishbowl, huh 

Bertram?” 

“What a profound notion Marty. Check out the school of clown fish 

coming down on our side. Oooo, check out the great big grouper walking 

out of the cigar store. Hmmm, you know Marty, from their perspective it 

is we, who are in the a fishbowl.” 

“Gosh. Then we’re pretty boring fish, huh?” 

“Nonsense. I think we make far more interesting fish than what is 

parading outside.” 

“But we’re not doing anything, Bertram.” 

“Sometimes, my little friend, it is not about what people see, but 

about who you really are.” 

“Gosh.” 

*** 

After a thoroughly successful afternoon at their happy place, 

Bertram, Marty and Melany set out to walk off their afternoon snack. 

They headed south to the Inner Harbor, where they could observe 

mentally challenged homeless people in their natural habitat. These 

souls were the urban denizens that slipped through the cracks of the 

city’s social fabric, either of their own volition, or through some 

unfortunate oversight. 



	

Not all of the panhandlers near the waterfront were challenged, or 

necessarily homeless. There were those of some means, albeit a few, who 

capitalized on the consciences of good people, but the rest were without 

any kind of permanent home address.  

After crossing the intersection of Pratt and Calvert streets, they 

stopped to take in a sermon, passionately delivered by Uncle Jedidiah. 

The tall, lean man stood in a tattered state of disrepair, reading and 

yelling from a large, soft book he held in one hand to passing motorists. 

The sermon was from the gospel according to Jed, in the P section of a 

Baltimore phone book. 

“Triple A Plumbing,” he boomed, pointing at a Corolla stopped at 

the traffic light “can respond to your emergency in thirty minutes or less. 

Abernathy Plumbers will clean your pipes and septic system for less than 

anyone else. For public events that require any number of portable toilets 

and sanitation truck services, you MUST call Adams Plumbing and 

Sanitation.” 

“Look at him,” remarked Bertram to no one in particular. “Isn’t he 

marvelous? Such passion for his mission. Amazing!  He doesn’t miss a 

single car.” 

“He scares me,” said Marty taking a half step behind Bertram. 

Melany agreed and joined him. 

“Nonsense. He speaks loudly, but he’s actually very nice. 

Sometimes I play Gin with him. Good afternoon Uncle Jed,” Bertram 

called out. 

“Bryant’s plumbing will assist you with new house construction! 

Oh, hi Bertram. Didn’t see you standing there.” 

“You have a pretty big congregation today.” 

“Rush hour’s just starting. In another half hour I’ll have a full 

house.” 



	

“Hey, thought you might want something to eat later,” he said, 

approaching Jed. He withdrew from his pocket a $20 gift certificate from 

a local fast food chain, and discreetly slipped it into his hand. 

“Bless you son. I’ll dedicate the rest of my sermon to you. It’s good 

seeing you again Bertram, but I have to get back to work- Conner’s 

Sewer and Septic will take care of ALL your underground repairs.” 

“See you later Jed,” replied Bertram. “Come now, lets be away to 

the harbor,” he said to his companions, taking the lead to the waterfront. 

The Inner Harbor is Baltimore’s busiest center of tourism, and the 

centerpiece of the city landscape. Along the roughly rectangular body of 

water are shopping centers cast in a design pleasing to the eye, historic 

ships, a tall trade center, a large aquarium, museums, and a former 

power plant filled with restaurants and nightclubs. Cutting between the 

shopping pavilions, they made their way to the west side of the harbor. 

Not far from the edge of the wharf was a small black man walking 

very slowly in a tight circle. He muttered quietly to himself, perhaps 

trying to settle some inner dispute. 

“Why, it’s Slow Moe,” announced Bertram. 

“Yes,” said Marty “he does move very slowly. And he’s small, like 

me” 

“You should try playing chess with him. He’s very good, but you 

can actually feel yourself getting older while he makes his moves; he 

takes forever. Visiting the city’s forgotten was a regular habit of 

Bertram’s. Some might think he took delight in their bizarre 

behavior, like some weird circus performance. Bertram saw in them 

something familiar, like kindred spirits, and on some level he 

identified with them. Hey there Moe,” he called out. “Got another card 

for you.” 

Moe never broke his focus from the spot on the ground around 

which he walked and muttered. He acknowledged Bertram by holding out 

his hand as he slowly shuffled by. 



	

“We are in luck!” said Bertram pointing to a pair of men twenty 

yards away. They were seated on a bench singing That’s Amore to the 

tune one of them played upon an old accordion. “The Stosh brothers. 

They’ll take requests for any song you want, but they will always sing 

That’s Amore.” 

“But Bertram, one of them is white, and the other is black. How 

can they be brothers?” asked Marty. 

“You can’t pick your family Sancho, especially when you share two 

different mothers.” 

“Oh, I see.” 

Melany giggled. “Bertram was captivated for the second time in 

as many hours by her wonderful lyrical expression of joy. He 

earnestly hoped that he might hear it a little more often. What time 

is it Marty?” 

“It’s 5:27 annnnnnnnnnnd thirty seconds. PM.” 

“It’s almost time to get you back to the Tyler House.” 

Marty sighed at the certainty of Bertram’s statement. The Tyler 

House was a halfway house for substance abuse patients finishing up 

their initial stretch of sobriety, and for those emotionally challenged 

enough to find difficulty in coping with the feverish pace of the world 

outside. For men like Marty, their rules were few but strictly enforced, 

like returning home by 6 o’clock, unless they had a job. 

“Yes Bertram, it is almost time. It is now 5:28. PM. I have thirty 

two minutes left.” 

“Maybe, or you might have thirty two Bertram minutes left.” 

“What are Bertram minutes?” asked Marty with wondrous awe. 

“I find that the passage of time is best filled with an element of 

adventure, and sometimes a little danger.” 

“Danger?” said Marty, now showing concern. 

“I know of a passage through this urban jungle that will take us 

across a sky bridge at a dizzying height of two whole stories, through an 



	

unwelcoming office building where we will face a gamut of overweight 

senior citizens disguised as security guards, and across the roof of the 

Mechanics Theatre where we may find truant stage-hands skulking 

about smoking marijuana cigarettes.” 

“Oh, I don’t know Bertram. It sounds very dangerous. I don’t think 

we should be….” 

“Nonsense Sancho. Have you forgotten? We are indomitable.” 

“Oh, that’s right. We are indomitable.” 

“So are you game?” 

“I don’t know. What do you think we should do?” 

“I think we should spend a few Bertram minutes getting you 

home.” 

“Oh, okay then.” 

“Melany, care to join us?” Melany shook her head. “Oh, you have to 

go home as well?” She nodded in return. “Very well then. Thank you for 

your most excellent company,” he said with a slight bow. “I hope we will 

have the pleasure of your company again soon.” 

He watched as Melany walked away. “Bertram felt a pang of 

regret at the loss of her company. He couldn’t help but feel that this 

reclusive creature had made some kind of progress while in his 

company. He hoped that she may one day open up for the group.” 

“Bertram, do you like Melany?” 

“Sure I like Melany. I like all the people in our group, except for 

Michael.” 

“Yeah, but do you like her, you know, as a girl.” 

“Oh. Sounds to me like you have come to a rather worldly 

conclusion Marty.” 

“Huh?” 

“You know about men and women?” 

“Well, sure. I’m a guy, right? I’ve read some magazines,” he said 

with a mischievous smile. 



	

“Methinks little Marty is not as innocent as he seems. Have you 

ever been with a woman?” 

“You mean like in the magazines? Like sleeping in the same bed 

together? Nooooo. No, I’ve never done anything like that.” 

“Do you ever think you might?” 

“Bertram? 

“Yes?” 

“It’s 5:33 and 19 seconds. PM.” 

“Excellent parry my friend. Off to the sky bridge!” 

 

 



	

Chapter 5 

“As Bertram approached the steps leading up to his house, he 

noticed his neighbor Lisa Brown bending over to pick up her dog’s 

most recent contribution to the neighborhood sidewalk. It was 

obvious to him that her new diet was working, for her backside 

appeared to be less substantial since the last time he saw it. Good 

evening Lisa, he said with his winning characteristic charm.” 

“I swear Bertram, there are times I don’t know whether to be 

flattered or insulted when we meet.” 

“How’s that?” 

“You were thinking again.” 

“Sorry, I didn’t mean for you to hear that.” 

“You never do.” 

“Bertram liked Lisa and her husband George, a city 

councilman. They had been good neighbors for the past few years, 

and his biggest fear was that he may one day alienate them.” 

“That’s alright, dear. We all have our crosses to bear in life. Today, 

mine is a certain German Shepherd who ate an entire loaf of bread.” 

“So I see. Was it whole wheat?” 

“It was.” 



	

“Well, at least he’s getting his fiber.” 

“So it would seem. Oh, there was a man at your door earlier 

today.” 

“Did he say who he was?” 

“I didn’t ask, but he rang your bell and knocked on your door for a 

good ten minutes.” 

“Huh. Perhaps he left a note. Having exhausted his limited 

supply of pleasantries, Bertram turned to his house looking to end 

this personal encounter. Goodnight Lisa.” 

“Goodnight Bertram.” 

Bertram’s townhome was 180 years old, in a gentrified community 

of the city, Federal Hill. After neighborhood wide renovations decades 

before, the area became home to residents of some affluence. Bertram’s 

own wealth was derived from his past life, and was enough to sustain his 

lifestyle for the foreseeable future. Upon entering his home, he always felt 

some measure of safety from the world outside. 

There was no evidence of any note, and his answering machine 

was empty. There was a time when its memory was maxed out from 

crank phone calls and those wanting to exploit his story. Sadly, since 

having his number changed and unlisted, the number of messages was 

always zero. As for the stranger knocking on his door, he reasoned it 

wasn’t likely to be someone with whom he would be interested in 

knowing. 

He paused at his office door and looked at the desk that had sat 

idle since before his committal the year before. Many times he had tried 

to enter this space, giving up each time. Re-building his life was harder 

than he originally estimated, especially when everyone he used to know 

had lost any of the faith in him they once had.  

He leaned against the doorframe and sighed. The conversation he 

had with the restaurant owner earlier had triggered something inside. 

Kyle was legitimately the first person who showed any interest in his 



	

financial opinion. He had a deep longing to return to the life he once had, 

and perhaps this would be his first step in that direction. 

“Bertram finally decided to muster up what strength of 

character he had left, and venture into this forgotten chamber.” 

He sat down behind his desk, and turned on the computer. From 

information available on the World Wide Web obtained from various 

financial journals, through customized search engines, he was once 

deeply embedded in the world of money. He knew how it ebbed and 

flowed, and in time could easily predict the gains and losses of specific 

companies with an eerie degree of accuracy. In his own way, he was an 

accomplished artist. 

Research always begins with a simple click of the mouse followed 

by a few keystrokes. It means starting with the big picture, and 

eventually breaking it down into all of its components. The sensation of 

buttons yielding to his nimble fingertips, and images flashing across the 

screen were familiar and welcome. Some of life’s greatest rewards come 

from earnest and exhaustive research. 

The web page for which he had been searching now loaded onto 

the screen, displaying a wealth of information. After some navigation 

through the website, he found a contact number. Picking up the phone, 

he hastily dialed and waited for an answer. 

“Uh, yes. Do you deliver?... Great. I’d like to order the Kung Pao 

chicken dinner… uh huh, and does that come with white rice?... Can I 

substitute that with vegetable fried rice?... Great! I’m at 107 Somerset… 

Thank you.” 

Bertram hung up the phone and looked at his computer monitor. 

“Baby steps,” he quietly said to himself. 

*** 

After Marty finished his dinner of Salisbury steak and mashed 

potatoes, he spent the rest of his evening watching television in the 

common area of the Tyler House with residents in various stages of 



	

recovery. Across the room and behind him, five men sat around a table 

playing poker for stale saltine crackers. The mostly subdued 

conversation was punctuated by occasional laughter and lighthearted 

trash talk, until the most recent hand. 

“That’s bullshit man!” screamed one of the players, pushing 

himself away from the table and rising to his feet. “You fucking cheated. 

No way in hell you were dealt four aces.” 

“Calm down brother,” the target of his accusation replied. “It’s just 

a friendly game of cards. Nobody cheated; those were the cards dealt.” 

“You mean the cards you dealt. Probably pulled them off the 

bottom.” 

“Would you chill the fuck out dude?” replied the dealer now rising 

to his feet. “Four of a kind beats a full house, and I did not cheat.” 

“I’ve killed for a whole lot less than that motherfucker.” He reached 

down and threw the table out of the way into the wake of the three other 

men who promptly fled. “Are you prepared to die?” 

Upon hearing these words, Marty sunk deep down into the sofa, 

trying very hard to be small and unseen. Over his head sailed a coffee 

cup that hit the cinderblock wall behind the television and exploded into 

countless ceramic shards. 

As the last pieces of the coffee cup settled onto the floor, three 

members of security ran into the room to break up the fight. With every 

sound of fist and baton striking flesh, Marty tightened up into a smaller 

ball on the sofa. He kept his eyes shut, and quietly whispered “I am 

indomitable,” as he wished the episode away. 

Unfortunately, this occurrence was commonplace at the Tyler 

house. It was once a safe refuge. However, with the current condition of 

the state’s budget, several halfway houses had been shut down, 

increasing the house’s population with residents who barely avoided 

sentences in prisons that were even more overcrowded. 



	

Soon it would be over, and he would run to his room. It had been 

his room alone until three months ago. His roommates have come and 

gone in numbers too big to track. In some ways- the good ways- it 

reminded him of foster care when he roomed with someone nice. In other 

ways- the bad ways- it also reminded him of foster care when he roomed 

with someone not so nice. His current roommate was currently being 

dragged down the hall in handcuffs after stabbing someone over a game 

of cards. 

*** 

Melany was a night owl. Living in her head was a full time 

experience, and sometimes when she lay down in her room at night, she 

could literally feel the world closing in around her. It dared her to close 

her eyes amid its chaos and malevolence. To take the edge off of the 

experience, she was apt to play her favorite vinyl recording, Hunky Dory 

by David Bowie. The lyrics of every song were intimately familiar to her, 

which she quietly sang to herself in her rare moments of vocalizing. 

Since her horrific life changing experience, the road to normalcy 

had been long and disjointed. Melany had lived her whole life in the city, 

and had no desire to live anywhere else. Upon losing her cozy apartment 

for failure to pay rent, she ultimately retreated to the one place in the 

world where she felt safest: her childhood bedroom. 

Her parents were as supportive as they could be during those early 

weeks, but after the police arrested their daughter clutching a long 

kitchen knife outside the residence of her attacker who was free on bail, 

they begrudgingly let the state intervene in her recovery. 

Upon her release after being mostly ‘fixed,’ she started her new life 

with an old hobby. Her eye for photography had been quite keen since 

she first started in high school. In her portfolio were stunning landscape 

and portrait shots, candidly taken along her long walks throughout the 

city. Some found their way into newspapers and magazines, while others 

appeared in commercial brochures. A precious few even found their way 



	

into a local gallery. The new job was perfect, in that she was her own 

boss, could pick her own hours, and communicated with her customers 

solely through email and couriers. 

Although she would never get rich from her new vocation, she did 

make enough money to eke out a basic existence, starting with her 

studio apartment over a mom and pop Korean owned bodega. It was 

small, sparsely decorated, and above a busy street corner, but it was all 

hers. 

Most nights she busied herself at her computer, working with 

customers or developing pictures. Although most of her equipment was 

state of the art electronic gear, she still loved the outcome of a perfect 

film-developed shot. Melany was a night owl, but didn’t like idle time. 

Once darkness fell on this evening, she bundled up her gear into a 

backpack and set out into the night for a little photography. Her twenty-

year-old Ford Taurus carried her from her Washington Village home to a 

quiet side street in a neighborhood just south of the inner harbor. 

Since that night the police arrested her, she had become an expert 

at melting into her surroundings. She could become invisible to an 

extent that even Jerald would envy. She easily dissolved into the 

shadows and held her breath as the woman walking her German 

Shepherd passed within six feet. The dog could sense her and pulled at 

the leash, but his master pulled him back to her side, eager to finish the 

job and return to her home. 

Melany chose a vantage point she reconnoitered earlier in the day. 

She had chosen well, for she could observe her subject in three different 

rooms of the house. She removed the camera from her bag and focused 

the lens on the second story bedroom window. The window filled the 

viewfinder and required only minimal adjustment to bring the man 

removing his shirt into perfect clarity. 

Hello Bertram. 

 



	

Chapter 6 

Bertram lived by his acutely set internal clock. Every morning he 

awoke at exactly 6:15 a.m., alert and ready to start another day. He 

climbed out of bed to put on his bathrobe and slippers, and stretched out 

the last remnants of sleep.  

He descended the staircase at the forward end of the house, down 

into the main entry hall, and unlocked the front door to open it. 

“Good Morning Marty.” 

Marty had been standing on the other side, with his toes at the 

edge of the threshold. 

“Good morning Bertram.” 

“What time did you get here this morning?” 

“4:27 and eight seconds. AM.” 

“What? Why so early.” 

“No reason; just couldn’t sleep.” 

“There was a problem again, wasn’t there.” Marty just looked up at 

him with a blank expression. “Bertram could tell there was something 

wrong with Marty, but chose not to talk about it. It reminded him of 

the day several weeks ago when his friend showed up at his front 

door with a black eye. Fine, but next time call me, or something. I don’t 



	

want you walking around the city at night, or having to stand outside for 

hours on end.” 

“Okay.” 

“Well, come on in.” 

Bertram led Marty into the kitchen for their daily breakfast time 

together. Marty poured two cups of coffee from the coffee maker 

programed from the night before. He busied himself with breaking eggs 

and heating up a skillet. 

“I wish you’d reconsider holding onto a key to the house Marty. It 

would be so much easier if you just let yourself in and…” 

“Okay.” 

“What?” asked Bertram turning around from the scrambling eggs. 

“I said okay. I’ll take a key.” 

“Bertram was stunned. He had long tried in vain to make his 

friend carry a key to his house. Until now, he had always refused. 

Why the sudden change of heart Sancho?” 

“Well, now that I’m not slightly damaged anymore, I think I can do 

it. I’m going to be a dishwasher, you know. I have to learn how to be 

responsible. I can be responsible with your key.” 

“I’m glad to hear it!” boomed Bertram. “Yes, it is a big responsibility 

for one so small, but I have all the faith in the world you can do it. Later 

on today we’ll go to the hardware store and have one made up just for 

you.” 

“Can I have a key chain to go with it?” 

“Of course.” Bertram served the eggs onto two plates and carried 

them over to the table to join Marty, already seated. “I think we should 

find one that is truly worthy of such a key. Perhaps something made of 

gold and encrusted with diamonds. I’m thinking something modeled after 

the queen of England’s royal scepter.” 

“Oh, no, I don’t think I’m that responsible.” 



	

“I see, then perhaps something more modest, like an old chicken 

bone.” 

“Hmmm, I think I want a bottle opener key chain.” 

“Why is that? Most bottles nowadays are twist off. The ones that 

are not are usually for beer bottles. You don’t drink Marty.” 

“Mexican Coke bottles need a bottle opener. I like Mexican Coke. 

Besides, if somebody needs a bottle opener, I’ll be ready. That way I can 

be responsible and useful.” 

“How utilitarian of you my little friend, and I agree with you on the 

Mexican Coke; it really is tastier. They say it’s because it’s made with 

cane sugar and not corn sweetener.” 

“I know.” 

“Eat up Sancho, we have a busy day ahead of us. After we get your 

key made, we should stop by the restaurant and familiarize ourselves 

with our new surroundings.” 

“You mean I’m going to wash dishes today?” 

“Maybe. I’m thinking more like opening and stocking boxes of 

dishes. As for me, I have to acquaint myself with the new menu.” 

“Why?” 

“So I can make recommendations to the customers who eat there.” 

“I see.” 

“There is so much to consider, like what wine to choose with each 

meal.” 

“It’s a good thing you know all that.” 

“You should feel fortunate, for there is precious little in life I don’t 

know, Marty.” 

“I know something.” 

“And what is that?” 

“We’re going to make a good team.” 

“Indeed Sancho. Indeed.” 

*** 



	

As they finished walking the last block on their way to the 

restaurant, Marty turned his new key over and over in his hands.  

“Honestly, I think you’re going to wear that thing to nothing before 

you ever have a chance to use it.” 

“It’s so small,” replied Marty 

“That is by design. It’s supposed to fit in your pocket.” 

“But it fits into an entire house. Your house.” 

“Not just mine. The odds could be 1 in 1,000 that your key will 

open up someone else’s house within a one hundred mile radius, replied 

Bertram with confidence in his imagined statistic.” 

“Gosh! It could open 1,000 houses, which means 1,000 people 

could open your house?” 

“No, I mean… you’ve got the one and only key in the world that will 

open my house.” 

“Oh, good. I was worried. I don’t think 1,000 people could fit in 

your house.” 

“Only if they are very small. Ah, here we are- The Library. Are you 

ready to start your new career?” 

“Sure, I’m ready.” Marty hastily put his key into his pocket and 

straightened his hair with his hands as best as he could manage. 

As the two men entered through the front door, they observed a 

restaurant empty of customers but bustling with activity. Decorators 

were hanging paintings on empty walls and shelving boxes filled with 

books into their vertical cases located about the dining rooms. Two 

waitresses and a waiter were spreading linens on tables being brought in 

by movers, and from the kitchen could be heard a particularly loud din 

from every cooking implement finding it’s intended storage.  

Kyle was everywhere, straightening crooked paintings or smoothing 

out wrinkled linens when he saw the two enter through the front door. 

“Bertram! Welcome, welcome. Although, once we’re open for 

business, you two will need to enter through the alley out back. Why 



	

don’t you show Marty the dish-room; there is plenty to unpack. Once 

he’s settled, meet me in my office. There are some things I want to 

discuss with you.”  

“He said with a knowing wink. Sure, I’ll catch up with you in just 

a moment. Come on Marty,” he said leading his friend to the swinging 

doors that opened into the kitchen. 

Upon entering the kitchen, they found themselves amid a hornet’s 

nest of activity. Boxes of food came through the back door, and were 

then unpacked by cooks into the walk-in refrigerator or pantry. A stout 

man, Stan the sous chef was sorting large spoons and organizing them 

into drawers. 

“Who the hell are you two?” he growled. 

“I’m one of the waiters, and this little fellow is a dishwasher.” 

“You are kind of little, aren’t you.”  

“I’m good at standing on my tippy toes,” replied Marty. “See?” 

“Yeah, well if your tippy toes start getting tired, you can use a 

doublewide milk crate. We just threw out a bunch by the dumpster in 

the alley.” 

“Oh, good. I could really use that. I’m small, but I can stand on my 

tippy toes, then I’m not too small. Now I can be not so small without 

standing on my tippy toes.” 

“Yeah… right. Your tippy toes,” replied Stan wanting to separate 

himself quickly from this conversation and return to his spoons. 

They found the dish room easily enough, and Marty stood in awe of 

all the stainless steel. 

“Gosh! It’s so shiny.” 

“Isn’t it though? Check out the size of the dishwashing machine.” 

“It’s big enough to wash me.” 

“Although I wouldn’t recommend it Marty. I don’t think you’d fare 

too well.” 

“I know. I might get burned real bad.” 



	

“But you would be squeaky clean and spot free. Looks like they 

already started stacking dishes on the rack over there. That will makes it 

easier for you. All you have to do is unpack these dishes in the boxes 

here, run them through the dishwasher, and stack them over there. Do 

you know how to operate the dishwasher Marty?” 

“It looks awful complicated.” 

“Not at all. Look, there are instructions with pictures right here on 

its side. And just in case, they are all repeated in Spanish right over 

here. Bueno?” 

“Oh yeah. Yeah, I can do this. Alright Bertram, I think I’m ready to 

be a dishwasher.” 

“You’ll be okay on your own?” 

“Yeah, I’ll be okay on my own. I’m going to get busy, so you can go 

off and be a waiter now.” 

“Bertram smiled at his impressionable little friend’s emerging 

independence. He began to see hope in a future where someone so 

small may yet do great things.” 

Upon hearing this, Marty’s chest swelled, and he immediately set 

to his task of loading dishes from a box into a rack for washing. Bertram 

took one last look and set out to find his new boss. 

Leaving his friend to embark upon his new career, Bertram set off 

across the restaurant to the manager’s office. 

“Bertram found Kyle in his office laying out all of his financials 

on his desk. Closest to him was a graph that indicated his portfolio 

was stagnating, with little in the way of capital gains.” 

“Exactly Bertram,” said Kyle sitting down. “I’ve traditionally 

followed a lot of good advice from the magazines and TV. As you can see 

there, I was doing quite well for a while, but I guess the economy has 

finally caught up with me.” 

“Nonsense, replied Bertram. It never failed to amaze him how 

clueless self-ordained day traders really were. Huh, TV and 



	

magazines. At least it wasn’t as bad as he thought it might be. As I 

see it Kyle, you have a very conservative portfolio here. I see some blue 

chip stocks, and a couple of nice mutuals. What are you averaging right 

now, about three?” 

“Two and a quarter. Do you think there is anything you can do?” 

“Well, I suppose that all depends on how much money you want to 

make, I see an early potential of ten percent, and then…” 

“That’s what I want to hear. What kind of juicy tips do you have for 

me?” he said, rubbing his hands together.” 

“Right now, let’s just leave things the way they are. I’ve been away 

from the game for a while. It’s all about information, trends, and gut 

instinct. Give me a little time to plug in, and we’ll make some magic. 

God, Bertram thought to himself, I haven’t felt this jazzed in a long 

time. I really think I can make this rube go places.” 

“How much time do you think you’ll need. With my start up costs, 

I’m running into some cash flow issues.” 

“Bertram underestimated Kyle’s enthusiasm. Realistically he 

could start putting some prospects together in about two weeks. 

Give me a month, and I can put together some good prospects for you.” 

“How about two weeks?” 

“Hmmm, Bertram replied stroking his chin as if he were 

actually putting some thought into it. I think I can do that.’” 

“Very well then; on to other things. Take this menu and commit it 

to memory. I want you to be our number one salesman out there, so 

know the food and the wine.” 

“Got it boss, Bertram said with complete confidence in his 

abilities. How long do you want Marty and me to stay today?” 

“Oh, there are a hundred and one things to do. Help out anywhere 

you can; I want to finish up everything today. You know Bertram, it’s no 

secret that I’m from New York. I don’t know if that will work for me or 

against me.” 



	

“I really don’t think anyone will care where you’re from, Kyle. You 

come with a good pedigree, and that’s all that really counts. Besides, 

with me on the floor, what could possibly go wrong? said Bertram 

embracing his crazy.” 

 



	

Chapter 7 

Opening night started with a short trickle, but quickly developed 

into a flood. Kyle was beside himself, and flitted about the restaurant 

taking charge. In the kitchen, he personally supervised the preparation 

of his recipes. In the dish room, he coached Marty on what dishes and 

pans were a priority, and which could soak until he had a break from 

what came out of the dining room.  

Afterwards, he brought the waiters and waitresses together for a 

team talk prior to the opening. Although there were many applicants 

from which to choose on short notice, he settled mostly on college 

English majors with a penchant for story telling.   

Kyle now watched from the sidelines as his new staff espoused the 

merits of his menu and wine cellar, trying their best to interpret their 

customers as characters in a living novel. He paid particular attention to 

Bertram’s first table, where sat three well dressed customers, ready to be 

a part of this new dining experience. 

“Good evening. My name is Bertram, and I will be your server this 

evening. Can I start you off with a round of drinks?” 

“No,” said the best dressed of the two men in the party, “I think 

we’ll just have wine with the dinner.” 



	

“He was a stiletto, dressed in Armani. She was a long walk on 

the beach in satin. They regarded each other from across the table 

with a tragic combination of love and contempt. Next to them sat 

the cause of, or salvation from their current impasse.” 

“Oooo,” cooed the young woman. “I like it. And you Doug, a stiletto; 

how cool is that.” 

“Must be because of my rapier wit,” replied her date, taking just a 

little too much pride in his weak pun. 

“I just like the fact I’m not the third wheel in this story, Kim,” said 

their dining partner. 

“You’re never a third wheel Gary,” she replied. 

“He ain’t heavy,” said Doug to Bertram “he’s my brother. Ha! I did 

it again.” 

“Since claiming her multi million dollar inheritance, life had 

become fun, cruel, complicated, and at times adventuresome. The 

three had just returned from an expedition to the summit of K2, 

where two of their traveling companions died under very mysterious 

circumstances.” 

“Go on,” said Kim. 

“Well,” continued Bertram “the special tonight is a succulent cut of 

fillet mignon, stuffed with pan sautéed Long Island Sound oysters, 

accompanied by a traditional rice pilaf and pan seared asparagus.” 

“I guess the story shall have to wait,” said Doug. “I’ll have the Mahi 

Mahi with asparagus.” 

“I’ll have the special,” said Kim. 

“Me too,” added Gary. 

“Very well, and what would you like for wine?” 

Kim tried to offer her request, but was quickly cut off by Doug. 

“We’ll have a bottle of the Stag’s Leap Chardonnay.”  

“An excellent choice sir,” replied Bertram. Kim seemed 

disappointed. “The death of the handsome professor and his assistant 



	

at first seemed like a tragic accident, but the break in the repelling 

rope was just a little too clean. Was it the lawyer,” he asked pointing 

at Doug “who discovered his wife’s affair? Was it the wife who 

discovered her lover’s many classroom trysts? Or was it the brother, 

whose only daughter was emotionally scarred by one of those 

trysts? Whatever happened on the mountain that was a burden the 

three would carry with them for the rest of their lives.” 

“A love triangle, how scandalous,” said Kim with wide eyes. 

“Somehow, I think I know you,” said Doug, turning to Bertram. 

“I’m sure you’re mistaken sir,” He replied. “I am only a waiter, and 

you are an attorney.” 

“Yes, I am, but how did you know that?” 

“I’m just very observant sir. Your class ring is Princeton, and your 

tie clip is Phi Delta Phi fraternity. Your watch and clothes show you have 

impeccable taste with the money to back it up. I would estimate you to 

be an alpha dog, most comfortable when you are in charge. My guess is 

you never like to lose. And… you just look like a lawyer. As I have had no 

affiliation with any of the aforementioned sir, I doubt I have ever made 

your acquaintance.” 

“Bravo,” said Doug slowly clapping his hands. “We have a Sherlock 

Holmes in our midst. However, I do have a gift for remembering faces, 

and I remember yours… it’ll come to me.” 

“Perhaps sir, said Bertram growing increasingly uncomfortable 

with the current line of questioning. His secrets were his own, and 

he wanted desperately to keep them that way.” 

“He’s written himself into our story,” said Kim. “I can’t wait for the 

ending over dessert.” 

“Bertram,” Gary thought allowed. “Kind of an unusual name. I 

know what you mean Doug. He seems awfully familiar to me, but I can’t 

quite place him.”  



	

“If that will be all, let me get your order into the kitchen and I’ll get 

the bottle of wine for you.” 

Bertram almost sprinted into the kitchen to get away from the 

table. Unlike Doug’s memory, his was spot on. He remembered Doug 

from his days at Johns Hopkins. Most of all, he remembered how 

arrogant a bastard he could be. They were in rival fraternities, and from 

very different levels of the social ladder. While Bertram’s childhood was a 

middleclass story of hard work and study, Doug’s had been one of 

privilege. His brother Gary had a lot more character, which might 

account for his choice of pursuing a career in medicine. The girl he 

wasn’t sure of. There was something vaguely familiar about her, likely 

from his days at Hopkins. 

After dropping off his order, he quickly checked in on Marty in the 

dish room. 

“Standing on the milk crate, Bertram’s friend was almost a 

foot taller. His presence behind the suds-filled sinks was that of a 

ship’s captain, commanding his vessel through treacherous shoals.” 

“Gosh!” said Marty, his arms submerged into the sudsy water 

scrubbing an unseen frying pan. “I’ve never been a captain.” 

“Tonight, you are indeed a master of many vessels Sancho. How 

are you doing back here?” 

“Oh, it’s hard work. Yes… hard. But I really like it Bertram. Thank 

you for getting me this job. I really like it.” 

“You were born for this dear fellow. It may well be the one thing for 

which your whole life has been spent in preparation. I dare say you will 

prove to be the greatest dishwasher of the ages. If there was a 

dishwasher Olympics, you would walk home with all the gold medals.” 

“Golly, thanks Bertram. I can’t talk any more, I have a lot of work 

to do. Goodbye Bertram.” 

“Bertram turned away from the dish window, secure in the 

knowledge that his friend would be alright.” 



	

Later in the meal, as he brought the plates to the trio’s table, he 

was met by triumphant smiles from Doug and Gary. 

“We figured it out!” proclaimed Doug. “You are Bertram Davis.” 

“Bertram flinched at the product of their revelation, and the 

certainty of the dolphin ridicule he was sure to endure.” 

“Actually, it was Gary who remembered that. I remember you from 

Hopkins. You were in Beta Theta Pi.” 

“Let me see now, you had the mahi-mahi, and two carpet bagger 

steaks for your dining companions,” said Bertram distributing the 

dinners and trying his best to deflect. 

“What happened to you?” asked Doug. “It looks like you fell a long 

way. I’ve been representing the financial district for years, and you used 

to be a legend.” 

“Will there be anything else sir?” Bertram replied, trying 

desperately to move the conversation along. 

“Yes,” said Kim. “The next chapter of our story.” 

“The detective paced before the group, and finally whipped 

around, pointing his finger at the husband. ‘It was you who cut the 

rope, ‘he said pointing his finger at Douglas Burke. ‘It was you who 

dashed the professor and his assistant onto the jagged rocks below 

the cliff. It was you who murdered them.’” 

“So you do remember me,” said Doug Burke. 

“His loving wife balled up her fists in anger and said ‘you 

bastard! I gave you everything.’ The tears welled in her eyes as she 

ran from the room.” 

“I knew it,” said Kim “I knew you did it Doug, you bastard.” She 

took a sip from her wine glass through a slight smile, and winked at her 

date. 

“That whole ordeal in Miami must have been awful,” said Gary. 

“Bertram curtly nodded at Gary’s grasp of the obvious, and for 

reminding him of a chapter in his life he would rather forget.” 



	

“I’m sorry Bertram. Uh… forget I mentioned it,” stammered Gary. 

Doug chuckled and cut into his fish. “Funny,” he said between 

bites. “Another name for mahi-mahi is dolphin. Do you have an aversion 

to mahi-mahi Bertram?” 

“Doug, I think you’ve had more than your fair share of wine,” said 

Kim. “Bertram, I’m sorry Doug can be such an asshole.” 

“Bertram controlled his urge to deliver a lesson in civility. He 

realized that such an episode would send him back to Shady Oaks.” 

“Shady Oaks? That explains a lot,” said Doug finishing the 

statement with another glass of wine. “That’s an asylum just north of 

here. I sued them once,” he explained to Gary and Kim. “How rich! That 

might explain the fall from grace; he’s nuts.” 

“Doug, would you please shut up now?” asked Gary. “Never mind 

him Bertram. I remember you in a better light. Remember the dean’s 

social? Man, you had us rolling.” 

“Despite Gary’s best effort to defuse the situation, Bertram 

could no longer stand the company, and mustered all of his will to 

stave off the urge to swipe Doug’s head with an empty wine bottle. 

Can I get you folks another bottle of wine?” 

“Yeah dolphin boy; keep ‘em coming,” Doug replied laughing 

Bertram felt his rage building, and clasped his fingers into a tight 

fist. Kim quickly arose from the table and went over to his side. 

“Doug’s had enough wine for the night, Bertram. Come on, why 

don’t you give me a tour of the kitchen. Your boss won’t mind will he?”  

She took him by his elbow and forcibly led him back through the 

kitchen doors, and out of the building into the alley.  

“Are you alright?” she said. 

“Bertram paced back and forth and finally slammed his fist 

into the dumpster. Ow, shit!” he said, holding his hand in his armpit. 

“Do I look alright? By the way, thank you, he added for her show of 

concern.” 



	

“That’s alright. Don’t mind Doug, he’s always been like that.” 

“I remember.” 

“Do you remember me?” 

Bertram stopped nursing his hand and searched his memories, 

but still couldn’t quite place her. “Was it at Hopkins?” 

“Nah. I went to Towson State. Think back to Dunnings Financial 

Partners.” 

“I’m still drawing a blank.” 

“I didn’t think you’d remember me. I was an intern for about six 

months. I used to bring you your coffee?” 

“Oh, Careful Kim. I do remember you.” 

“Careful Kim? You guys gave me a name?” 

“How many fellas hit on you?” 

“Everyone.” 

“And how many guys did you sleep with?” 

“None.” 

“There you go- Careful Kim.” 

She giggled at her new moniker. “I can live with that. So, despite 

the obvious, how are you doing?” 

“Well, you know. I’ve had a rough go of it.” 

“I can’t even imagine.” 

“No you can’t,” he said returning to his throbbing hand. “I’ve had a 

lot to deal with.” 

“But you’re making it.” 

“As a waiter? Not very a good one, I’m afraid. I almost beat up one 

of my first customers.” 

“But I really liked your story. How does it end?” 

“The husband goes off to jail, the brother who led the detective to 

his final conclusion joined the Peace Corps, and the wife goes trawling 

the French Rivera for a new boy toy.” 



	

“Oh,” she said, sounding disappointed. “I was hoping it would be 

more like she ditches her asshole boyfriend for a date with the hapless 

waiter.” 

“Maybe Careful Kim isn’t so careful, sneaking around behind 

her rich boyfriend’s back to spend time with a loon.” 

“A cute loon who has seen better days, and may yet see them 

again. And believe me, Doug and I are not an exclusive item. We only 

work with each other.” 

“So you two are not…” 

“Serious? No.” 

“Friends with…” 

“Benefits? Yeah, but that’s about it.” 

“Huh, what a small world we live in. Yeah, I think I can re-write the 

story.” 

“How about Friday then?” she asked. 

“I’m working. You know, the waiter thing?” 

“Right the waiter thing.” 

“How about Sunday?” he offered. “We’ll be closed that night.” 

“Sunday would be fine. When can you pick me up?” 

“Well,” he replied stroking his chin “I don’t drive. If I give you my 

address, can you pick me up?” 

“I consider myself a modern woman. Sure, I’ll swing by your place 

at eight. I might even hold a door or two open for you,” she said smiling. 

“Bertram was beside himself, and imagined the night ahead.” 

“Still writing the story?” 

“Excuse me?” 

“You are beside yourself?” 

“Oh, you heard that. Sometimes I think out loud. You know ever 

since…” 

“Oh, gottcha,” she said with a wink. “Kind of like a pipeline to your 

thoughts. This might be very interesting.” 



	

“I’ve been getting that phrase a lot lately.” 

“Well, you’re an interesting fellow. I’m looking forward to our 

dinner conversation.” 

“Dinner you say? Who’s buying?” 

“I suppose the liberated woman can pick up the tab.” 

“Then I am really looking forward to being your date.” 

 



	

Chapter 8 

Bertram and Marty arrived at their group therapy a little early, 

followed only by Michael who immediately started the session. 

“How has everyone’s week been?” 

Everyone slowly nodded their heads, as if to say not bad. 

“I am indomitable,” proclaimed Marty. 

“And why is that?” asked Michael. 

“Because I have a job.” 

“That’s splendid news Marty. Tell me about it?” 

“I work with Bertram in a restaurant. He’s a waiter and I, I am a 

dishwasher,” he announced with great pride, his chest visibly swelling. 

“Marty,” said Chris “now that you are in the guild, we prefer to 

think of ourselves as Hydro-Ceramic Engineers.” 

“Gosh!” replied Marty wide-eyed. “You hear that Bertram? I’m an 

engineer.” 

“And a very talented one at that, I may add,” replied Bertram. 

“Both you and Bertram. That is great news,” said Michael. “And 

how did it go?” 



	

“It is haaaard work, hard work. But I really like it. I like it a lot. 

Bertram is really good at his job. He got a lot of tips and a date with a 

lady.” 

Melany broke from her trance, and immediately tuned into the 

conversation. What the fuck? 

“Really Bertram,” said Michael. “This is all pretty big stuff. Do you 

want to share anything?” 

“Bertram considered the good doctor’s question carefully, 

avoiding anything that might be mistaken for condescension or 

sarcasm. It feels good to have a job again, and I really think I like the 

girl.” 

“Good work on your filter there, Bertram. I’m glad to see things are 

turning around for you.” 

Who is this slut you are now seeing Bertram? 

“Bertram found that things in life were really starting to turn 

around for himself, and that he was in a pretty good place lately.” 

“Where are you and Bertram working Marty?” asked Chris. 

“We work at a restaurant.” 

“Yeah, I got that. Which one?” 

“The Library, up on Charles street.” 

“Ooo, that’s a nice one. What kind of machine do they use?” 

“A Jackson.” 

“Which one?” 

“A conveyor.” 

“The thirty-six inch?” 

“Uh Huh.” 

“High volume, good agitation and an economical rinse cycle. Nice.” 

“What does this have to do with anything?” asked Janet. “They’re 

talking about dishwashers, and I haven’t had a chance to share my 

experiences. Why are they doing this to me Michael?” 



	

“Now Janet, they are two tradesman sharing a common interest. 

They weren’t trying to persecute you. Fellas, catch up on the dishwasher 

after session. Go ahead Janet, what did you want to say?” 

“Well, I worked on empathy this week. I realized that my neighbor 

is a dog hater, and he can’t help himself. I knocked on his door and told 

him so.” 

“Oh dear, how did that go Janet.” 

“That horrible man slammed the door in my face.” 

“You weren’t really empathizing Janet. You were supposed to 

consider what it would be like to be your neighbor, and live next door to 

you. He doesn’t like your dogs because they bark a lot, when he may 

prefer quiet. He doesn’t like your dogs because they poop in his yard, 

and he has to clean up after them. But most of all, he doesn’t think you 

care about how he feels and this makes him mad.” 

“Yeah Janet,” said Jerald joining in. “Because yo dogs be shitting 

all over his yard. Man, that ain’t right. You supposed to be watching after 

them. If those dogs be shittin’ in my yard, I’d be pissed too.” 

“I suppose I’m not very good at this at all,” replied Janet “It could 

be, that what you say may be true. Still, I really think he needs to 

assume some of the blame.”  

“He can’t help the way you make him feel,” said Michael, “he may 

feel like he is the victim, and that it is you who is persecuting him. You 

really must be more responsible with your pets, and realize that you have 

to shaaare this world with others.” 

Shaaare this world. Finally, someone has the answer to the age old 

question ‘why can’t we all get along?’ It’s because we have to shaaare this 

world with others. Way to go, Freud. 

“Melany, how has your week been?” asked Michael, sensing 

something was on her mind. 

“Fine,” she squeaked. 

“What did you do?” 



	

She shrugged her shoulders.  

“Melany, we won’t judge you, we won’t hate you, we won’t laugh at 

you. We are all your friends here, and friends support one another. 

Please, shaaare with us.” 

I’d like to shaaare a boot right up your ass. 

“C’mon Melany,” urged Chris “say something. It’s alright.” 

“Yeah, Melany,’ urged Marty. 

Man, don’t give me that face Marty. You know I can’t say no to that 

face. Come on girl you can do it. Say something and get them all off your 

back. “Well,” she started, pulling her balled up hands away from her 

mouth. “It was good. I took some pictures, and they were really nice.” 

She quickly retreated behind her hands, and gave the audience darting 

glances to see their reaction. They all gave her reassuring smiles, the 

biggest of which was Marty’s. He gave a big thumbs up. “They were good 

pictures, and I think I can sell them,” she added, testing the room’s 

reaction a little further. 

“Wonderful Melany,” said Michael. “We’re so happy to finally hear 

your voice. Do you want to try some more?” she shook her head. “That’s 

fine, but what a great start. Don’t you all agree?” he asked turning to the 

rest of the group. 

“Yeah baby,” started Jerald. “Not only are you smoking hot, but 

you got the voice of an angel.” 

“Yeah, an angel,” added Marty. 

“That was wonderful dear,” said Janet. 

“Good job,” said Chris, adjusting the foil under his hat. 

“Bertram was surprised to finally hear Melany speak, and 

hoped that he may yet have a real conversation with her one day. 

Good Job Melany!” 

She broke out into a big smile, and lowered her hands long enough 

to say “Thank you,” then quickly squeezed her eyes shut to hide again. 

Wow! Didn’t see all of that coming. Thank you everyone, especially you 



	

Bertram. I can’t wait to talk to you as well. I have so much to say, like what 

do you think you’re doing going out with some bitch you’ve just met. She’ll 

never know you the way I do, trust me.  

*** 

The session had moved along rather nicely by Michael’s own 

assessment. As he packed up his brief case, Bertram approached from 

the open doorway. He had stayed until everyone else left, including 

Marty; especially Marty. He was waiting out on the street below with 

Jerald. 

“Hey Doc.” 

“Hey Bertram. I think we all made a lot of progress today, 

especially you. You didn’t externalize as much, you were not insulting, 

and you didn’t sabotage anyone’s progress.” 

“Thanks Doc. Michael would never know it, but Bertram really 

was thankful. He knew how much grief he had given him in the past, 

but he felt the Doctor might actually be helping these poor souls. 

Doc, I wanted to talk to you about Marty.’” 

“What about him?” 

“It’s the halfway house. I don’t think you realize the kind of people 

he’s exposed to over there.” 

“It has a good reputation.” 

“It had a good reputation. He’s already been beaten up a couple of 

times, and his most recent roommate just stabbed somebody.” 

“You’re kidding.” 

“I wish I was. Listen Doc, I want to pitch you an idea; can you 

make Marty my ward? I mean, I’ve got plenty of extra room. He won’t be 

a bother at all. In fact I’d welcome the company.” 

“I don’t know if I can sign off on that Bertram. I mean I would 

essentially have to sign off on you.” 

“Bertram could see this was going downhill fast. If only he 

could make Michael understand how much progress Marty has been 



	

making over these past couple of days. How he want’s to be 

responsible for his house key, how hard he works, how Marty told 

him to get back to work because he was busy, how…” 

“Alright Bertram, I get it.” 

“Get what?” 

“You externalized his case.” 

“Oh, you heard that. Good, I think.” 

“So he’s been working at the restaurant without you glued to his 

side?” 

“All night long. The only time I saw him was when I dropped off 

dishes, but I don’t think he even noticed me.” 

“And he agreed to be responsible for the key to your house?” 

“He treasures it, and guards it with his life.” 

“Hmm.” Michael stroked his chin and considered the plan that 

Bertram had laid out before him. “Okay, here’s the deal. I’ll take care of 

everything, but this will be conducted on a carefully supervised trial 

basis.” 

“You won’t regret it Doc,” replied Bertram breaking out into a big 

grin. 

“If you two keep going the way you’re going, I know I won’t. Keep 

up the good work.” 

“Thanks for the vote of confidence. Now onto something else. That 

girl Marty mentioned in session is going out with me on Sunday night.” 

“Is this the first relationship you’ve had since your discharge?” 

“It’s hardly a relationship, only a first date.” 

“Still, I think it also shows some real progress.” 

“I think so too. Now, I don’t know how Marty is going to take to 

being in a new house alone.” 

“I see what you mean.” 

“Perhaps if someone hung out with him.” 

“What like a baby sitter?” 



	

“I’m thinking more like a dedicated healthcare professional, who 

wants to closely supervise our new living arrangement.” 

“I don’t do house calls, Bertram.” 

“Then I could pay you.” 

“I can’t accept money from a patient.” 

“What are you talking about? You’re a psychiatrist; of course you 

can take money from patients.” 

“Bertram, I’m a state employee, supervising a state facilitated 

program. There are rules.” 

“I could give you free financial advice.” 

“Investments? On my salary?” 

“Okay then, for humanitarian reasons. C’mon Doc.” 

“Why don’t you just ask him to stay at the Tyler house for a night?” 

Bertram rolled that idea around for about three seconds, and 

emphatically replied “No. I’ll just have to cancel the date.” 

“I was hoping you’d say that. I wanted to see how committed you 

were to this idea of yours, to see if supervising Marty was just a passing 

fancy. Don’t worry Bertram, you can go out on your date, and I’ll spend 

some time with Marty.” 

“Wow, didn’t know it would be that easy.” 

“It won’t be. For now, you will owe me one.” 

“Bertram took a step back and regarded Michael with 

suspicion. What exactly do I owe you?” 

“You really did a good job in group today, and I just want you to 

keep doing the same for all of our sessions. You don’t have to like me, 

but while you’re in my session, I will have your respect and cooperation.” 

“Bertram was about to reply with a crass comment, but 

thought the better of it. Perhaps at the end of the day, Michael 

really was an altruistic, underpaid idealist, with only the best of 

intentions. I will do my very best, Doc.” 

“In that case, you have yourself a deal.” 



	

 



	

Chapter 9 

“Bertram left the building happy that he was able to help his 

friend Marty.” 

“How’s that Bertram?” asked Marty 

He had been patiently waiting with Jerald outside the building on 

the sidewalk, and now approached Bertram with a quizzical expression 

on his face. 

“Ah, Marty. There you are. Listen, I want to talk to you about 

something. How would you like to leave the halfway house?” 

“Oh, I don’t know about that. I don’t have anywhere else to live. I 

could live under an overpass like Marcus did. I could live in an alley 

behind a bar like Jimmy did. I could live in the park like George does, 

but he was in the army and he said he was used to living outside like 

that. I could live in all those places, but I don’t think I would like it very 

much. Like when it rains. I don’t think I’d like it when it rains. Or when 

it snows. I don’t think…” 

“Marty, Marty stop. Think now. Where else could you live that is 

inside a house? Maybe a house to which you have a key?” 

“I only have one key Bertram, and that is the key to your house.” 

“That’s right Marty, the key to my house.” 



	

“But you live in your house, Bertram.” 

“This is getting too painful to drag out, Bertram thought to 

himself. Marty, how would like to move into my house with me?” 

“To live?” 

“Of course to live.” 

“Gosh! Yeah, I think I’d like that. Yeah, I think I’d like that a lot.” 

“Well, it’s settled then- room mate.” 

“I’m a room mate… in your house. I am indomitable, I am a Hydro-

Ceramic Engineer, and now I am a roommate all in one week! Does that 

mean I have to live in your room?” 

“No Marty. You’ll be in the room down the hall from me, with your 

own bathroom.” 

“Gosh! I don’t think I’ve ever had my own bathroom.” 

“Man, that’s the shit Marty,” said Jerald “I live with my momma, 

and I don’t have my own bathroom. I tell ya, ain’t nothing worse than 

when you be jerkin’ your gherkin, and yo momma come walking right in.” 

“What does that mean Jerald?” asked Marty. 

“Shiiiit! Man, Bertram; you gotta have a talk with my boy here.” 

“I’ll broach that subject when I introduce him to our cable 

channels.” 

“I hope he been takin’ care himself. That shit ain’t right. He might 

explode or something, you know what I’m saying?” 

“Yeah, I feel you,” replied Bertram. 

“Bertram?” asked Marty 

“Yes.” 

“Today is a good day.” 

“Happy Place?” suggested Bertram. 

“Yeah.” 

“Care to join us for some Doughnut goodness, Jerald? My treat.” 

“I can’t say no to no doughnuts man.” 

“I’ll take that as a yes.” 



	

As the three began to set to off to the Happy Place, Chris came 

from around the corner of the building wearing the Detroit Lions football 

helmet. Earlier, he had carefully stashed it at the rear of the building 

prior to the session.  He was certain the CIA was busy trying to locate 

him with their vast technical resources that day, but he didn’t want 

Michael to know of his extra precaution to thwart their efforts. 

“Love the new look, Chris,” said Bertram. “You want to join us for 

doughnuts? My treat?” 

“With this protection,” he said pointing to his head “they’ll never 

know where I am, or what my glucose level is.” 

“I’ll take that as a yes.” 

On any other day, the walk to the doughnut shop would have been 

seven blocks. However, Chris knew a few back alley shortcuts that would 

shorten it to five, important information for anyone trying to elude the 

CIA. Bertram had some safety concerns about his route, but Chris 

assured him that with his advanced martial arts skills, they had nothing 

to worry about. 

While making their transit through the third alley, a young man 

arose from his hiding place behind a dumpster. Although he was likely 

some kind of Caucasian, the filth and oil that matted his body made it 

difficult to identify what his original ethnicity truly was. 

The man rose to his full height, blocking their way. He wore a 

soiled pink, Hello Kitty hooded sweatshirt, perhaps taken from some 

former young victim. It was three sizes too small, the sleeves of which 

climbed half way up his forearms. He was a lean, rabid looking creature 

with criminal intent in his eyes. His right hand was in the jacket pocket, 

pointing what appeared to be the muzzle of a small handgun. 

“Stop!” he commanded. “Give me everything you got, starting with 

your wallets.” 

“Okay,” said Marty reaching for his. 



	

Bertram grabbed his arm to stop him. “Bertram was unprepared 

for this confrontation, or what evil this menace may really be 

capable of.” 

“What?” said the mugger. 

“What?” replied Bertram. 

“I’ll show what I’m capable of. Now hand over your wallets.” 

“Fool, pull your finger outta yo pocket and get the fuck out of our 

way,” said Jerald. 

“You think I’m fucking around?” asked the mugger removing the 

very real handgun from its place of concealment. “Do as I say now, and 

no-one gets hurt.” 

“Man, this shit’s getting real,” said Jerald taking off his shirt. 

“What are you doing? I want your wallets, not your clothes.” 

“Bertram began to understand Jerald’s plan. First he would 

become invisible.” 

“You- shut the fuck up! And you, stop getting undressed, now!” 

“You can’t see me mother fucker,” Jerald began to sing. He took 

two big side steps from where he left his clothes. “I got super powers, 

baby.” 

“I can totally see you. Now stop this crazy shit and get back over 

there with the rest of them.” 

“While Jerald distracted him with his amazing powers of 

invisibility, the villain failed to notice the police officer creeping up 

the alley behind him.” 

“What the…” the mugger said, swinging the gun away from Jerald 

for the assault he thought was coming from behind. 

Chris chose his opportunity well to respond to the threat. This 

entire time, he had been preparing his body for the inevitable conflict. In 

seconds, he pored through the countless martial arts maneuvers from 

which he could draw upon to subdue his opponent. He tensed every 

muscle in the finely tuned weapon that was his body.  



	

In the blink of an eye, Chris leapt from his place alongside Marty to 

unleash his full marshal arts fury upon the unsuspecting mugger. 

Keeping low, he ran full on into the mugger’s stomach with his helmeted 

head.  

As the pistol discharged into the wall of the alley, the grimy man 

fell backwards onto the street. The gun skipped from his hand after it hit 

the street. Jerald was on him in an instant, pinning his arm down, while 

Chris retrieved the handgun. 

“That’s what I’m talking about, fool- superpowers,” yelled Jerald at 

his face. “What you gonna do now? Huh? You my bitch, boy.” 

“Alright, alright. Get off of me.” 

“It may be I don’t want to let you up Mister Criminal,” said Jerald. 

“Dude, you’re naked and sitting on top of me. You know how weird 

this looks?” 

“Oh man, my bad,” he replied getting up. “I wasn’t, you know, 

hitting on you or nothing. I was just being invisible.” Jerald stooped 

down to collect his clothes. 

“I don’t know fellas; he could be with the CIA,” said Chris keeping 

the gun trained on their former assailant. “I think he meant to kill us. 

Are you part of an assassination squad? Well, are you?” he screamed. 

“You guys are nuts. Please let me go.” He said rising to his feet 

with his hands in the air. “I’m sorry, I won’t do nothing like this again. I 

just, you know, needed a fix. I had no money. Man, it was the drugs! You 

know what I’m saying? I won’t do nothing like this again, I swear.” 

“I should say you won’t,” boomed Bertram. “I hope you learned 

something from our little lesson in social propriety.” 

“I did, I promise. Does this mean I can go now?” 

Chris sneered at him from behind the mask of his helmet. “Yeah, 

you go back to your masters at Langley and tell them what we did to you. 

Now stop following me!” he yelled. “I mean us.” 



	

“You guys are crazy!” he turned and ran down the alley as fast as 

his feet could carry him, almost tripping over them in his effort to get 

away. 

“Look at us. Aren’t we the superheroes! Nosce te ipsum, Tu ipse es, 

gentlemen,” said Bertram. 

“What you talking about, Man?” Asked Jerald. 

“It’s latin,” said Chris “But I don’t understand it.” 

“It means, ‘know thyself, be thyself,’” answered Bertram. 

“You’re still losing me, man.” 

“In other words, embrace your crazy.” 

“I like that,” said Chris, raising the gun in the air and squeezing off 

another round. 

“Not that crazy Chris. You want the cops coming around here 

asking questions?” 

“You mean CIA stooges? I think you already know the answer to 

that one.” 

“Here let me see the gun.” Demanded Bertram. Chris begrudgingly 

handed it over. “As I see it, we need to get rid of it, but none of us are 

sane enough to hold onto it. Sooo…” he continued, dismantling the 

weapon “Jerald, you get rid of the bullets; Chris, you get rid of the body, 

and I will get rid of the cylinder. There now, no-one can hurt themselves. 

We’re superheroes now, so we have to act responsibly. 

“You know it, man,” Jerald said pulling his pants up, and 

pocketing the bullets. 

“Gosh! Superheroes,” said Marty. “But I wasn’t a hero,” he 

continued, looking down at his shoes. 

“That’s okay Marty,” reassured Bertram. “Without someone so 

small to protect, superheroes wouldn’t be superheroes.” 

“I don’t want to be small. I want to be like when I’m standing on 

my milk crate.” 

“That day will come Marty; just be patient.” 



	

“This means I’m still slightly damaged, huh.” 

“Not at all Sancho, you’re doing fine. Most people who aren’t 

damaged at all would have done the exact same thing.” 

“Really?” 

“Uh huh. Jerald, why don’t you give him the spent casings to hold 

onto.” Jerald fished in his pocket and separated out the spent shells from 

the rest of the live ammo. He handed them over to Marty. “Now you can 

help us by getting rid of those.” 

“Are they dangerous?” 

“They were, but their dead now. As we walk by a trash can, you 

very discreetly- that means so nobody notices you- throw them away. 

And the rest of us will do the same in different trashcans. Now nobody 

can ever use this to hurt people again.” 

“Gosh!” 

“Feeling a little taller now?” 

“No, but I do feel a little bigger.” 

“Hey, man,” said Jerald putting on the last of his shoes. “Do you 

think it would freak people out if I walked down the street half invisible? 

I mean it’s hot out, and I don’t want to wear my shirt.” 

“Well,” replied Bertram “You’ll only be half invisible to white people. 

To everyone else you’ll just be half naked.” 

“I can dig it. Come on man; let’s get some doughnuts.” 

*** 

The Dunkin Doughnuts manager cheerily gave his present 

customer her change, and continued his smile toward the front door for 

the next four customers. 

“Oh, no, no, no. There are more of you?”  

 

 



	

Chapter 10 

Marty’s first night in his new digs was relatively uneventful. He 

was unaccustomed to living in so large a structure with so few 

inhabitants, and spent most of the early evening wondering about the 

abode, taking a mental inventory of every square inch of the house. 

Everything amazed him, leaving him awe struck at his this recent turn of 

good fortune.  

He eventually fell asleep, waking groggy the next morning. The 

smell of pancakes, sausage and coffee roused him from his slumbers, 

and now led him fully clothed down to the kitchen where Bertram was 

setting up the table. 

“Good morning Sancho,” he boomed. “I was just coming to get 

you.” 

“You didn’t have to Bertram. It smelled so good, it woke me up all 

by itself.” 

“So it did. Please, sit and eat.” 

Marty climbed onto his usual chair and forked pancakes from the 

pile in front of him onto his plate, and then fished several slippery 

sausages as well. Bertram topped off a glass of orange juice and slid it 

across the table for him. 



	

“So, how did you sleep?” 

“I slept good.” 

“You mean well,” Bertram corrected. 

“Oh, Okay. Well, I slept good. At first I couldn’t get to sleep, but 

when I did, I slept good.” 

“Was it the mattress? It’s memory foam; I find it very comfortable, 

but I think it’s a matter of preference.” 

“No the mattress was very nice. I slept good on the memory foam 

mattress. I went to sleep late. I went to sleep at 2:37 and 49 seconds. 

AM.” 

“Why so late?” 

“I was looking at your house, Bertram. It’s so big, and I am so 

small.” 

“All the times you’ve been here, surly you’ve seen the house 

before.” 

“Nooo. I walk from the front door to the kitchen. It is thirty nine 

footsteps from the front door to the kitchen, thirty nine. It might be less 

footsteps for you, because you have longer legs. My legs are little.” 

Bertram put his fork down and leaned over to look under the table. 

“So they are. They barely touch the floor.” Marty responded by swinging 

his legs. “But,” he continued, sitting up straight “They allow you to duck 

much lower than I ever could.” 

“Gosh, I never thought of it that way. Is that my super power?” 

“Of course it is, dear fellow. Nobody can stoop lower than you. You 

have the makings of a true Limbo champion!” 

“Limbo? Gosh!” 

“More juice?” 

Before Marty could answer, the doorbell rang, followed by several 

bangs on its large brass knocker. Bertram stood up, tightening the sash 

on his satin bathrobe, and left to find out who could be calling at such 

an early hour. 



	

Upon opening the door, he looked out, and then down upon a 

small bespectacled man in a modest jacket and tie, who looked back up 

at him with sympathetic soulful eyes. The eyes immediately caught his 

attention, with a vague recollection of familiarity. 

“Are you Mr. Davis?” 

“Why, yes I am. And who might you be?” 

“My name is Glenn, Glenn Ford.” 

“Like the actor?” 

“Distant relation.” 

Bertram summed up his size again, and said “Quite distant. Are 

you the fellow who came around here the other day?” 

“Yes. I’ve been around here each day for a week, but I keep missing 

you. I’m sorry for the early hour, but it seemed the only way to reach 

you.” 

“So what business do you have with me?” Bertram asked, 

suspicious that he was likely another dolphin story exploiter. 

“It’s about your friend Marty.” 

“What about him?” Bertram replied, surprised at the unexpected 

query. 

“I’m not sure how to say this, so I’ll just come right out with it.” 

“Yes, please do,” he said with growing curiosity. 

“I think I’m Marty’s father.” 

Bertram blinked a couple of times as he processed this 

information, and quickly stepped outside onto the stoop, gently closing 

the door behind him. “Tell me everything, but keep it brief.” 

“A couple of weeks ago, I met his mother Judy at a Narcotics 

Anonymous meeting. At first she didn’t recognize me, but I remembered 

exactly who she was. Those were bad times for both of us, but we’re 

getting better.” 

“Alright, a couple of junkies from the good ‘ol days, but as for 

Marty…” 



	

“Junkies come in all shapes and professions Mr. Davis,” he said a 

little defensively. “She told me how she’s been trying to re-connect with 

him, and that it hasn’t been going so well.” 

“Yeah, well there was no maternal bond there to reclaim, where 

she’s concerned. After she dumped him off upon the state, Marty had a 

really rough go of it in foster care.” 

“Oh, I had no idea. I wish I had known. I would have done 

something. I mean, he’s my boy, right?” 

“I don’t know, is he?” 

“Judy seems to think so. The timing was right. I was hoping I could 

meet him and see for myself, but I wanted to talk to you first. At the 

halfway house, they said you’re like his friend, or something.” 

“I am his friend, and I do look out for him.” Bertram stood back 

and looked him up and down, taking in every physical detail. “You’re 

about the same height. The face is kind of the same, but the eyes… yes, 

the eyes are a dead match. So what are you expecting to get out of all 

this?” 

“I want to make amends, and so does Judy.” 

“Trying to clear your conscience, huh? Is that one of the steps in 

your recovery?” 

“It is, but most of all we just want to make things right.” 

Bertram puffed out his chest and folded his arms in defiance. 

“Marty has been doing just fine on his own, without any of your help. 

And then he saw it- that look. It was a look Bertram had seen in the 

face of his friend too many times to know that that there was no 

doubt in this man’s kinship.” 

“So you’re saying you think he’s my son?” 

“I said no such thing, Bertram replied, with little conviction.” 

“I don’t understand.” 

“Look, Mr. Ford…” 

“Glenn, please.” 



	

“Glenn, Marty is really starting to come into his own right now. 

He’s still trying to wrap his mind around the whole mother thing, and 

now this? I think you should move very slowly from here on out, for 

Marty’s sake.” 

“I understand. Thank you Mr. Davis, I appreciate your candor in 

this matter.” 

As he was turning to leave, the door behind Bertram opened. Marty 

looked through the opening at the stranger talking with Bertram, and 

then stepped outside still holding onto the doorknob. He studied the man 

from his shoelaces up to his neatly groomed head and said, “You’re my 

father, aren’t you?” 

The world surrounding the three men slowed to a halt. Birds 

stopped their songs. Squirrels clung to their trees. Lisa Brown’s dog held 

fast in mid squat. The sound of nearby traffic vaporized into the cosmos. 

Somewhere nearby, a baby’s wail was silenced. Bertram Davis and Glenn 

Ford looked at him, truly at a loss for words. 

Marty looked down at Glenn’s legs, smiled and said “Hey, you have 

the same super powers I have. Can you limbo too?” 

“Bertram’s jaw fell at how keen his friend’s insight really was. 

Marty, this is Mr. Glenn Ford.” 

“My dad is Glenn Ford? At the Tyler House, I watch a lot of old 

movies. I like the old movies, not because they’re old, but because they 

are black and white. It’s funny to think the world was once black and 

white, but it must have been much easier to figure things out back then. 

Color is nice, but it can also be very confusing. Hey Bertram, my dad is 

Glenn Ford. I like you in your movies Dad, but I thought you would be 

taller. You look taller in the movies, maybe because you were black and 

white back then. I told you color was confusing.” 

“Hi Marty. I’m pleased to finally meet you,” Glenn Ford said. He 

stepped forward and shook his son’s hand for the first time. “My name is 

Glenn Ford, but that man you saw in the movies was only a distant 



	

relative on my dad’s side of the family. And the world wasn’t black and 

white back then, only the movies were.” 

“I said it was confusing, didn’t I Bertram,” said Marty, looking up 

at his friend. 

“Yes Marty, you did. I think you’re right Sancho. I think this man 

may well be your father. Now that I see you two standing side by side, I 

would bet on it.” 

“Can I call you Dad?” said Marty. 

“Sure, I think I would like that. Can I call you Son?” 

“Why would you do that? My name is Marty, because it says so on 

my social security card. But that’s not all true, because we have to 

expect the government to lie. They have to, otherwise the very fabric of 

our existence would unravel at the seams if they started telling us the 

truth. My name is also Sancho, because I help Bertram re-acquaint this 

savage land with the civil propriety it lost long ago. Did I say that right 

Bertram?” 

“You most certainly did Sancho. Hey would you like Glenn to join 

us for breakfast?” 

Marty considered the idea for a short while, and replied “No.” 

Glenn Ford had trouble concealing his disappointment. “No, not yet. This 

is an awful big thing, and I have some awful big thinking to do.” 

“I understand Marty,” replied his father. “There is a lot to consider. 

I tell you what- take one of my business cards,” he said reaching into his 

jacket pocket, handing the card over to Marty. “It has my office phone 

and my cell phone number. Please call me anytime you want to talk. It 

really was a pleasure talking to you… Son.” 

“Okay. It was nice talking to you too… Dad.” 

They watched as Glen Ford turned and walked down the front 

steps, then away along the sidewalk. Marty held up the business card 

and started reading it. 



	

“Glenn W. Ford, Esq. Hey, he also has another name- Esq.- I think 

Sancho sounds better than Esq, don’t you?” 

“Esq. is usually short for esquire.” 

“Esquire sounds better than Esq. Esquire sounds better than 

Sancho. Esquire sounds like royalty. Do you think he’s a king or 

something?” 

“Esquire isn’t a name Marty, but it is a title. It is commonly used 

by attorneys. Here, let me see his card. Oh, he’s a public defender.” 

“Gosh, a public defender. Does that mean he’s a superhero too?” 

“Kind of. His battles are fought in courtrooms, in front of judges, 

and not against dragons, giants and windmills.” 

“Oh, you mean like lawyers, huh?” 

“Marty, attorneys are… yes, just like lawyers.” 

“Gosh, Glenn Ford is a lawyer, just like Perry Mason- only he’s not 

black and white.” 

“Yes, your Dad is just like Perry Mason, but in full complicated 

color.” 

“Wow,” he said, looking back down at the card, as if it now shone 

with some newfound brilliance. “Bertram?” 

“Yes Sancho.” 

“Is my dad slightly damaged like I was?” 

“Yes. In fact he used to be broken, but he appears to be doing 

much better now.” 

“Like my Mom?” 

“Just like your mom.” 

“Maybe I can fix them like you fixed me.” 

“Perhaps Marty, perhaps.” 



	

Chapter 11 

The night of Bertram’s big date approached with mounting 

apprehension. A date with a woman, especially one as attractive as Kim, 

at first seemed wonderful. But as the reality set in, and with the prospect 

of some kind of intimacy, Bertram’s nerves were all a-jitter. 

“Look at me Marty,” he said, fumbling with his tie in the mirror. “I 

wasn’t even this nervous for the prom.” 

“You’ll be okay Bertram,” replied Marty standing next to him 

“because you are indomitable.” 

“I don’t feel indomitable. I think I might shit a brick.” 

Marty leaned back and assessed the size of Bertram’s backside 

relative to a brsick. “Oh, I don’t think you should do that.” 

“I’ll have to add that to my list of things not to do, like thinking out 

loud.” 

“She doesn’t know you externalize?” 

“Yeah, she does, but… I just don’t want her to pity me.” 

“You mean, like feel sorry for you?” 

“Uh huh.” 

“Bertram?” 

“Yeah Marty.” 



	

“Do you ever pity me?” 

Bertram stopped fussing with his tie and turned directly to look 

into his friend’s eyes. “No Marty, I would never do that. You’re my friend, 

and I don’t think you deserve anybody’s pity. Why, you’re bigger than 

most men I know.” 

“But I’m so little. How can I bigger when I still feel so small.” 

“Remember what I said in the doughnut shop?” 

“About the doughnut man not having any testicles?” 

“No, about when we were looking at people through the window.” 

“Uh huh. You said it is not about what people see, but about who 

you really are.” 

“Exactly right. Sometimes Marty, it’s not about the man people see, 

but what they ultimately get from their encounter with him. Some people 

have nothing to give, but you my friend give an awful lot.” 

“I do? But I don’t got no money, at least not a lot. I want to give a 

lot of gifts, but I don’t got no money.” 

“What you do have is more precious than even a mountain of gold. 

The world is lucky to have someone like you who is so rich in humanity. 

The only people who should matter to you are the ones that really get 

that.” Bertram returned to fumbling with his tie in the mirror. “Yes 

Marty, you have plenty, plenty enough to share with the rest of the 

world, if they’re smart enough to notice.” 

“Oh, I see. Do you think I am responsible?” 

“After this past week? Yes, very responsible.” 

“Then why is Michael watching me tonight?” 

“Would you rather stay here by yourself?” 

“I want to come with you on your date, but I know I can’t do that. 

You might get lucky.” 

Bertram laughed out loud, long, and hard at his last comment. 

“Wherever did you hear that, Marty?” 

“Cable TV.” 



	

“Do you even know what that means?” 

“Sure, I read magazines and stuff. It’s when the two of you get into 

bed and…” 

“Whoooaaa Sancho. Okay, I think you do have it.” Bertram 

returned to the mirror and the tie that refused to cooperate. “Michael 

isn’t coming over to watch you like some kid, he’s coming over for a little 

male bonding.” 

“What, like us?” 

“Yeah, kind of. You guys can hang out, watch some TV and talk 

about stuff.” 

“Ohhhh, I see. I guess that would be okay. I thought it was 

because you didn’t think I could be alone, all by myself.” 

“Do you think you could stay here all by yourself?” 

“It’s such a big house and I am so small. I don’t know. I think I 

could.” 

“Do you feel safe here?” 

“Ohhh, sure, sure. I feel safe here.” 

“Do you feel safe because of the house, or because I am here?” 

“Gosh, I don’t know.” 

“Are you responsible?” 

“Sure. I’m in charge of the scullery, and the key to your house.” 

“Those are great measures of your responsibility Sancho. Being 

alone is kind of like being responsible, only you become responsible for 

yourself.” 

“Like if I get scared, I should tell myself it will be okay, like I tell 

you?” 

“Exactly right.” 

“And you think I could do that?” 

“Yes, I do. But it isn’t my opinion that matters. Only you can 

decide if you think you could do that. Tell you what. You can talk about 



	

this with Michael, and if he thinks you are ready, you can ask him to 

leave early so you can be here by yourself.” 

“But what if something happens while I’m all alone? What do I do 

then?” 

“You have my phone number, right?” 

“But what if you’re getting lucky?” 

“I won’t like it, but I will answer the phone if it’s you; no matter 

what. There, finally- a perfect Windsor knot.” Down below, inside the 

house, the doorbell rang in the front hall. “And not a moment too soon.” 

Marty rushed down the stairs ahead of Bertram to the door, 

counting each step as he ran to let Michael in. 

“Good evening Marty.” 

“Hi Michael. Are you ready for some male bonding?” 

“Sure, what do you want to do tonight?” 

“I like old movies, mostly. You want to watch some old movies?” 

“Sure, I like old movies too.” Michael closed the door behind him, 

and looked up the staircase at Bertram who was descending. “Don’t you 

cut a fine figure. Ready for your big date?” 

“Thanks Doc,” he replied, approaching Michael and shaking his 

hand. “As ready as I’ll ever be, Bertram replied with a lot of doubt. 

Although he was excited about the date, tonight was one night he 

didn’t want to embrace his crazy and make a fool of himself.” 

“Oh, I see.” 

“See what Doc?” 

“You were externalizing about being afraid of externalizing.” 

“Oh, man,” he replied, slapping himself in the back of the head. “I 

want to stop, I want to stop, I want to stop. Can’t you fix me, just for one 

night? Maybe some kind of pill? Yeah, like a normal pill. You have any?” 

“You know it doesn’t work like that. But, I have been thinking of an 

idea for you. If you’re thinking about something, keep a hand on your 



	

face. That way, you’ll feel your mouth moving when you start 

externalizing, and you’ll know to stop yourself.” 

“What, walk around all night like the Scream painting?” 

“No, nothing like that. Use your imagination, like… well, like when 

you have one arm folded and the other hand clasps the chin. It will make 

you look deep and thoughtful. Or perhaps resting an elbow on the table, 

and supporting your chin with your hand. It will make you look like an 

attentive listener.” 

“Bertram considered Michael’s idea, and tried striking the 

thoughtful pose. He… I just tried externalizing, didn’t I?” 

“Yes, you did.” 

“And I caught myself.” 

“You did.” 

“I can do this Doc, I can do this. You’re a genius,” he said, 

vigorously shaking Michael’s hand. “I don’t know how to thank you. 

Bertram considered for the first time ever that Micahel was not the 

quack he always made him out be.” 

“Best put your hand back on your face before you ruin this 

breakthrough moment.” 

“Oh, sure, sure. Sorry about that. I didn’t mean it, if you heard the 

quack comment. I mean, I don’t think you’re quack. I mean… thanks 

Michael.” 

“It’s okay Bertram, we’re good.” Around them echoed the peal of 

the doorbell. “Is that your date?” 

“Sure is. I can’t believe I’m doing this.” 

“Relax Bertram. Stop, put your hands in your pockets, take a deep 

breath, and relax. You can do this, because you are…” 

“Indomitable,” Bertram finished. 

“Yeah Bertram, indomitable,” added Marty for good measure. 



	

“Alright fellas, here goes,” said Bertram walking toward the door to 

open it. Beyond the threshold, Kim stood looking as if she stepped out of 

the cover of a magazine. Bertram looked at her and said, “Shit!” 

“Not exactly the greeting I was hoping for Bertram.” 

“No, I mean, shiiiit girl. You be smoking hot.” 

“You are way too white to pull that one off. Are you just going to 

stand there, or are you going to invite me in?” 

“Sure, sure. Please come in,” he replied, ushering her through the 

doorway. 

“You have company?” 

“A couple of friends. This is Marty, he’s staying with me, and this is 

my buddy…” 

“Michael,” she finished. She walked over to him and gave him a 

familial hug. “How are you? What’s it been, ten years?” 

“Hi Kim. I’m doing great, and I can’t believe it’s already been ten 

years.” 

“You two know each other?” asked Bertram. 

“In college,” replied Kim. “We were part of a group that was thick 

as thieves. Funny how we all kind of fell out of touch, huh Michael?” 

“It happens,” he replied with a shrug. “You get all wrapped up in 

life, and before you know it a decade has flown by. So how have you 

been?” 

“Great. I work in a firm on Pratt Street.” 

“So when you say friends,” interrupted Bertram “do you mean 

friends with…” 

“Friends who split the cost of a pizza and helped each other study 

during exams,” Kim replied. 

“The law Firm on Pratt Street,” said Michael “which one?” 

“Caine, Burke and Moore. I’m in receivables and investments.” 

“Burke, as in Douglas Burke?” asked Michael 

“You know him?” she and Bertram replied together 



	

“Oh yeah, I know him. I used to be on the staff of a facility called 

Shady Oaks. He had a rich client with an uncontrollable teenage son, 

who admitted him for re-hab. The place really wasn’t set up for that, and 

I told him so. But he had some juice with the administrator, and got him 

admitted anyway. He pulled him out two weeks later for some big 

vacation plan he had, way too soon where treatment was concerned. Big 

surprise, the son relapsed, attacked his father and took off, never to be 

seen again. He hired Doug to sue us, who promptly destroyed my name 

and reputation. So then I didn’t work at Shady Oaks anymore.” 

“Sorry Michael. If it matters any, it was before my time at the firm.” 

“It’s okay, I moved on.” 

“So you continued on in psychiatry?” 

“Yes, I do group therapy work here in the city. I find it very 

rewarding.” 

“Soooo, are you a friend of Bertram’s, or a…” 

“Bertram looked uncomfortable at this new direction in the 

conversation, and hoped that Kim was as hungry as he was. Hey look 

at the time. We’re going to have to hurry if we’re to make that 8 o’clock 

reservation.” 

“I’m sorry Bertram,” replied Kim. “Let’s get out of here before your 

blood sugar drops too low. It was good seeing you again Michael.” 

Bertram showed her to the door, and looked back over his 

shoulder at Marty and Michael. They both waved and smiled back at him 

whispering ‘good luck.’ 

“Michael?” asked Marty asked after the door closed behind 

Bertram and Kim. “Do you think Bertram is going to get lucky?” 

“Let’s go watch a movie Marty.” 

“Nice parry Michael.” 

“I think you’ve spent too much time with Bertram,” he chuckled. 

*** 



	

From her vantage point in the tree, Melany was able to capture 

Bertram and Kim in rapid-fire frames on her camera as they left the 

house. 

Oh Bertram, what are you doing with her? Click, click click. She’s 

just a white anglo-bitch that will never love you the way I do. Click. Oh, 

come on. Nobody looks that good naturally. You know she’s had some 

work done. Click, click, click. She’s holding the car door open for you? 

What are you, her bitch? Click. And as she drives off, I can just make out 

her license plate number. Click, click, click, click, click, click, click, click 

click. 

 



	

Chapter 12 

Dinner was a little rough at first, but once Bertram settled down, 

he regained some of his once lost charm. Waiting for the entree, he 

regaled her with stories of younger years, from hitchhiking across the 

country to skiing in the Pacific Northwest. During the main course, he 

boasted of his business prowess, but tempered the subject with his one-

man outreach program for Baltimore’s homeless. By desert, he softened 

the edge of the conversation with his love of the arts, and most 

importantly, how beautiful Kim looked in the soft glow of candlelight.  

Throughout the entire meal he found reasons to keep a hand on 

his face, minimizing his externalizing to an occasional mumbling that 

was swiftly covered with a cough or throat clearing. But when he focused 

on her, and allowed her feminine warmth to make him feel like the man 

he once was, his face felt oddly still. 

“You flatter me Bertram.” 

“By pointing out the obvious? I count at least six guys in this 

restaurant, who are just waiting for me to go to the men’s room so they 

can have a chance at you.” 

“So what are you going to about that?” 

“Pinch it off.” 



	

She laughed, covering her mouth with her napkin in the event a 

piece of spinach lingered from the last course. “I’ve had a lovely time 

Bertram. Thank you.” 

“Are you kidding? I feel like I should be the one thanking you. 

Other than my friend Marty, you’re the first person with whom I’ve 

shared any real company in quite some time.” 

“You say Marty is a friend of yours?” 

“A friend? Uh, yeah. You could say that. After- you know- it 

seemed like it became everybody’s job to remind me of what happened to 

me in Miami. Marty is the only one who showed any real sympathy, and 

accepted me as a human being.” 

“People can be cruel.” 

“That is the understatement of a lifetime.” 

“So is he in investments like you?” 

“No, Marty’s skills are far more technically specialized. He’s a 

Hydro-Ceramic Engineer, and a very good one at that.” 

“Sounds interesting.” 

“It’s a very big responsibility.” 

“So he lives with you?” 

“I’m helping him out. There were some problems with his home, so 

I offered to let him stay with me for a while. It’s actually worked out very 

nicely. We’re just a couple of bachelors, hanging out in a big ‘ol house. 

He’s really been very good company to me.” 

“So how do you two handle each other’s social interactions?” 

“I don’t follow.” 

“Well, let’s say Marty wants to bring home his girlfriend, is it 

awkward?” 

“First of all, Marty has been in a bit of dry spell. You know, with 

work and all. But we do respect each other’s privacy; it wouldn’t be a 

problem.” 



	

“Soooo, if you were to take home a girlfriend, it wouldn’t be 

awkward?” 

“Are we speaking hypothetically or strategically?” 

“That all depends on what you want.” 

Bertram shifted his hand in front of his mouth to stifle any 

possible utterance. Once the urge had passed, he signaled for their 

waitress, who swiftly came to their table 

“I think I’m ready for the bill now.” 

Before they left the restaurant, Bertram excused himself from 

Kim’s company to use the restroom. Once he was clear of her view, he 

withdrew his cell phone and quickly called the house. Marty answered on 

the third ring. 

“Hey Marty.” 

“Hey Bertram.” 

“Is Michael still there?” 

“No. I told him I wanted to practice being alone.” 

“And how’s that going?” 

“Phew, it’s not easy. There are so many new sounds when you’re 

all alone, but I’m okay. I’m being in charge of myself, and I think I’m 

doing a very good job.” 

“That’s great Sancho. Hey, I wanted to talk to you about 

something. Remember when we were hanging out earlier before my big 

date?” 

“Are you going to get lucky tonight?” 

“Wow, you don’t miss a beat. It’s looking like that.” 

“So you want me to go stay at the Tyler House, huh?” 

“I don’t ever want you to go back there, and you will always have a 

home at my place if you want. No, I just need to make sure Kim and I 

have some alone time, you know, just the two of us.” 

“Alone time? You mean like in Bertram Minutes?” 

“Yes, I’m overdue for a little adventure.” 



	

“Are you taking Kim across the sky bridge at a dizzying height of 

two whole stories, through an unwelcoming office building where you will 

face a gamut of overweight senior citizens disguised as security guards, 

and across the roof of the Mechanics Theatre where you may find truant 

stage-hands skulking about, smoking marijuana cigarettes?” 

“No, I was thinking more along the lines of night in my room.” 

“In your bed? Like in the magazines and stuff?” 

“Not if this conversation carries on much longer I won’t.” 

“So, you want me to make myself smaller. Smaller than I am. So 

you can’t see me.” 

“Well, kind of. Do you mind hanging out in your room when we get 

back?” 

“Oh, sure. It’s a good room. It has its own bathroom you know.” 

“I know.” 

“Because you don’t want yo Mama walking in on you when you be 

jerkin’ your gherkin.” 

“You’re kind of weirding me out Sancho.” 

“I’m sorry.” 

“So can you do that for me?” 

“Oh sure Bertram. I’m going up there right now. I’m walking up the 

eighteen steps right now. I’ll be in my room soon, so I’ll say goodbye 

now.” 

“Alright Marty, goodbye.” 

“Good luck getting lucky Bertram.” 

“Thank you Marty. Goodbye.” 

“But then again, if you’re going to get lucky, you don’t need good 

luck. Good lucky.” 

“Right, how about that. Look I have to go now, so… goodbye.” 

“Good lucky sounds silly. What should I say?” 

“Say goodbye Sancho.” 

“I can say that, sure I can.” 



	

“Then say it Marty. Goodbye.” 

“Goodbye Bertram.” 

“Goodbye Marty.” 

“Goodbye Bertram.” 

“I’m hanging up now, alright?” 

“Goodbye Bertram.” 

“I’m going through a tunnel Marty… ba…er…sssssss… I think I’m 

losing you…” Bertram quickly ended the conversation with a swift click 

of the end button. It only just dawned on him that he had never talked to 

Marty on the phone before. “Note to self: teach Marty how to text.” 

*** 

With one hand planted on his cheek for any unnecessary oral 

declarations, Bertram slowly unzipped the back of Kim’s dress with his 

free hand. The garment fell from her body into a soft pile on the floor 

around her ankles. His hand ran slowly over her shoulder and down her 

arm, expertly falling onto her hip and then around onto her stomach. 

She flinched only slightly, gasping at his soft touch. 

Feeling his confidence build, he now ran on natural instinct. 

Without any thoughts to verbalize how he felt, he let his body close in on 

hers, both of his hands now mapping out every square inch of her torso 

and below. She turned in his embrace, and their lips came together, each 

tongue finding the other with gentle caresses.  

Outside the window, the wind blew, and a tree branch briefly 

obstructed the view of her night vision goggles. 

Oh Bertram… why? 



	

Chapter 13 

The group was fully assembled by the time Bertram and Marty 

arrived, just as the second hand on the clock was passing the twelve, 

thus marking the official start of the session. 

Michael started right in, inviting news of everybody’s weekend, 

especially Bertram’s. He didn’t have to wait long. Bertram stood up and 

moved to the center of the semicircle next to Michael. 

“Before anyone else starts, I have something I want to say to each 

of you. Janet- The world is not against you. If you want people to care 

about you, you must learn to care about them first. Jerald- you are not 

really invisible; you only think you are. I can always see you, as can 

everybody else. Chris- Search your scalp. You will find no scars, because 

the CIA never planted a chip in your head. Even if they did, there is no 

money in the federal budget for domestic clandestine surveillance.”  

“I’m sorry to interrupt,” said Greg rising to his feet “But I think I 

am dy…” 

“You are not dying,” said Bertram cutting him off. “You have a long 

life ahead of you, in a world that will long outlive us all. Stop diagnosing 

yourself on the internet, and if you think there is something wrong, 

consult a real doctor in a real office. He will confirm what I just said.” 



	

“But…” 

“Not dying, Greg. Melany- you are a beautiful young woman, with a 

beautiful voice that needs to be heard, and everyone here will support 

that.” Melany returned his comment with a piercing gaze, her balled up 

hands concealing a vile scowl. “Marty- the world needs more people like 

you, but it’s alright to have your own opinion. I’ll make sure of it.” 

“I can have own opinion? Are you sure Bertram?” 

“Yes Marty, I’m sure. And as for you Michael, let me say this- you 

are a genius. Listen up everybody, I know I’ve been pretty negative about 

this program in the past, but I take it all back. This man here gave me 

some advice that has fixed me. Did you here that? I am whole once 

again. Standing before you is someone who has been restored, someone 

of substance, someone who has not externalized once in the past twenty 

four hours, confirmed by my friend Marty here.” 

“Wow Bertram. That must have been some date,” replied Michael. 

“It was an amazing date.” 

“Bertram got lucky,” blurted out Marty. 

The group broke into ooo’s and chuckles. 

“Man, that ain’t the Doc what fixed you,” said Jerald “that be the 

pussy!” 

“Jerald, that will be enough of that,” scolded Michael. 

“Oh man, my bad. Sorry Janet. What I meant to say was, that be 

her vagina what healed my boy there.” 

“Jerald, please. Filter on the inappropriate comments.” Jerald 

responded by clamping his lips shut and drawing an imaginary zipper 

across his mouth. “Thank you for your kind words Bertram, and I must 

say this all comes as a very pleasant surprise. You really have made 

wonderful progress.” 

“More than progress Doc,” replied Bertram “I’m fixed. So when can 

you sign me off?” 



	

“It’s not that simple Bertram. I want you to keep attending group 

for while longer.” Bertram responded by putting his hand up to his 

mouth and clearing his throat. “As for the rest of what he said everybody, 

he said it with all of your best interests at heart. Perhaps it was put a 

little bluntly in some places, but there is truth in what he said. This is a 

place of friends and a place of healing. What we share here together, is 

what will bring us closer to being the people we want to be.” 

“So let me get this straight,” said Jerald. “I ain’t really invisible?” 

The group all shook their heads. “And y’all could always see me? Even 

with my clothes off?” 

“Especially with your clothes off,” replied Michael. 

“Even you Janet? I mean, you being white and all.” 

“Yes dear. I can always see you.” 

“Man, ain’t that some shit! Bertram, you said we had super powers 

when we took down that mugger in the alley.” 

Bertram tried waving him off from that subject, but Michael had 

already zeroed in. “What mugger?” 

“Oh man, you should have seen my boy Chris here. Broke out 

them mad kung fu moves. Knocked the gun right out of his hand.” 

“What gun?” demanded Michael with growing concern. 

“The gun what the mugger had. Man, Chris planted his football 

helmet right in his breadbasket. And me, I was invisible see… or maybe I 

wasn’t.” 

“You were naked Jerald,” confirmed Marty. “He was naked, but he 

had super powers.” 

“You were there too Marty?” 

“Sure, sure I was. Bertram fooled the mugger when he started 

externalizing, and Chris ran into him, and the gun fell from his hand, 

and Jerald jumped on top him, and then we all went to our happy place; 

oh, after we ditched the gun.” 



	

Bertram slumped down in his chair, Marty beamed, Chris adjusted 

his hat, Jerald checked his shirt buttons, and Michael shook his head in 

disapproval. 

“What were you guys thinking? You could have been really hurt, or 

worse.” 

“I know,” said Marty. “I tried to give him my wallet to make him go 

away, but Bertram stopped me.” 

“Session’s over.” 

“But Michael,” Janet complained “I need to talk about me. Why are 

you doing this to me?” 

“Janet, please. Everyone, I’ll see you all on Thursday. Bertram, 

please stay behind.” 

As everyone stood up and started leaving, Marty leaned over to 

Bertram. “I can wait for you by myself outside Bertram. I’m going to 

practice being alone for a while.” 

“That’s alright little brother,” said Jerald looming over him. “I’ll 

hang out with you for a while.” 

“Sancho, why don’t you go hang out with Jerald, I’ll be down in a 

little bit.” 

After the door closed behind the last person, Bertram sat alone in 

the semicircle of chairs awaiting Michael’s wrath. 

“Alright Doc, what’s on your mind?” 

“I don’t know where to start Bertram.” 

“Bertram felt uncomfortable about…” cough, cough, cough. 

“Nice cover, albeit a little late. Tell me about the mugging.” 

“I think you heard it all. What’s to tell?” 

“Alright, let’s start with Chris. He was wearing a helmet? You know 

I’m trying to discourage that kind of behavior in him. You had a 

responsibility…” 

“A responsibility to who? You?” 



	

“To Chris. I don’t know if you realize it Bertram, but you have real 

influence on these people; sometimes more than I do.” 

“Chris was just being Chris. I think he finds a level of comfort in 

wearing his helmet, even if he is a little deluded.” 

“It’s not about what makes him feel comfortable. Society doesn’t 

always accept what makes us feel comfortable. I’m trying to break his 

delusions in here, and in one fell swoop you tied it all back up again. And 

Jerald; it sounds like you did the same thing with him.” 

“I’m not like that anymore. You heard what I said earlier.” 

“I heard what you said, but I am starting to doubt your conviction. 

You and I have gone round and round more than a few times.” 

“So what are you saying, it’s about trust?” 

“It’s exactly about trust Bertram. You want me to accept the new 

you, it’s going to take a lot more than some speech to the group.” 

“But I meant everything I said.” 

Michael rubbed his temples and sighed heavily. “Then I really do 

believe you are making strides in your personal recovery, but be patient; 

it’s a process. Now about Marty- I’m a little concerned he knows about 

your sex life.” 

“What’s to know? He knows I got lucky last night. It’s not like he 

was standing in the room.” 

“You did it at your house? While Marty was there?” 

“Yeah, so what?” 

“My God Bertram! Do you know how impressionable he is? Why 

his mind is like a…” 

“Don’t you say it!” replied Bertram, his voice rising. “There is more 

to that man than you will ever know.” 

“Alright, educate me.” 

“Marty may be naïve, and perhaps impressionable, but he 

possesses a remarkable insight and understanding of the world. And as 



	

for the facts of life, Marty already knows what goes on between men and 

women.” 

“What do you get out of that relationship Bertram? Huh? Someone 

you can lead around by the nose? Someone who will hang on your every 

word? Someone who agrees with every damn thing you say, regardless of 

how fucked up it really is? What are you looking for, some kind of pet?” 

“Fuck you!” Bertram screamed, rising to his feet. “He gives me 

balance. He makes… he makes me feel real. You made me feel like I was 

fixed, but with him- I never felt broken. Marty sees the world in black 

and white, a world of absolutes. In that world, people can take advantage 

of him, of his honesty, and his willingness to accept everything as the 

truth, but I watch out for him. He’s my friend dammit, and I value that 

more than anything. So I guess in the end I have found my own 

responsibility in his company.” 

“My, my, my Bertram; look at you go.” 

“What the hell is that supposed to mean?” 

“It means that I think you have a little more of my trust than you 

did ten minutes ago.” 

“So what was all this, some kind of test?” 

“Everything in life is a test Bertram. Everything we say, everything 

we do has some potential impact on someone else’s life. In the end, we 

are all held to some kind of evaluation, and the potential consequences of 

our actions.” 

“Did I pass?” 

“It’s not that kind of test, but you did get a good evaluation. 

Honestly speaking, I’ve been waiting for you to fail, especially where 

Marty is concerned. I don’t want anything bad to happen to him, and 

now I see you don’t either. You’re a good friend to him Bertram.” 

Bertram sat back down in his chair, shaking his head. “Just when 

I think I have you pegged… man, what are you doing in this place, 

anyway?” 



	

“Anything I can do to help. I’ll never get rich, but I will always go to 

sleep at night with a clear conscience. My greatest aspiration in life is to 

be able to live with myself.” 

“Isn’t that what we all want?” 

“I suppose it is.” 

“Do I get another point in the attaboy column?” 

“Sure,” chuckled Michael “I’ll give you that one. But remember- 

one oh shit cleans the slate. Hey, how have things been going between 

Marty and his mother? I haven’t heard him bring anything up about 

that.” 

“He’s still processing, but there is something new on that front. 

Turns out, Marty has a father.” 

“You’re kidding!” 

“Honest Injun,” Bertram replied, holding up his hand. “He came to 

my house one morning to ask about re-connecting with Marty.” 

“What’d you tell him?” 

“Didn’t really have a chance. Marty came outside and figured out 

who he was in three seconds.” 

“Wow! Maybe I have underestimated the little guy. How’d he take 

it?” 

“Pretty well, I guess. I mean he still has his spirit, but now he has 

some more processing to deal with. His Dad wanted them to start 

spending time together, but Marty said no. He said he wanted to think 

about it some more.” 

“He really is coming along. How about the whole ‘morning after’ 

thing with you and Kim?” 

“I asked him to give us some space, and he did. Stayed in his room 

until she left.” 

“And how about you and Kim?” 

“Sheez, where do I start? She’s gorgeous, smart, funny, sexy, and… 

sexy. I can’t wait to see her again.” 



	

“Good, good.” 

“What was she like in college?” Bertram asked. 

Michael shifted in his chair a little, as he put together the picture 

he should paint. “Oh, like you said: funny, sexy, smart. We were pretty 

tight- I guess I mean as friends- like she said. You know, if you had 

asked me that question back then, I would have told you she went to 

college to find a wealthy man to marry. We’ve been out of touch for so 

long, I really couldn’t say what she’s like now.” 

“No kidding. Hmm.” 

“Listen, I’ll let you get back to your day, and I am sorry for not 

trusting you. I’m sure Marty and Jerald are still waiting for you.” 

“Thanks Doc. Good talk,” he said turning to the door. 

“Oh Bertram, there is something else- Melany has a thing for you.” 

“What can I say Doc? I’m the whole package. Soon I’ll be having to 

beat the women off with a stick.” 

“Bertram, I’m concerned. Obviously I can’t go into details about 

her, but she is recovering from something very, very bad. She is 

emotionally scarred very deeply, and I can’t account for how she is going 

to deal with you and Kim. I just thought you should know.” 

“Alright Michael. I appreciate it, and I’ll keep that in mind.” 

*** 

Marty and Jerald had been patiently waiting outside. In fact, they 

were engaged in a lively conversation comparing the merits of chocolate 

doughnuts with chocolate sprinkles, and traditional jelly filled with 

powdered sugar. Jerald had made such a convincing argument, that 

Marty now considered breaking with his usual choice. 

Bertram walked through the doors of the McClory-Pratt Medical 

building, and down the steps to the sidewalk below. 

“Man, you was in there so long,” said Jerald. “I figgered Michael 

done killt you. Know what I’m saying?”  



	

“Was Michael angry with you Bertram? Were you helping him find 

his mind again?” asked Marty. 

“Fear not gentlemen. We were merely exchanging opinions on an 

intellectual level.” 

“That means Michael was yelling at him,” said Jerald, bending 

down to whisper in Marty’s ear. 

“No really, fellas. It was a good talk. I feel like I’m in a very good 

place right now, and I can honestly say I am starting to like the man 

without having to lie.” 

“That’s good,” said Marty. “Michael is a good man. He helped me 

learn how to be alone, all by myself, even when I’m with Jerald.” 

“Splendid Sancho. Hey where’s Chris? I was hoping he would join 

us at out happy place.” 

“Oh man, he didn’t want to come. You know, you was pretty hard 

on him in there Bertram.” 

“You think so?” 

“Look, I know I ain’t invisible, at least most times. Man, people get 

out yo way when you walking down the street all crazy and shit. Know 

what I’m saying? But Chris, he believe it, I mean in his heart. You just 

can’t pull the rug out from under him like that. He expect that from 

Michael, but not from you, man. It’s like you was one of us, but now you 

one of them.” 

“Wow, I didn’t think about it like that.” 

“That alright man. We still tight. Ain’t that right Marty?” 

“Sure, sure we’re tight Jerald. We like each other too.” 

“I’m going to have to make it up to him somehow. Anyway, who’s 

up for some delicious doughnut goodness?” Marty and Jerald both shot 

their hands up in the air, and started waving them enthusiastically. 

“Alright then. To Oz?” 

“To Oz,” said Marty. 

“To Oz,” added Jerald 



	

And together the three men joined arms and skipped merrily down 

the sidewalk to their happy place. From the open window above the 

street, Michael shook his head but smiled happily to himself. 

*** 

Upon approaching his apartment, Chris made his usual inspection 

of the door and its frame for any evidence of intrusion while he was 

away. Once inside, he removed his football helmet and quickly donned a 

large scalp sized piece of aluminum foil for comfort. He dashed over to 

the window and peeked past the side of a drawn shade to ensure that no 

one had followed him, or that there was no surveillance teams in any of 

the usual places. 

He picked up the phone, turning it on and off to listen for any tell 

tale clicks that betrayed wiretaps. After carefully examining all of the 

furniture, air vents, bookshelves, bathroom fixtures, television set and 

stereo for cameras and microphones, he went to the bureau in his room 

and carefully withdrew a large soft cloth bundle hidden within the 

cabinet, behind the bottom drawer.  

Chris sat down at his dining room table and opened up the bundle, 

spreading the cloth out flat. From his pocket he withdrew a small plastic 

bottle of oil, and a small round brass brush. He laid them out like 

surgical tools prior to an operation. From the cloth he picked up the body 

of a small handgun, and carefully commenced cleaning the barrel. 

He listened to what Bertram had to say in group, and finally 

concluded that the agency had somehow gotten to him, or worse, the 

other side had. If only the rest of the world knew what he knew, they 

wouldn’t be so cavalier about his precautions. He knew plenty, and had 

good reason to be scared. Sometimes evasion isn’t enough of a defense, 

but with the gun pieces he salvaged from the trashcans, he would finally 

have a weapon that offered the kind of protection he deserved. The boys 

at Langley better think twice before they start anything stupid.  

*** 



	

Kim was an attractive woman in the classic sense. She had a face 

that could launch a thousand ships, and a body frame that begged to be 

revealed in fine Italian marble. She was a woman capable of catching any 

man’s heart, from the way she combed her hair, to the way she brushed 

her teeth, to the way she put on her makeup, to the way she tied her 

sneakers, to the way she used the remote control for her TV, to the way 

she took out the garbage, to the way she washed dishes, to the way she 

read a book, to the way she vacuumed her living room, to the way she 

carried in the mail… Melany’s photo printer hummed to life, starting the 

production of another photograph. 

And this is one of that bitch weeding her garden. Shit! She even 

looks good gardening. 

 



	

Chapter 14 

Kyle leaned back in his office chair with the sixth of seven spiral 

bound reports Bertram had prepared for his day trading. 

“This biomedical project seems pretty risky Bertram. What’s your 

confidence level?” 

“I already put two thousand into it yesterday.” 

“No kidding. Haven’t they already invented artificial heart valves?” 

“Not like this one. I know the head researcher; we went to college 

together. The patents just went through last week, and they’re ready to 

move forward on production.” 

“Sounds like a little insider trading to me.” 

“It’s absolutely insider, but outside the purview of the SEC. What 

you see there in section 4 are the terms for re-payment in six months. It 

really amounts to a heavy interest loan.” 

“Phew, that’s some big coin. How much do you recommend I put 

into it?” 

“Same as me.” 

“That’s being pretty aggressive, Bertram. That’s ten percent of the 

value of my portfolio.” 



	

“Check out section 5. Go ahead and dump your tech equities. You 

sat on them way too long, and there are no gains to be found for the 

foreseeable future.” 

“I see. Still, looking at these reports, I’m figuring an aggregate 

return of about ten percent. No offense Bertram, but I was hoping for 

something…” 

“Bigger and faster? I saved the best for last.” 

“I’ve never even heard of these guys,” he said thumbing past the 

first page of the last report. “Damn they’re big. What’s your interest in 

them?” 

“They’re posturing themselves for a leveraged buyout. The value of 

the stock is going to soar overnight.” 

“Is this insider?” 

“Strictly research, which is supported in the rest of the report. 

Their stock closed at a little over twenty this afternoon. If you want to 

make any money on this, and I mean a lot, you are going to have to jump 

on this as soon as the market opens. Do you think you can make that 

happen?” 

“What are we looking at?” 

“A conservative estimate would be 35% - in one week.” 

“Jeeze Bertram, you’re scaring the shit out of me.” 

“I thought it was what you wanted.” 

“Don’t get me wrong- it is. It’s just... until you stand at the brink, 

you really can’t fathom what staring at such a potential astronomical 

failure feels like.” 

“The hell I don’t. I now have money in all of these. Look, if you 

want safe, stick with bonds and mutuals. If you want to make some real 

money, it’s time to take a chance and start swimming in the deep end of 

the pool.” 

“And your feel good about these?” 

“Rock solid.” 



	

“Something just occurred to me, Bertram,” he said putting the 

report back on the desk with the others. “I don’t think I’ve heard you 

externalize. I mean not at all.” 

“What can I say Kyle? I’m getting my mojo back.” 

“That, or you’re getting laid.” 

“Like I said, I’m getting my mojo back.” 

“I’m sold. As for tonight, do you have some good fiction ready?” 

“Always.” 

“I guess it shouldn’t come as any surprise that you are the top 

performing employee out on the floor.” 

“Tips have been very good.” 

“This idea of the living novel has been hugely popular. I’m seeing a 

lot of return customers, and quite a few are willing to wait to be seated 

only in your section.” 

“Thanks boss, I appreciate it.” 

“No, thank you. I’ve been making money hand over fist. If this 

keeps up, my five year business plan will be a one year business plan.” 

“That’s pretty optimistic Kyle.” 

“Don’t worry, I don’t plan to over-extend myself. I come from the 

city that invented ‘flavor of the month.’ It’s scary how quickly the public 

can lose interest in a themed restaurant. I am constantly having to 

develop fresh ideas for our specials, and probably looking at a full menu 

change within the first year. I tell you, this business will make you a 

drunk or nuts if you’re not careful.” 

“Or a gambler.” 

“My old man used to spend most of his time and money at the 

track. Gambler, day trader, it’s all the same thing. Oh shit, look at the 

time. You ready to get out there?” 

“Let’s go tell a story.” 

*** 



	

After taking the food order from his first table to the kitchen, 

Bertram started out for his next table.  

All of his stories were original, lest someone detect some level of 

familiarity and accuse him of plagiarism. He had a decent sized stock of 

living novels from which to draw for the many people whom he served on 

any given night. He prided himself on treating each of his tables with a 

level of individuality that was yet to be matched by any of his fellow 

employees. Most of the other bards would only prepare two or three for 

all of their customers, often repeating the same story when those 

customers returned. 

Bertram’s inspirations came from everything, at any time of the 

day. He had taken to carrying a small notebook in his back pocket, 

prepared to scribble down notes any time an idea popped into his head. 

And if he was truly courting his muse, they would come out as 

something spontaneous, inspired by how he perceived his customers. 

Murder mysteries were the most popular, with adventure coming a close 

second. However, tonight’s story for his first table would be a love story, 

for the couple celebrating their second month together. 

As Bertram approached his next table, he scanned the faces of the 

three customers to develop some idea for his next story. His heart sank 

when he saw Doug Burke lift his head up from his menu and look 

directly at him. He broke out into the slightest cut of a smile from his 

narrow lips. It was more like a crimson gash, curling up into a devil’s 

sneer. 

Bertram bypassed the table, and walked directly to the hostess. 

“Jenny. The people you have at table eight; any chance of moving 

them to another section?” 

“No way Bertram. He asked for you specifically; made a really big 

deal of it too. Don’t even think of trying to trade with any of the other 

servers, or I know he’ll bring Kyle into this.” 



	

Bertram returned to the table, ready to face whatever arsenal of 

insults Doug was prepared to use. 

“Good evening everybody. My name is Bertram, and I will be your 

server. The two Asian men had been successfully passing themselves off 

to all as international traveling companions; all but the operative who 

now sat before them. Whether they were in this country to buy or sell 

secrets was yet unknown to agent Burke.” 

“Oooo, I love good spy story,” said Bo Xi. His companion Cai Gang 

spoke little in the way of English. Upon hearing the translation, his 

otherwise dour expression turned into one of delight. “Also he like good 

spy story.” 

“They were dangerous men in a dangerous trade, who left a trail of 

bodies and mayhem in their wake from Beijing to Prague, from Berlin to 

Baltimore.” Bertram allowed enough time for the translation and started 

in immediately on the specials. “Tonight’s specials are…” 

“I have a story of my own to tell,” interrupted Kyle. “He was a 

successful broker from Baltimore vacationing in Miami, until he got 

raped by a dolphin. Now he’s a loser waiter telling stupid stories. The 

end.” 

Doug’s dining companions chatted back and forth over his 

comment. Eventually, Cai Gang pointed at Bertram and started laughing. 

“Sorry Mr. Davis. We did not know who you were. Mr. Cai 

remember you on internet. You very famous.” 

“Really Doug?” replied Bertram. “That’s the best you’ve got?” 

“Oh, I forgot. Dolphin boy steals the girlfriend of the successful 

lawyer- the word ‘successful’ is underlined and in bold, capitalized print. 

And they would live happily ever after, but like I said, the waiter is a 

loser.” 

“If you’re finished with your little rant, I’ll go over the specials for 

tonight.” 



	

“A waiter!” yelled Doug, slamming the table with his fist. ‘I lost out 

to a damn waiter.” The two Asian men were now confused over the new 

course of the conversation. Mr. Cai was trying to find out if this was part 

of their novel. “A flunky waiter from an insane asylum.” 

“Kim dumped you, huh” asked Bertram. 

“I cut the bitch loose; she associates with trash.” 

“Which, as it turns out, is a really big step up from you,” replied 

Bertram. 

“Ooo, snap! In yo face Doug,” said Mr. Bo.  

After hearing the translation, Mr. Cai broke out into a hearty 

laugh. “Yes, snap Doug,” he added. 

Doug’s face visibly reddened, as his rage slowly welled up through 

his dark soul. He slammed the menu down onto the table and rose to his 

feet. “Is there a manager in this dump?” he yelled across the dining 

room. “I want to speak to the owner now, where is he?” he screamed even 

louder.  

A hush fell about the busy restaurant as all activity came to an 

immediate halt. Every face turned in his direction, and every ear now 

tuned in to establish what was going on. Kyle ran through the kitchen 

doors, almost knocking over a busboy carrying a large tub of dishes. 

“Excuse me, what’s going on here?” asked Kyle arriving at the 

scene. 

“This waiter insulted me,” yelled Doug, pointing at Bertram “and in 

front of my two clients. What kind of business are you running here?” 

“I assure you sir, Bertram didn’t mean anything by…” 

“He said I was less than garbage compared to him. I’m working on 

an important case with these two gentlemen, and this man dared to 

dishonor me in front of them. Have you ever been sued? Because I am 

just the guy who could give you a formal education.” 

“Kyle, I…” said Bertram, trying to establish his defense. 

“Don’t say anything Bertram. Why don’t you wait in the kitchen.” 



	

“But…” 

“Just go,” Kyle replied softly. “Sir, My sincerest apologies. Perhaps 

I could find you a different server.” 

“What I want is for you to fire that man.” 

“I’ll handle the matter sir, now please sit down.” 

“Doug,” said Mr. Bo “you asshole, not dolphin man. I think we go 

back to hotel.” 

“You see this,” said Doug, his voice growing louder. “You see what 

he did?” 

“I saw what you did,” said a man in a party of five at the next table. 

“You goaded him into insulting you, and now I can see that you are an 

asshole, and a pretty big one at that.” 

“We love Bertram,” said the couple celebrating their two-month 

anniversary. “This is the fourth time we’ve been here, and we always ask 

for Bertram.” 

“You know he’s crazy,” replied Doug, addressing everybody in the 

restaurant. “He was committed to an asylum.” 

“Sir. Your guests have left, and I don’t think you will find any 

satisfaction here tonight,” said Kyle, gently trying to steer Doug by his 

arm. 

Doug ripped his arm away from Kyle. “Are you kicking me out?” 

“No sir. I am inviting you to leave,” he replied, gesturing toward the 

front door. 

Before he could say something else he might regret even more, 

Doug stormed off toward the door. From the back of the room, somebody 

called out “Asshole” after him. Doug stopped without turning, then 

continued on in his retreat 

“Servers,” Kyle called out across the restaurant “Everybody’s 

drinks are on me. Please see that their bills are adjusted accordingly.” 

The crowd erupted into a happy cheer, and toasted the owner on his way 

to the kitchen. 



	

Kyle found Bertram pacing back and forth in the dish room. Marty 

was trying his best to talk him down from his funk, but was having little 

success. 

“Marty, why don’t you go have a cigarette or something.” 

“Ohhhh, I don’t smoke Kyle.” 

“I need some alone time with Bertram. Can you give us a few 

minutes?” 

“But I have to wash the dishes. It’s a big responsibility, and I’m the 

head dishwasher. Without me, the cooks can’t cook, the bartender 

cannot serve any of his delicious cocktails, and the waiters will have no 

meals to carry out to their hungry customers. I have to keep…” 

“Marty, it’s okay. I’m your boss, and I said it would be okay. Go 

take a break.” Marty looked at him warily as he slowly walked out of the 

dish room. “You okay Bertram?” 

“I’m sorry Kyle. I guess I let him get under my skin.” 

“What was that all about?” 

“Remember when I said I was getting my mojo back?” 

“Uh huh.” 

“His ex-girl friend gave me my mojo back.” 

“Ohhhhh, I see. So he decided to come down here tonight to get 

you fired.” 

“I think that about sums it up. I believe his alpha ego took quite a 

bruising in finishing behind a waiter.” 

“And a crazy one at that.” 

“About that…” 

“Say no more Bertram. The road back from rock bottom is a long 

and hard one, especially after what you’ve been through.” 

“Thanks.” 

“None are necessary. Besides, how could I ever fire my personal 

financial advisor?” 



	

Bertram returned to the dining room to approving cheers from the 

rest of the diners. Shaking off the worry, he quickly attended to his 

customers, delivering meals and telling stories with unrivaled 

enthusiasm. 

The evening continued along without any further incident until a 

little after seven o’clock. An ambulance pulled up out front, with lights 

and sirens. Two paramedics burst through the door and said loud 

enough for all of the customers to hear the words “Someone suffering 

from acute food poisoning? Had a call for vomiting and explosive 

diarrhea.” 

Shortly after they were sent on their way, the fire department 

arrived and ordered everybody out of the restaurant and onto the 

sidewalk to investigate the report of a gas leak. And at nine o’clock 

sharp, Immigration and Naturalization Service made a surprise visit and 

led one of the line cooks off in handcuffs. 

After closing up for the night, Marty continued toiling away in the 

back, cleaning the last of the night’s dishes. Kyle and Bertram, the only 

other people left in the restaurant, sat at the bar with a bottle of bourbon 

parked between them. 

“I don’t know what to say Kyle.” 

“I was the one who made it into a fight. I could have fired you and 

been done with it, but when I hear someone even mention law suit to me, 

I see red.” 

“I think it would be best for you if I quit.” 

“Now that I think of it, why haven’t you quit? I mean, you’re getting 

your mojo back and everything. It’s only a waiter job.” 

“It’s funny Kyle, I find myself asking the same question. I think in 

some ways it’s kind of therapeutic for me. In the beginning, I was just 

looking for some self worth. I have money enough to live a pretty good 

life, but I haven’t felt like I was of any real value to anybody. Having no 

purpose in life is a pretty miserable feeling.” 



	

“I hear ya,” replied Kyle, clinking his glass into Bertram’s. 

“I don’t need this job, but I do want this job. Once you take the 

money out of the equation, I think I would prefer doing this over stock 

trades any day of the week.” 

“I started out as a waiter,” replied Kyle, taking a sip of his drink 

“Oh yeah?” 

“It was my way into the kitchen, my father’s kitchen. He wanted 

me to know every facet of the restaurant business. All of its glory, and all 

of its warts.” 

“Is that where you learned to cook?” 

“Nah, that was just the beginning. Now that I think about it, it was 

probably where I learned how to drink. No, this chef went through the 

Culinary Institute of America in Poughkeepsie. Doubt you ever heard of 

it.” 

“The CIA? The hell I haven’t. That’s like the Harvard of cooking 

colleges.” 

“Yeah, it is a pretty big deal.” 

“I’m impressed,” said Bertram finishing his own glass of Bourbon. 

He poured another stiff shot, and then topped off Kyle’s. 

“Thanks. However, after tonight I don’t know how impressive it’s 

going to be.” 

“That asshole declared war,” lamented Bertram. 

“Fucking lawyers. I hate lawyers. Over the years I have developed a 

secret book of recipes for cooking and serving lawyers. My favorite is slow 

roasted… alive” 

“With a head like Doug’s, I think you’re going to need a bigger 

oven.” 

Kyle broke out into laughter. “Either that was seriously funny, or 

I’m getting seriously drunk.” 

“We haven’t even started Boss. C’mon drink up.” 



	

Kyle threw his glass back, finishing off it’s contents. He slammed it 

down on the bar and yelled “More!” 

“I am at your service,” said Bertram with a dignified bow. 

“Thanks. Mmm, that’s good stuff,” Kyle said, taking another sip. 

“From Kentucky, eight years old.”  

“Like people, it is would still be in the formative stages of its 

development. It will really become interesting once it becomes a teenager. 

But it is still a fine liquor, nonetheless.” Bertram backed up the 

statement by taking another heavy sip. “Not to make you feel any worse, 

but you can probably count on a visit from the Health Department 

tomorrow.” 

“I’m not worried. They only visit during business hours, and I was 

just inspected. It’s all the other bullshit stuff I’m sure he’s going to do. 

Here I was bragging about how well everything was going, but all it takes 

is a downward trend this early in the game, and everything starts falling 

to pieces. Before you know it, I have to cut back with my vendors, which 

means my quality goes down, which means less customers, which means 

more cutbacks… it’s a vicious spiral down the toilet that has taken out 

many a good restaurant.” 

“I had no idea things were that tight.” 

“All I need is six more good months of business to get over that 

first hurdle. Any more nights like tonight, and I’ll come up short at the 

bank.” 

“Hmm,” replied Bertram, taking a contemplative sip. “You know 

what you need?” 

“What’s that?” 

“A partner.” 

“I hate partners. In time they come to believe if they have a stake 

in a restaurant, they know how to run a restaurant.” 

“Right, I see. What about someone who has worked in a 

restaurant?” 



	

“Like who?” 

“Like me.” 

“Now I think you’re seriously drunk. Did you just offer to buy into 

this place?” 

“Let me think.” Bertram finished off his glass and topped it off 

again. “Yep.” 

“You really are crazy.” 

“And I have the paperwork to prove it. Would fifty thousand buy 

me a piece of the action?” 

“That, and a kiss full on the lips.” 

“You try, and I will have to hit you.” 

“You’re really serious, aren’t you Bertram.” 

“As a heart attack.” 

“And you’re good for it?” 

“Of course I’m good for it. You need more?” 

“Fifty thousand is plenty. And you won’t tell me how to run my 

business?” 

“If you don’t tell me how to be a waiter.” 

“Wait right here.” Kyle spilled off of his bar stool. He grabbed both 

of their glasses and threw them over his shoulder. He took off at a 

meandering jog through the restaurant to his office weaving around 

tables and chairs. After a few minutes, he retuned with a bottle and two 

new glasses. “Macallan single malt. 30 year old, unopened.”  

“That one’s better than a teenager. It’s almost old enough to have a 

mid life crisis.” 

“What do you say we consummate this deal with a handshake and 

a glass of some of the really, really good shit?” 

“How dare you insult the good name of Macallan, Sir. I demand 

satisfaction!” Kyle poured three good fingers of the fine liquor in each 

glass. “Okay, I’m satisfied.” 



	

“To The Library!” said Kyle, raising his glass and holding out his 

hand.  

Bertram grabbed it, firmly shaking it. “Long may she prosper,” he 

replied. The two men poured back some of the priceless libation and 

swirled it around their mouths. “I declare this to be the finest drink I 

have ever enjoyed sir. Good call on the really good shit.” 

“And I concur with your estimation sir,” replied Kyle, starting to 

slur his words. 

“Now that we have financially fortified our position,” said Bertram, 

putting his glass down on the bar. “What are we going to do about Doug 

Burke, or more to the point, to Doug Burke?” 

“Ahhh, my inebriated friend and partner. It will be an entire 

campaign of wicked deeds. He shall rue the day he ever fucked with us!” 

Kyle shouted, slamming his fist onto the bar. “Have any ideas?” 

“Are you kidding? My head is constantly brimming with bat-shit 

crazy ideas. I have the paperwork to prove it, remember? I have ideas, my 

inebriated friend and partner, ohhhhh do I have ideas. I will make this 

my very special mission.” 

 

 



	

Chapter 15 

Now that Bertram was settling into his new life, which in many 

ways was like his old life, he encouraged Marty to take more courageous 

steps of independence. Today was the first day they would go to group 

separately. Marty had immediately shown his reluctance over the idea, 

but after some cajoling, Bertram convinced him that every superhero 

needs a little alone time.  

“Certainly Marty, my heroic friend. Superman had his Fortress of 

Solitude, Batman had his Bat Cave, Aquaman had his… well, the ocean. 

Sometimes they just needed to get away from all the people they were 

saving, for some time to collect their thoughts and contemplate the 

mysteries of the universe.” 

“Gosh! The Universe is an awful big thing to think think about.” 

“Perhaps you can start on something smaller, like your navel. Do 

you have an innie or an outie?” 

“An innie. I can actually stick my little finger in it. Want to see?” 

“No Marty, that is a universe for you alone to explore.”  

The two men set off in their separate directions from the front door 

steps. Bertram still had two hours before group started, and was on his 

way to meet Kim for lunch. On the way to the restaurant, he stopped off 



	

at a florist. The refrigerators were filled with dozens of bright floral 

arrangements from which to choose, but in the end he settled for a 

traditional bouquet of roses. 

“Oh yes,” he said “these are beautiful.” 

“And a true sign of passion,” added the young florist. She spread 

the flowers out in their vase to better display the crimson buds. “Would 

you like a card for them?” 

“Yes. Something big, though. How about that big red heart on a 

stake. Can you work that into the arrangement for everyone to see?” 

“Sure,” she said bringing it to the counter, passing it over to him. 

“My handwriting is horrible. How’s yours?” asked Bertram. 

“I’m no calligrapher, but I’ll make it look nice,” she said picking up 

a pen. “What would you like it to say?” 

“Doug- Last night was amazing! Love always, Eduardo.” 

She faltered a little at first, but quickly changed gears. “He’s a 

lucky guy.” 

“I’ll say. Can you have these delivered to his office please? Here’s 

the address.” 

“Certainly.” 

“Please make sure they are dropped off at the receptionist for his 

firm. I know they don’t like delivery people wandering the halls of their 

offices. Beside, I want everyone to know how great a guy he really is.” 

*** 

As Bertram approached the table in the delicatessen, Kim was 

checking her watch for the third time in as many minutes. 

“I was beginning to think you were going to stand me up,” she said 

tapping the face of her watch. “I only have an hour for lunch.” 

“Sorry sweetheart,” he said bending down to give her a quick kiss. 

“I had an important errand to run on my way here.” 

“That’s alright. I took a chance and already put an order in for you. 

I hope you don’t mind.” 



	

“Never my dear.” 

“Doug ordered for me all the time. I used to hate that.” 

“Speaking of Dougie, how is my good friend?” 

“A royal pain in the ass. Ever since he found out about us, he’s 

been making my life miserable at the office. I think he’s trying to make 

me quit.” 

“That sounds about right. He showed up at the restaurant last 

night; tried to get me fired.” 

“You’re kidding.” 

“Nope. And before the end of the night, we had a visit from an 

ambulance, a fire truck, and the INS. The guy’s a real piece of work.” 

“He doesn’t like to lose,” she said shaking her head. 

“How would you like to help me out with a little project. Do you 

know anyone in the personnel department of your firm?” 

“Sure, she’s a good friend of mine.” 

“How does she feel about Doug?” 

“All of the women hate him.” 

“And yet you were once his…” 

“Don’t judge me.” 

“I won’t,” he said holding up a hand. “Would she be willing to share 

a little intel on him?” 

“Like what?” 

“Like anything, anything personal.” 

“It sounds like you’re drawing me into a war.” 

“More like a series of well calculated and strategic battles.” 

“Oh, I see,” she said smiling while taking a sip from her iced tea. “I 

think I can help you out. But please try to keep the collateral damage to 

a minimum.” 

“They will be strikes of surgical precision to minimize casualties. 

Hey, what are you doing tonight?” 

“My schedule is open.” 



	

“I have to work tonight, but I get off about nine. Want to come on 

over?” 

“Should I pack an overnight bag?” she replied seductively. 

“Of course.” He was putty in her hands. 

“And your roommate won’t mind?” 

“Marty? Nah. He’s his own man.” 

“Whom I have yet to meet.” 

“He’s a very private man.” 

“I see. How’s Michael?” 

“Michael is Michael, you know.” 

“And how exactly do you know him?” she asked. 

“He’s a friend.” 

“Your therapist friend, or the friend your therapist?” 

“A friend. Friends help each other out, and he’s a good listener.” 

“I see.” 

“Hey,” said Bertram trying to steer the conversation away from 

Michael. “I’m part owner in a restaurant.” 

“The Library?” 

“The one in the same.” 

“You’re kidding. Just like that? Seems like an awfully big risk to 

me. Restaurants are never a good investment.” 

“Just like that, and I think we can make a real go of it.” 

“Let me just take some time to wrap my mind around that for a 

moment.” She took another sip from her glass and sat back in her booth. 

“You’re a waiter.” 

“Yes, but I’m a very good waiter.” 

“And you own a restaurant.” 

“Only a piece of it, actually.” 

“And you’re going to work tonight as…” 

“A waiter, but a very good one. Apparently there is a critical need 

for story telling servers.” 



	

“If you have the money to buy a restaurant…” 

“Part of a restaurant.” 

“Okay, part of a restaurant- then what are you doing schlepping 

meals for people you don’t even know?” 

“Because it’s my job. Duh,” he said rolling his eyes. 

“But you don’t have to work, at least not there.” 

“Of course I have to work. You have to work. Everybody has to 

work. A body in motion stays in motion.” 

“But a waiter?” 

“You have something against waiters?” 

“No, it’s just… I always figured this was something temporary. You 

know, until you were back on your feet. You can do so much better, and 

you should.” 

“Ohhhh. Yeah, of course. This is just a phase,” he said dismissing 

the notion with a wave. Bertram was a little disappointed in her reaction. 

“You know, until I’m back on feet.”  

“I don’t have anything against waiters.” 

“Certainly not.” 

“I just think you’re capable of doing so much more with your life.” 

“Of course.” 

“I think I’ve touched a nerve.” 

“Never my dear.” 

“So what do you have planned for the rest of the day?” 

“Oh, you know- so many commitments. Being a restaurant owner 

now, I’m all over the place today,” Bertram replied. 

“Sure.” 

“Yeah, you know… vendors and stuff.” 

“On foot?” 

“I’m sorry?” he asked 

“You don’t drive, remember?” 

“It’s good exercise. Body in motion and all?” 



	

“Sure. Hey, here comes the food.” 

The meal continued on in the awkwardness established during the 

time preceding its arrival. Kim had indeed touched upon a nerve with 

Bertram, and she knew it. How that affected her opinion of him was not 

clear to him yet, but at this point in their developing relationship, he 

wanted nothing but to keep her interest in him alive. It bothered him 

somewhat that he was already lying about Marty. He would tell her the 

truth… eventually. 

After the bill was settled, he walked Kim out to the sidewalk and 

kissed her goodbye before she set out on her return to the office. Bertram 

watched her as she walked away, taking delight in her every step.  

Historically, Bertram was never apt to fall for a woman so quickly, 

but these days his emotions whirled about him with the organized chaos 

of a tornado. He wasn’t certain, but he thought he might be falling pretty 

hard for Kim. He remained glued to that spot on the sidewalk until she 

turned a corner a block away. Bertram sighed softly, and then set upon 

his own walk to group therapy. 

As he arrived at the McClory-Pratt Medical building, he found 

Marty waiting out on the sidewalk. 

“Hey there Sancho. How long have you been here?” 

“One hour. Thirty-eight minutes. Annnnnd twenty seconds.” 

“And I can see you came here alone.” 

“All by myself.” 

“You sure did. How was it?” 

“It wasn’t scary; I can walk by myself. I used to walk by myself a 

lot, you know, like when I lived in the Tyler House? I used to walk to your 

house all the time.” 

“I know, but we always walked to group together.” 

“Yeah. It made me feel a little sad.” 

“Why was that?” 



	

“Because we always do stuff together, and we didn’t do stuff 

together today. Where were you?” 

“I was having lunch with Kim.” 

“Oh,” he replied looking away and down at the ground. 

“What’s on your mind Marty?” 

“You like Kim.” 

“Yes I do.” 

“You like her more than me?” 

“Why would you ask something like that?” 

“’Cause you spend a lot of time with Kim.” 

“Sure, but that doesn’t change how I feel about you.” 

“Are you going to marry Kim?” 

“Whoa, hold on there a sec. I’ve only been going out with her a 

couple weeks.” 

“But isn’t that what lucky people do?” 

“Oh, I see where this is coming from. Marty, I like Kim- a lot- but 

when men and women first get together, you know- in the bedroom- they 

really don’t know where their feelings will take them. We’ll be seeing each 

other for a while, and find out where our relationship really is heading.” 

“Bertram?” 

“Yes?”  

“If you get married, can I be your best man?” 

“Well,” replied Bertram stroking his chin “I don’t know. It’s a very 

big job. How does your resume look?” 

“I am the head dishwasher at The Library,” he started. 

“Yes, yes you are. And that is a big responsibility.” 

“I know,” he replied with wide eyes. “And, I’m a superhero. Look at 

how low I can duck.” 

“Marty, where did you go?” 

“I’m down here Bertram, look.” 

“Oh, so you are.” 



	

“And I’m very smart,” he continued standing back up. “Ask me the 

capital of any state, go ahead.” 

“Ohio.” 

“Not that one. Pick another.”  

“Missouri.” 

“Not that one either.” 

“North Dakota.” 

“Bismarck.” 

“It certainly is. Well done.” 

“And… and… I’m a very good friend.” 

“You’re my best friend Marty. It would seem that you are 

abundantly qualified for the position, but you’ll have to pass the Best 

Man test.” 

 “I will? What’s that?” 

“Well, being a best man is a big responsibility. To be a best man, 

you have to be responsible for something. Something very valuable. 

Something you guard with your very life.” 

Marty thought about this for a moment, and then looked up at 

Bertram with his biggest smile. He fished around his pocket and 

withdrew his house key on the bottle opener key chain. “This is very 

important Bertram.” 

“Yes, but how well do you guard it?” 

“I take it everywhere in this pocket right here.” 

“And you always have it with you?” 

“Yes, in this pocket right here.” 

“Do you even take it in the shower with you?” 

“No,” he replied, looking downcast. “Should I?” now looking for 

redemption. 

“Now that would just be silly Sancho. Congratulations my friend, 

you have passed the Best Man test. If I ever get married, you will be my 

best man.” 



	

“Gosh! Thanks Bertram.” 

“De nada Sancho.” 

Shortly after Bertram and Marty took their seats amid the 

semicircle in group, Michael breezed in through the door closing it 

behind him. 

“Good afternoon everybody,” he said, taking his seat. “Sorry I’m 

late. Let’s start right in.” 

“I’m going to be Bertram’s best man,” said Marty proudly. 

The effect of his declaration had an immediate effect on Melany. 

She lowered her balled up hands away from her mouth to betray a 

stunned expression of betrayal. 

“Damn, boy,” said Jerald chuckling. “That must be some fine…” 

“Jerald, filter,” cautioned Michael. Jerald replied by zipping his 

mouth shut.  

“You’re getting married Bertram?” asked Michael. 

“Maybe someday, but no time soon. Marty just wants to be ready if 

and when I do.” 

Malany let out the breath she had been holding and returned to 

the safety of her hands. Mrs. Melany Davis. Mrs. Bertram Davis. If only. 

“No, everybody, this stud may be off the market, but I have no 

plans for marriage yet.” 

“How are things going in your relationship with Kim?” asked 

Michael. 

“They’re… good.” 

“You say that with some hesitation. Please, shaaare with us.” 

“I’m not real good at that Doc.” 

“It’s why you’re here. Please, you’re among friends.” 

Bertram looked about, a little warily at first, but then slowly 

started in. “I think she’s ashamed of me.” 

“What makes you feel that way?” asked Greg. 



	

“I don’t know, just some gut instinct I guess. I mean she is used to 

being around nice things, with people who make a nice living at nice 

careers. And then there’s me.” 

“Man, what you on about?” asked Jerald  

“I mean, look at me, at us. We’re taking a ride on the crazy train 

and Michael here is our conductor.” 

Most of the group looked on with sympathetic eyes, understanding 

from where Bertram was coming.  

“Speak for yourself baby,” replied Jerald. “I ain’t crazy; I’m 

colorful.” 

“Yes you are Jerald,” said Michael. “and Melany is shy. Chris is 

cautious, Greg is concerned, and Janet is lonely. Nobody in this room is 

crazy, alright. We have our problems, but allow me to let you in on a little 

secret. Everybody has problems; some little ticks or issues that throw up 

road blocks in their life. We are human beings, we are flawed, and if 

we’re smart, we seek out the council and comfort of other human beings 

to help us find our way. There is nothing wrong with anyone’s 

involvement in group therapy.” 

“Yet it does comes with a stigma,” countered Janet. “I don’t tell 

anybody I’m in group therapy. I don’t even like saying it.” 

“I kind of keep it to myself too,” said Greg. “It’s hard enough 

dealing with people’s sympathy- you know, when I’m dying and all- but I 

sure as hell don’t want them to think I’m crazy.” 

“Colorful, man,” replied Jerald angrily. “I’m colorful. All of y’all is 

colorful. What was that you said in the alleyway Bertram?” 

“Embrace your crazy,” he replied. 

“Right, I like that. It a part of who I am, man. I’m me- Jerald, 

sometimes invisible Jerald.” 

“And Superhero Jerald,” added Marty. 

“Right, superhero Jerald,” he replied laughing a little. “Thank you 

Marty. Now, I know my man Michael over there has a job to do, and I feel 



	

you baby. You helping me to be me, and that’s solid. Know what I 

mean?” 

“Thank you for that Jerald,” said Michael. 

“No big thing baby.” 

“Bertram owns a restaurant,” blurted out Marty. 

“No kidding?” said Greg. 

“A piece of a restaurant,” corrected Bertram.  

“Man, how much money you got?” asked Jerald 

A lot. You should see his house. 

“I had some savings sitting around in a bank, and I decided to put 

them to good use.” 

“Is that the same restaurant you work in?” asked Michael. 

“The one and the same.” 

“That is so cool, and kind of scary all at once,” he replied. 

“Why is that?” asked Bertram 

“Restaurants can be pretty risky.” 

“Why does everybody keep saying that?” 

“Because they are,” said Michael. 

“What can I say, I like to live life at the edge.” 

“That is a really big step Bertram. Good for you. How are you 

feeling about it?” 

“I’m not even sure yet. It just happened last night.” 

“And what is the restaurant again?” 

“The Library, up on Charles street.” 

“Right, I heard about it. ‘The living novel’ place. How’s the food?” 

“Amazing. Chef Kyle is from the CIA.” 

Chris emerged from his inner thoughts at the last comment, and 

tuned into the conversation with greater interest. He adjusted his knit 

hat, the foil crinkling audibly. 

“Right, I think I read about him once. He’s supposed to be quite 

good.” 



	

“He’s brilliant. I can’t even imagine the epicurean secrets he has 

locked in his head.” 

Chris could imagine. What he couldn’t imagine was what kind of 

secrets epicurean could be. They could only be epic in nature. 



	

Chapter 16 

“Next.” 

The line shuffled forward as Bertram stepped up to the post office’s 

service window. He kept his head low, and the brim of his ball cap even 

lower to shield his facial features from the overhead camera. “Hi, I’m 

going away on business for the next thirty days, and I’d like you to hold 

my mail.” 

“You’ll have to fill out form 8076.” 

“Right here,” Bertram said, presenting the post office clerk with the 

completed form. 

“Oh, very well then. Do you need anything else?” 

“Sure, I’d like to post this.” 

“Jehovah’s Witness,” the postal clerk read. “Sure thing Mr. Burke.” 

 “Thanks.” 

As Bertram emerged from the post office, he found Marty talking to 

someone, whose back was turned to him. 

“Hey Marty,” he called out descending the Post office steps. Glenn 

Ford turned around smiling back up at him. “Well, isn’t this a surprise.” 

“Hello Bertram. I came to check my post office box, and who 

should I find waiting outside.” 



	

“It’s my Dad Bertram.” 

“Yes it is. Was I interrupting anything?” 

“Nah,” replied Marty. “He invited me to watch the Orioles playing 

tonight.” 

“I see. And what would you like to do about that?” 

“Oh, I like baseball. I like baseball a lot. Yeah, I think I’d like to 

watch the Orioles play tonight.” 

“In that case, you’re going to need a hat.” Bertram removed the 

Baltimore Orioles hat from his head and placed it upon Marty’s. “There. 

It looks even better on you than on me. Will Judy be going?” he asked, 

turning to Glenn. 

“Yes, yes she will.” 

“Sounds kind of like a planned event Glenn.” 

“Okay, you have me. I’ve been stalking you guys. I wanted to ask 

Marty outside the medical center, but I lost my nerve. I’ve been walking 

behind you on your way here the whole time.” 

“I know,” said Marty. “One block behind us the whole way.” 

“Why didn’t you say anything?” asked Bertram. 

“Why would I? He was only following me.” 

“Oh, sure,” replied Bertram 

“Well anyway, I saw Marty standing outside here and thought I’d 

take a chance.” 

“Both your parents at one time Marty; are you okay with that.” 

“I’ve been doing some big thinking, which isn’t easy for someone so 

little, and I decided I want to start talking to my parents, now that I’m 

not slightly damaged anyomore and have important responsibilities.” 

“I think you’ll have a good time tonight Sancho.” 

“But I have to wash dishes tonight.” 

“Don’t worry, I know the boss. Hey, I am one of the bosses, and I 

think this is too important for you to pass up. One of the busboys has 

been looking to transition to the kitchen; I’ll ask him to fill in for you. 



	

“They’re great seats,” offered Glenn. “Right on the third base line.” 

“So I can see them slide into the home plate?” asked Marty. 

“You’ll be wiping the dust from your face, son.” 

“Oh, is it awfully dirty there?” 

“No, it’s just… they’re really good seats Marty,” replied Glenn. 

“Good, ‘cause I like baseball.” 

“How ‘bout I swing around your place around six,” Marty’s father 

asked turning to Bertram. 

“He’ll be ready,” he replied 

“Thanks. See you tonight Marty,” Glenn said, walking back in the 

direction of his initial stalk. 

“Wow Marty! This is really big,” said Bertram, as he led Marty away 

in the opposite direction. 

“I know. They’re playing the Yankees tonight,” replied Marty trying 

to catch up. 

“No, I mean about your parents.” 

“Oh, that. Yeah, I guess it is.” 

“How do you feel about all this?” 

“My Mom and Dad? Okay, I guess.” 

“So they’ve been spending some time together, huh.” 

“Glenn Ford said he’s dating my mom now.” 

“No way. How cool is that?” 

“Yeah. I wonder if Glenn Ford is getting lucky?” 

“Hmmm, that’s kind of creepy Sancho. It’d be best if you didn’t ask 

him.” 

“Oh. Good thing I talked to you first.” 

“It is always a good thing to talk to Bertram Davis first. And why is 

that?” 

“Because you’re indomitable?” 

“And…?” 

“Because you are the sole light of reason in my existence?” 



	

“Exactly! Hey look at that.” 

“What?” 

“That,” he said pointing ahead. 

“A phone booth?” 

“Indeed. A relic from our not so distant past, now made obsolete by 

cell phones. A little known fact is that they were also once instrumental 

in many criminal enterprises. Any number called can only be traced back 

to an anonymous public phone that anybody could have used. Hey, let’s 

see if it still works. Got a quarter?”  

Marty reached into his pocket and sorted through the collection of 

coins, Bertram produced his smart phone and scrolled through the 

emails, bringing up the one Kim had just sent. He reached into Marty’s 

palm for the quarter and turned to the phone, deposited the coin and 

commenced dialing a number from the contents of her email. 

“Hello, billing please… Hi, my name is Douglas Burke… right, with 

an e at the end. My account is 4105551961… uh huh… Listen, I want to 

cancel my cell phone service… well because your service is lousy, your 

customer service is awful, and your tech support is manned by trained 

monkeys… that’s right, and while we’re at it, I don’t think too much of 

you either… What? The contract?... Oh yeah? I’d love to see you try and 

collect that penalty… you and what army? I’m a lawyer, you know. 

Perhaps I’ll sue you for being ugly…Oh yeah?... Yeah?... well you too!” 

click. 

Bertram did a quick phone directory search on his phone, and took 

another coin from Marty’s hand. 

 “Hello. My name is Douglas Burke… yes, with an e on the end, 

and I wish to employ your mortuary services… uh huh. Well, I am in my 

law firm in Baltimore right now- my name is on the front door you know- 

but I need you to swing by my house later. I, uh, have a little problem for 

you take care of… no, I need you pick up a body… no, I do not wish to 

involve the police… I don’t care about their reports, I just need it gone. 



	

Do you have a crematorium?...What?... no, I told you I don’t want to 

involve them. Look, maybe this was a mistake.” Click. “What do you 

know Marty, it does still work.” 

“Who was that Bertram?” 

“A wrong number.” 

*** 

Bertram left the house early for work. As he stepped onto the side 

walk, he looked back over his shoulder at Marty. He was wearing his 

Orioles hat standing at the front window waiting for his parents, who 

would soon come to pick him up for the big game. Marty’s expression 

was an odd combination of enthusiasm and concern. 

Since he first started talking with his mother, Marty was moving 

very cautiously. He remembered the day very clearly when he was 

abandoned at the city police department, and if he were anyone else, he 

would have met her current advances only with contempt. Instead, he 

was very sympathetic to whom she once was: a child with a child. The 

baseball game would be an excellent neutral ground for the three to meet 

and connect. 

Work went swiftly for Bertram throughout his shift. Business was 

very good, in spite of Doug’s weak attempts at sabotage. Now back at 

home alone, Bertram stepped out of the shower before Kim’s arrival, 

preparing for the rest of the night ahead. 

The world was changing, as it always will, and he was changing 

along with it. Marty had been on his mind a lot lately, in regards to Kim. 

Depending on how things went with his new girlfriend, he could see 

where one day his little friend might end up being a fifth wheel in his life. 

The idea troubled him, but in the end he rationalized that their current 

housing arrangement was always intended to be temporary anyway. 

Even the Tyler House experience, horrible as it may be, was intended to 

serve as a transition to eventual independence.  



	

Bertram was making a mental note of bringing this up to Michael 

privately, in hopes that he might offer some advice, when the front door 

bell rang. He put on his satin bathrobe and descended the front stairs to 

answer it. 

“Hello lover,” Kim purred, standing in the open doorway. She 

reached for his bathrobe, untying the sash and slowly parted it to look 

inside. “Is that for me?” 

Somewhere in a tree outside came a low guttural growl, like an 

angry feral cat. It was beyond the audible range of the couple standing in 

the front door, but not beyond the vantage point in the alley at the corner 

of the house. Even through his football helmet Chris could hear it. He 

scanned the obvious hiding places in and around the cars on the street, 

finally settling on a flash of pink in the tree just in front of the building. 

Holding his monocular up to his eye, he identified pink sneakers 

attached to legs wrapped around a tree branch.  

It was Melany, and she was busily snapping away on a camera 

with a long telephoto lens. He knew he was onto something big, but the 

presence of Melany came as a complete surprise to him. He never figured 

her to be involved with any of this. She was obviously under some kind of 

deep cover, and a very convincing one at that. 

Whose side she was on remained to be seen, so at this point he 

reasoned it would be best to keep his involvement concealed until he 

could better ascertain whether she was a friend or a foe. 



	

Chapter 17 

The following morning found Bertram and Kim seated at the 

kitchen table, the smell of crepes and bacon still heavy in the house. 

Bertram, always the early riser, was the first to be up and about. By the 

time Kim rolled out of bed, Bertram, still in his satin robe, was loading 

up two plates to mark the start of their day.  

Kim consumed her meal in tiny bights, while she studiously 

digested the articles on the front page of the Baltimore Sun newspaper. 

Bertram, still reveling in the afterglow of his self-described historic 

performance the night previous, studied Kim’s every move. 

“What?” she said looking up from the paper. Bertram smiled back 

at her. “What?” she said with a nervous laugh. 

“You’re beautiful, you know that?” 

“And you’re blind. I don’t have on any makeup, and my hair’s a 

mess.” 

“You’re beautiful, to me.” 

“If you’re not blind, you’re crazy.” Bertram lost a little of his smile, 

and returned to his meal. “Oh, I didn’t mean…” 

“Not a problem,” he said holding up a hand to stop her. “I’m quite 

sure I am, but I think I can safely say not as much as I used to be.” 



	

An awkward silence hung between them, each trying to recover by 

devoting their attention to food and newspaper. 

“You know my car was vandalized the other night,” said Kim, 

trying to change the subject?” 

“No way.” 

“Right outside my house. They scratched the word ‘bitch’ into my 

driver side door.” 

“Huh. Sounds personal. You think it was Doug?” 

“Sounds a little juvenile, even for him. You don’t have any ex-

girlfriends, do you? 

“No, sweetness, you have been the only one in my life for a while.” 

“Weird. The insurance will take care of it,” she said, returning to 

her paper. 

Marty stumbled into the kitchen in his pajamas and bathrobe, still 

groggy from the late night out with his parents. Bertram’s sleep had 

briefly been broken at about one in the morning by the sound of the front 

door opening and closing. 

“Good Morning Marty,” Bertram said nervously. “I wasn’t expecting 

you up so early. I don’t have anything made for you yet.” 

“Hi Bertram.” he said between yawns. “I’ll have some cereal.” 

“I don’t think we’ve been introduced yet,” said Kim elbowing 

Bertram. 

“Kim, this is my friend and roommate Marty. Marty, this is Kim.” 

“Hi Kim,” he said with a tiny wave of his hand. 

“Hey Kim, look at the time. Don’t you have to start getting ready for 

work?” 

“No, I still have time. Are you trying to get rid of me?” 

“No, no. Uh… no. It’s just that…” 

Marty stumbled over to the far corner of the kitchen, around the 

side of the counter, and retrieved a small stepladder. He set it up in front 

of the cabinets, climbing it to retrieve a cereal box. 



	

“Bertram tells me you’re an engineer Marty.” 

“I’m in charge of the scullery,” he replied half awake, stepping back 

down onto the floor. He poured a bowl full of toasted oats and retrieved a 

spoon from the drawer. 

“The Scullery; is that downtown?” 

“Up on Charles Street,” he replied on his way to the refrigerator for 

milk. 

“That sounds very interesting.” 

“It’s a very big responsibility. Without me, the cooks can’t cook, the 

bartender cannot serve any of his delicious cocktails, and the waiters will 

have no meals to carry out to their hungry customers.” He flopped down 

at the table across from Kim. Sitting as tall as he could in his chair, his 

chin was still only a few inches above his bowl. 

“Sooo, you design restaurants?” she asked, continuing her 

interrogation. 

“Oh, gosh no,” he answered between slurps of cereal. I work in a 

restaurant.” 

“I don’t understand,” she said, looking to Bertram for clarification. 

“I thought you said he was an engineer.” 

“Of sorts,” replied Bertram growing increasingly uncomfortable 

with the new direction the conversation had taken. “I said he was a 

hydro-ceramic engineer.” 

Kim rolled the answer around in her mind for a little while before 

saying “A dishwasher?” 

“I’m the head dishwasher,” Marty said proudly “and I’m not too 

little for such an important job either. I can stand on my tippy toes and 

make myself bigger, but at The Library I stand on a milk crate and I am 

very bigger. I’m almost as big as Bertram.” 

“Your tippy toes… huh. Hey Bertram, look at the time. I am 

running late. Thanks for the breakfast, but I have to get ready for work,” 

she said rising up from the table. 



	

“Bertram said when he gets married, I can be his best man. That’s 

also a big responsibility, but don’t worry Kim; I passed the best man 

test.” 

“Yeah, how ‘bout that. Well, it was a pleasure finally talking with 

you Marty,” she replied making a hasty exit from the kitchen.” 

“I’ll walk you upstairs, Kim,” said Bertram following in her wake. 

Upon entering the bedroom, Kim carefully closed the door, and 

turned to Bertram with her arms folded. “I don’t like being made a fool.” 

Bertram broke out into a nervous smile and outstretched arms. 

“You’re beautiful, you know that?” 

“Why didn’t you just tell me you’re roommate was a… well, the guy 

I just met?” 

Bertram sighed, his arms falling limply at his sides. “It hasn’t been 

easy for me getting to know you. I didn’t want you think I’m… well, that 

is to say… Look, Marty is a friend, and he’s my ward. I look after him.” 

“Why didn’t you just say that? You lied to me Bertram. I can kind 

of understand the reasons, but it was still a lie. What other things have 

you been lying about?” 

“What do you mean?” 

“Bertram,” she said, assuming a more relaxed posture. “I knew you 

had some issues going into this relationship, and I know you have done 

everything you could to cover that up.” 

“Because I don’t want to be that way,” he said by way of 

explanation. “I don’t want to be ‘the Dolphin Guy,’ or crazy externalizing 

Bertram. I really like what we have going on here.” 

“What do you think we have going here? I mean, Marty was talking 

about marriage down there.” 

“That was something completely unrelated.” 

“Good,” she replied, walking over to her suit bag. She unzipped it 

and withdrew her dress for that day. “Look Bertram,” she started laying 

the garment out on the bed “we’re having fun, right?” 



	

“Sure, I’m liking it.” 

“I don’t know where it’s going, but lets not say or do anything to 

mess that up. At least not until I have a better sense of where this is 

going, okay?” She stood up and looked at Bertram. “Michael’s your 

therapist, isn’t he?” 

“He heads up a group Marty and I are both in.” 

“That wasn’t so hard was it?” 

“No,” he replied under the new burden of truth “I guess not.” 

“So Marty’s your ward. What does that mean?” she asked 

unpacking a travel makeup kit. 

“It means I take care of him.” 

“For how long?” 

“Hadn’t really thought that far ahead yet.” 

“Well, is he going to be living with you forever?” 

“I guess until he’s ready to be on his own.” 

“And when will that be?” 

“Marty’s a really good guy Kim. I know he doesn’t give a good first 

impression, but there is a real depth to him that most people don’t see.” 

“Bertram,” she said, gently placing her hand on his cheek “What 

you’re doing is admirable, I get that. I just think you need to start looking 

out for your own future, if you’re to have any kind of a future with me. 

You’re a businessman, one of the best. I knew you when you were at the 

top of your game.” Kim stepped out of her bathrobe, letting it fall to the 

floor, and walked over to the open bathroom door. She paused, looking 

over her shoulder. “I just want to help you get back there. Now, do you 

want to come in here and help me get ready for my day?” 

 



	

Chapter 18 

Bertram and Marty walked quietly along the busy city street on 

their way to group. 

“What’s wrong Bertram?” asked Marty trying to keep up with 

Bertram’s long strides. 

“What do you mean Sancho?” 

“You’re not talking much. You talk a lot, but you’re not talking 

much. I think you look sad.” 

“I just have a lot on my mind.” 

“I used to know what you were thinking, but not so much 

anymore. You don’t think out loud anymore.” 

“You mean like when I was broken?” 

“Yeah, but you’re not broken anymore. Now you’re only slightly 

damaged.” 

“How so?” 

“Because you’re so sad. I don’t like it when you’re sad.” 

“Marty…” he began, raising his voice. He thought the better of it, 

and changed gears. “I’m not sad,” he said, trying to build into his regular 

booming arrogance. “I am indomitable. I am Bertram Davis, King of all I 



	

survey, captain of my ship,” he said, with a broad sweep of his arm. 

Marty looked up at him and shook his head slightly. “What?” 

“But you don’t have a captain hat. A ship captain always wears a 

captain hat.” 

“I left it at home, next to my crown.” 

“Oh, I see.” 

“Hey, look where we are- Baltimore street.” 

“Yes, it’s Baltimore Street.” 

“Home of The Block, Baltimore’s own red light district.” 

“That’s where the ladies dance naked, Bertram.” 

“It certainly is. Not only that, it is the geographic epicenter for the 

purveyors of carnal pleasure toys in this region of our great country.” 

“Gosh!” 

“Let’s pay a visit to one Marty.” 

Bertram and Marty strolled along the sidewalk, passing stores in 

various stages of moral decay, until they happened upon a storefront 

that appeared to be especially decadent to Bertram.  

They walked into the store, a small bell tinkling above their heads. 

The storefront was shallow, with all it’s wares hanging on a wall behind 

the counter. The clerk was immersed in a well-worn copy of Plato’s 

Republic, and barely acknowledged their existence. Marty tugged on the 

back of Bertram’s shirt, drawing him down for an important whisper in 

his ear. 

“It smells funny in here Bertram.” 

“I’m sure it’s very clean, but I wouldn’t touch anything, just to be 

on the safe side.” 

Bertram walked up to the counter and cleared his throat. The clerk 

looked up from his book for the first time. “Can I help you?” he asked in 

a bored voice. 

“Yes my good man. The sign in the window says you ship 

anywhere?” 



	

“Yeah, but that’s extra.” 

“Can you have it messengered same day if it’s in the city?” 

“I know a guy, but that’s extra, extra.” 

“Perfect. Let me see… I’ll take the… bondage submissive mask. 

Does that come with the ball gag?” 

“No, that’s extra.” 

“Okay then, one of those as well. Also… the King Dong Dildo.” 

“What size?” 

“Large.” 

“You want lube with that?” 

“Good thinking, yes.”  

“What flavor?” asked the clerk barely containing his boredom. 

“What do you have?” 

“Peach, mango, or raspberry.” 

“Mango. Also… the dog collar and leash… and… one set of edible 

underwear.” 

“Will that be cash or credit?” 

“Cash.” 

The clerk withdrew a box from under the counter and started 

packing the items. “Do you want to include a card inside the box?” 

“From what do you have to choose?” The clerk laid out a choice of 

three cards. “Wow, that one is definitely provocative, and a little 

physically disproportionate. I mean really, who has one that big? But 

otherwise she makes a fine cut of a woman. I’ll take it.”  

He withdrew a pen from his pocket and handed it over to Bertram. 

“Oh, my handwriting is horrible; I have carpal tunnel. Can you 

please fill it out?” The clerk opened the card, awaiting Bertram’s 

sentiment. “Let me see… how about ‘Dear Doug. Looking forward to next 

week. Don’t be late, or the name Burke will re-define the word pain. All 

my love, Larry.’ Yeah, I think that should do it. Make sure to put the card 

inside the box, right on top please.” 



	

“The mailing address?” 

“Right here,” replied Bertram passing a business card from Doug’s 

firm across the counter. 

“Who is it going to?” 

“Just send it to the firm listed at the top of the card; he is one of 

the named partners. They’ll make sure he gets it once they see his name 

on the card.” 

“Huh, must be some kind of fun office.” 

“Oh, they really know have to fun there.” 

*** 

Michael walked into the room and took a seat in front of the semi-

circle. He reached down into his backpack and withdrew a legal pad and 

pen. 

“Alrighty then lets get started. Hey, where’s Chris?” The group 

shook their heads or shrugged their shoulders in response. “No one has 

seen him? Greg, you hang out with him.” 

“A little. I saw him in the bar a couple of nights ago. Said he was 

going off the grid for a while.” 

“Hang on a sec everybody. Let me give him a call real quick.” 

Michael fished his cell phone out of his pocket and scrolled through the 

numbers. After unsuccessfully trying to reach Chris, he put it back into 

his pocket and returned to the group. “Who wants to start?” 

“I went to a baseball game last night,” began Marty. “The Orioles 

lost. But I got to spend a lot of time with my mom and dad.” 

“Splendid Marty, splendid. How did it go?” 

“How did what go? I just said the Orioles lost.” 

“The night you spent with your parents?” 

“Ohhh. I like them. They’re nice people. My dad is dating my 

mom.” 

“What you mean yo dad is ‘dating’ yo moma?” asked Jerald. “Ain’t 

they already married?” 



	

“No. My mom didn’t know who my dad was. They just found each 

other.” 

“Ahhh, I gottcha brother. I knew who my daddy is, but he was 

killed in a car accident when I was little. My momma raised me.” 

“My mother gave me away,” replied Marty. 

“Oh, you poor dear,” said Janet, her maternal instincts kicking in. 

“That’s just awful. Michael, he’s making feel so sad right now.” 

“That’s a good thing Janet. You’re showing empathy for Marty.” 

“Oh good. That makes me feel a little better now. Thank you 

Marty.” 

“That’s okay Janet. Besides, I stopped missing her a long time 

ago.” 

“But how do you feel now, Marty?” asked Michael. 

“I think it feels good. She was very sad about giving me away, and 

Glenn Ford was sad he did not know me. Now that they know me again, 

they feel happier, and that makes me feel happy.” 

“Why did your mother give you away?” asked Greg. “She wasn’t 

dying like me, was she?” 

“No, she was addicted to heroin.” 

“Man, that’s worse than dying,” Jerald declared. 

“Personally,” said Bertram “I know Marty to be a man of great 

resilience. In many ways, he has helped me a lot. Thank you brother.” 

Damn, if they don’t stop this, I think I might cry. Don’t look at me like 

that Marty. 

“It’s okay Melany, don’t be sad,” said Marty in a soft voice. 

That did it. Melany sniffled a little, and hid her face behind 

upturned palms. Nobody look at me. Just go back to talking amongst 

yourselves. 

“Melany will be alright everybody, but I am glad to know she is 

becoming more involved with this group,” said Michael. 

Why don’t you just go and… huh. Maybe I am liking this guy. 



	

“How about you Bertram?” 

“Good question,” Bertram responded. He wanted to talk about the 

impressions he’d been having of Kim lately, and how she felt about Marty 

moving out, but thought the better of it. “I’d say pretty good.” 

“Pretty good sounds cryptic to me Bertram,” said Michael. “What’s 

going on?” 

“I don’t know where this thing with Kim is going. I was like, totally 

crazy about her, but I can’t help but feel she’s trying to change me.” 

“That boy is pussy whipped Michael,” advised Jerald 

“Filter! Go on Bertram.” 

“It’s like she has some kind of plan to make me back into who I 

was.” 

“That’s something we have never talked about before, Bertram. 

Who were you before Miami?” 

“Different. I think I always knew I was going to make money. I 

opened my first bank account when I was seven. I started playing the 

market with tip money when I was senior in high school. After two years 

at Hopkins, I was making enough to cover tuition, living expenses, 

everything. By the time I started work on my MBA, I was correcting 

economy and finance professors right in their own classroom.” 

“Sounds like you had the Midas touch,” said Janet. 

“Yeah boyeee!” declared Jerald. “How ‘bout lettin’ me touch some o 

yo Midas. Oh man, that didn’t sound so cool, huh? Go on man, keep 

rappin’” 

“Anyway, by the time I graduated, I had already bought my house, 

and rose up pretty quickly where I worked. My Dad never did understand 

money.” 

“That’s interesting,” said Michael. “What made you think of your 

Dad?”  



	

“I think that’s when we stopped talking. I tried to tell myself that I 

was always too busy to pick up a phone, but it was more than that. He 

never called me either. I guess we just grew apart.” 

“When was the last time you talked to him.” 

“Perhaps another time Doc. I guess the point I was trying to make, 

is that I was very focused on work and money. It was my lifeblood.” 

“So where are you now?”  

“Where indeed. Guess I’m still trying to figure that one out. You 

know, I really don’t think I was happy back then. I had more stuff than I 

would ever want or need, and more money than I could ever spend, but I 

felt… empty.” 

“You can lay some ‘o that empty on me any day, baby. You know 

what I’m saying?” offered Jerald. 

“I know it sounds cliché,” continued Bertram “but there isn’t any 

real value in wealth, at least not where life is concerned. I think I’m 

starting to feel better about myself as a waiter than I ever did as a 

broker.” 

“So this is the new Bertram,” asked Greg. 

“No, more like still under construction. I feel like all around me 

flies the great truth of all things in life, but it is still just a little beyond 

my grasp. You know what I mean?” 

“Have you ever tried going to church Bertram?” Janet asked. 

“You’re starting to talk about religion now.” 

“I think,” said Michael “that religion is a personal quest to find a 

relationship with God. I believe what Bertram seeks is something 

universal to all religions and philosophies- who am I, and why am I 

here?” 

“I know who I am,” said Marty. 

“Because it’s on your social security card?” asked Bertram. 



	

“No, that’s who the government says I am, and they mostly lie. I’m 

a dishwasher, I’m a son, I’m a best man, and your best friend, Bertram. 

That wasn’t so hard to figure out.” 

“No it wasn’t Sancho,” Bertram said with a smile.  

As always, Marty was able to distill the mysteries and vagaries to 

one of life’s complicated formulas into a simple and definable result. 

Bertram knew better than most people that Marty’s perception of the 

world around him may be simple, but it was honest.  At that moment, he 

resolved that if he were ever to break Marty out of his chrysalis and push 

him onward into life, it would be for his friend’s benefit and not his 

lover’s. 

And I know who I am. I’m the nut who is camped out in your tree, 

documenting your life. I’m the girl who sits alone in her apartment. I’m the 

one who can only look at the world through the lens of a camera. I have no 

family, no life, no worries. I live in the movies I watch in my head, and I am 

totally in love with you, Bertram. 

*** 

Bertram felt as if he had actually accomplished something in this 

last session. He had always been reluctant to reveal anything of a 

personal nature, but after long last he felt like he finally understood the 

benefit of group therapy. He now saw Michael in a new light. He almost 

envied the man who had the ability to evoke these types of feelings, in 

spite a single patient’s effort to challenge him at every turn.  

Still riding on the high of this new sensation, Bertram felt that a 

trip to the happy place was in order. Along their journey to Dunkin 

Doughnuts, Bertram and Marty happened upon a large group of people 

clustered on the sidewalk outside of ‘Banks and Roland,’ an investment 

firm that was considerably larger than the one Bertram had once served. 

Around a central organizer, who espoused his every thought on the 

unfairness of society’s upper 1 % through a bullhorn, were clustered 

about fifty like-minded individuals cheering him on. The fervor of the 



	

crowd was visibly building every minute, as the protesting twenty-

somethings waved banners or signs, and pumped defiant fists into the 

sky. Bertram watched with interest as their leader led them in a new 

series of chants against this particular corporate financial machine that 

was responsible for the impending apocalypse.  

After he had finally chanted himself hoarse, the organizer took a 

break from his bullhorn dogma, and headed to a nearby cooler next to 

Bertram and Marty for a bottle of water. 

“Good afternoon, brother,” said Bertram. “Looks like a pretty good 

turnout.” 

“This is just the beginning. We have a busload of at least fifty more 

coming within the hour, and even more later. Man, we’re going to shake 

this institution down to its foundation” 

“The work you are doing is admirable, and so necessary. It’s about 

time someone stood up for the rest of us. Did you just start today?” 

“Uh huh. We plan to stick it out for as long as we have people, or 

until we get arrested. Kind of hoping on the latter- it usually brings in 

the news cameras. There is nothing financiers hate more, than to see 

images of their money temples splashed across the evening news. Are 

you here to join in?” 

“Actually, I’m trying to organize my own protest.” 

“Oh yeah? Something different?” 

“I agree with what you’re saying about these people. I think they 

should be held accountable for their crimes against humanity, for 

perpetuating a caste system that ultimately steals the American dream 

from the ordinary citizens it was meant to serve. But what really frosts 

me, is how places like this can keep skirting the court system and 

continue to rape the system for the capitalists they serve,” said Bertram 

growing ever more passionate about his newfound cause. 

“Testify brother,” the organizer replied with shared enthusiasm.  



	

By this time, some of the crowd within earshot migrated over to the 

circle that was slowly building around Bertram. 

“Let me tell you,” he continued with the zeal of a Southern Baptist 

minister, “the real criminals are those bastard lawyers they are in bed 

with.”  

“Fucking assholes!” somebody screamed from the back.  

“The first thing we do, let's kill all the lawyers!” shouted another. 

This last comment was met with many vocal affirmations of “Fuck Yeah!” 

from the group as a whole. Now the entire Bullhorn group was Bertram’s 

group. 

Bertram continued, “The same bastards who manipulate, twist, 

and corrupt the very principals upon which America was built, the same 

bastards who profit by subverting our way of life, by allowing these Ponzi 

scammers to continue on with business as usual.” 

“I know what you’re saying pal, I feel ya,” shouted the organizer 

“Well, I have finally found out just who some of these real 

criminals are.” 

“Who?” queried the crowd, waiting in suspense for the killer to be 

fingered. 

“They lurk in the background, hiding in the shadows like insects 

while they hatch their diabolical plots.” 

“Who?” they now screamed, barely able to contain themselves.  

“I’ll tell you who, and they are right here. Right here in your town.” 

“WHO?” they collectively screamed at the top of their lungs. 

“I’ll tell you who, I said I’LL TELL YOU WHO,” Bertram screamed 

back. “You will find these criminals occupying the law offices of Caine, 

Burke and Moore. They are not even six blocks from here, looking down 

upon us low-life peasants from their ivory tower, which was constructed 

with money stolen from hard working people like you and me.” At this 

point the crowd was frothing at the mouth, talking amongst themselves 



	

about this new villain. “I even know the identity of the one man who is 

personally responsible for allowing many of these criminals to run free.” 

“WHO?” They screamed. 

“Douglas Burke.” Bertram paused briefly for effect, and lowered the 

tenor of his speech, forcing all those around him to focus on the severity 

of what he had to say next. “History will one day remember him as the 

man who helped steal America. His name will be recorded alongside the 

likes of Hitler, Stalin and Bin Laden. But worst of all, history will record 

that we stood idly by and let him get away with it.” 

“NO!” replied the crowd. 

“Not if I can help it,” said the organizer, taking Bertram aside. “I 

like your style and your passion, man. Are you heading down there 

now?” 

“I will… eventually. I’m hoping to round up some college students 

by tomorrow.” 

“Listen, your cause is now our cause. I can give you twenty five 

people right now.” 

“No kidding?” 

“Hell yes, and more later on. Brian,” he yelled to a man filling out 

protestors’ signs. “Get with this guy right here, and give him anything he 

wants.” 

*** 

Bertram and Marty quietly separated themselves from the group 

that was now building outside the law firm’s office building. What had 

started out as a group of twenty-five people, had quickly blossomed to 

over one hundred and twenty-five angry, sign carrying protestors. As it 

turned out, the only group people hated more than Wall Street traders 

were lawyers. 

The group quickly took on a life of it’s own, with only a little help 

from Bertram. Brian was tired of standing in the wings of his movement, 

and wanted to be more than just a slogan writer. He saw the opportunity 



	

to rise above his current station in life, and join the upper 1% of the 

protestors who protested the upper1% of society. In an unmatched coup, 

he seized the leadership of this new cause with unmatched passion and 

intensity.  

As the size and energy of the angry mob swelled, ranks of 

policemen grew around their perimeter. Officers who were once rookies in 

the seventies, counseled the current rookies on subduing a protest, old 

school style. The presence of so many police clad in shields, armor and 

helmets soon attracted local news station vans, eager to catch footage of 

any violence that was quickly fomenting into a full-blown riot. Elsewhere, 

in television news stations about the city, connections were being 

prepared to upload live footage to national network news stations at the 

first sight of blood. 

Bertram and Marty made fast their departure about the same time 

protestors started hurling oaths and insults at Baltimore’s finest, 

followed by water bottles and soda cans. It wasn’t long after that, the 

situation deteriorated into a melee that was caught in full graphic detail 

by all of the news cameras.  

Bertram and Marty continued their journey to Dunkin Doughnuts 

shortly after watching a live interview that made Bertram’s day. A news 

field-correspondent held a microphone up to a bloodied protestor, who 

was quoted as saying “That’s right Douglas Burke- we’re here for you. 

The rock has been lifted and the lights are now on to reveal just what 

kind of vile insect you are. We demand justice, Burke. We demand 

justice for all of your crimes!” The protestor was still screaming out 

Doug’s name as the police cuffed him and threw him into the back of a 

patrol wagon. 

Bertram looked back about a block behind him onto the site of 

teargas launchings, and quietly said to himself, “I think my work is 

done.” 

 



	

Chapter 19 

With the help of a busboy, Bertram arrived at the table of six with 

their entrees. The diners stopped their conversation and sat up in their 

chairs, eager for the next installment of their living novel. 

“Handcuffed, the prisoner was led before the magistrate of six 

judges. His fate was left to them, and now they were prepared to render 

their verdict.”  

Bertram pointed to the first diner. “Guilty,” came the eager reply. 

“Um… Guilty. Yeah, I think he’s guilty,” said the second. 

“Guilty,” boomed the third.  

Bertram held up a hand, halting the fourth diner before he could 

cast his verdict. “A hush fell over the courtroom as everyone awaited the 

one verdict that might well spell the prisoner’s doom.”  

Not only was the party of six hanging on his every word, but now 

other tables, who were losing interest in their own stories, leaned in 

closer to hear the verdict. 

Bertram continued, “The judge, holding onto his verdict, looked 

down upon the pitiful man. In anticipation, the accused began to tremble 

under his steely gaze, uncertain of his life expectancy. The tears burned 



	

in his eyes, and he began to sob uncontrollably. He looked up into the 

old judge’s eyes and screamed…” 

Suddenly, the front door burst open as Doug Burke ran into the 

restaurant, and then into the dining area. He frantically looked around 

until he found Bertram.  

“Stop it!” he screamed. “Please, I’m begging you, stop this 

madness.” He fell down onto his knees and held out his hands pleading 

between sobs. “I’m sorry, I was wrong. I shouldn’t have done it, just 

please stop. Mercy,” he cried out as he fell flat onto the floor in great 

heavy, heaving sobs. 

It started out slow, a single clap, followed by another from across 

the room. One of the table of six started clapping with furious 

enthusiasm, followed by the rest of his dining companions. Soon the 

entire restaurant was joining in, servers and bartenders included. People 

rose to their feet, some whistling loudly, others calling out ‘encore.’ 

Kyle came out of his office to investigate the source of this 

spontaneous applause, fearful that a server had sustained a catastrophic 

tumble of dinner dishes. Instead he found Bertram helping a sobbing 

Douglas Burke off of the floor, and leading him to the front door. 

“Bertram,” Kyle asked. “What’s going on?” 

“I’m sorry,” Doug continued to wail. “Please, I’ll never do it again. 

Please, please stop.” 

Bertram talked to Doug in a calm voice, reassuring him that 

everything would be all right now, as he walked his fallen foe past Kyle to 

the door. After sending Doug off into the night, he turned around and 

leaned back against the closed door. 

He looked at his partner and broke out into a big smile. “Mission 

accomplished.” 

*** 

Bertram climbed up onto one of the stools, while Kyle stood behind 

the bar pouring two generous glasses of the good scotch. It was a busy 



	

night, and the two men were relaxing from a satisfying fatigue wrought 

by all their efforts. 

“Did you see the figures from the market close today?” asked Kyle, 

walking around the bar to take up a stool alongside Bertram. 

“Sure, I have an app.” 

“You really pegged those numbers man. It’s kind of scary.” 

“It sometimes scares me how good I am. By the way, dump the 

A&C Financial shares.” 

“As of today, we’re at 38%, and it was still climbing.” 

“It’s peaked, trust me.” 

“We stand to make a tidy little sum. Any more like that coming 

down the road?” 

“Well, look who finally decided to swim in the deep end.” 

“Upon reflection, I find that it requires measured amounts of faith 

and balls. I think I’m ready for the next round, Bertram.” 

“Let’s get to the end of the week. I should have some more reports 

for you to review on Saturday, prior to the opening of the market on 

Monday.” 

“Looking forward to it. Now, what did you do to Doug? I’m dying to 

know.” 

“That will require some more of the good shit.” 

Bertram spared no detail in his account of the ‘campaign of wicked 

deeds.’ Kyle snickered at first, which built into a hearty laugh, finally 

falling off his barstool in hysterics. 

“That was you? That made the national news, man. CNN’s pissed 

they were scooped by the networks,” Kyle said, pulling himself up from 

the floor. 

“Not me per say, but I did have some help.” 

“Brilliant! Hats off to you sir. Remind me never to get on you bad 

side.” 



	

“Throughout the whole thing, I was receiving reports from an un-

named source in his firm. It is the story of a man’s gradual fall from 

reason, as his male ego was slowly whittled away.” 

“Speaking of un-named sources, I think she’s standing outside the 

window.” 

Bertram swiveled around in his chair to see Kim peeking in 

through the front window. Bertram waved her to come inside. 

“That’s my ride,” he said as Kim made her entrance. 

“That’s some carpool. How do I get in on that?” 

Kim approached the bar smiling, and took up a seat next to 

Bertram, giving him a quick kiss. “You ready to go yet?” 

“Almost, just waiting on Marty to finish up. You want something to 

drink?” 

“No, it would only put me to sleep. I’m exhausted.” 

“Hi. I’m Kyle,” he said, making his own introduction. 

“I’m sorry,” said Bertram. “He owns the place here. Kyle, this is 

Kim.” 

“Hi Kyle. It’s a pleasure,” she replied with a patent smile. 

“Likewise. But these days, I’m only part owner.” 

“Yeah,” she replied “Bertram told me. How ‘bout that. So you two, 

how’s business?” 

“It’s been great,” offered Kyle. “Thanks mostly to my partner here. I 

think we can make a real go of this.” 

“I wish you boys luck. You know, you could say it was what 

brought Bertram and I together. Has he told you about Doug?” 

“And how. Were you part of this?” 

“I might have been the reason behind it, but no, it was all 

Bertram.” 

“Fantastic, great stuff. I have to tell ya, that guy could have really 

hurt this business.” 



	

“He’s a real piece of work,” she said checking her watch. “You 

should have seen him today. He was going bananas over that protest.” 

“He came in here tonight,” replied Kyle. 

“You’re kidding. Did he go ballistic?” 

“Just the opposite; complete meltdown,” said Bertram. “Kept 

saying he was sorry, and he wouldn’t do it again.” 

“Wow! You got the great Douglas Burke to apologize in a public 

setting?” 

“That, and I made him cry.” 

She laughed a little, but then thought the better of it. “You may 

have done too good a job. I’m not sure if I should congratulate you or 

curse you.” 

“What do you mean?” 

“His name may share the front door with two other partners, but 

he is responsible for the lion’s share of the firm’s revenue and ultimate 

wealth.” 

“But what about your department? Aren’t they getting any revenue 

through investments?” 

“All of it has been leveraged pretty heavily since they moved into 

the new offices. It’ll be a little while until that’s paid off.” 

“Jeeze, looks like I did do a little too well.” 

“He’ll get over it. I only hope he’s burned just enough to want to 

stay away from this fight once and for all.” 

Marty emerged through the swinging kitchen doors, having 

finished up his work in the back. 

“Hi Kyle. Hi Bertram. Hi Kim.” 

“You all ready Sancho?” asked Bertram climbing off his stool. 

“Yeah. It was a very busy night tonight. We served 337 entrees.” 

“No kidding,” said Kyle. “You counted them?” 

“Uh huh.” 



	

“Check this out Kyle. Marty, tell him how many deserts and 

appetizers we had.” 

“107 appetizers and 43 deserts.” 

“That’s remarkable,” said Kyle. “Sounds like I should start coming 

up with some skinnier dessert options to raise my numbers. 

“Marty has always had a little thing going with numbers, but 

usually only over telling time and such. He’s only just recently started 

this.” 

“Thanks Marty,” said Kyle. “That’s some talent you’ve got there.” 

“I’m thinking I can add it my superpowers. I can duck really low. 

Watch this.” 

“No kidding. For a moment, it was like you were invisible.” 

“No, that’s Jerald’s super power,” he said standing up. “But he’s 

really only naked.” 

Kim rolled her eyes and checked her watch for the fifth time. “How 

‘bout that,” said Kim climbing off her stool. “You boys ready to get out of 

here?” 

Kim and her two passengers piled into her car, and off into the 

night. At this time, the city traffic was light. Most of it was pedestrian in 

manner, people on their nightly pilgrimages from one bar or nightclub to 

another. Wending their way through the Inner Harbor area, Kim grew 

increasing frustrated at drunken revelers crossing the streets against the 

traffic light. Conversation between Kim and Bertram was non-existent as 

the mood in vehicle was quite obviously chilly. Whatever was on Kim’s 

mind, she kept it to herself. 

They pulled up to Bertram’s house a little after eleven o’clock. Kim 

removed an overnight bag from her trunk, locked the doors of her car, 

and joined the two men who were already ascending the front steps of 

the house.  

Familiar sights of a house reunited with its occupants came next. 

One room adjacent to the front door lit up as someone took up 



	

occupancy. Perhaps it was a living room, and someone was going to 

watch TV. 

A light came on in an upstairs window; probably a bedroom. Kim 

came over to the window and closed the heavy drapes. From the front 

seat of his car across the street, Doug sighed. 

*** 

2200- SURVEILLANCE CONTINUES AT SUBJECT’S RESIDENCE 

2215- M. RESUMES HER OWN SURVEILLANCE IN TREE 

OUTSIDE OF RESIDENCE. 

2230- OBSERVE CAR PARKED ACROSS STREET FROM HOUSE. 

MALE, AVERAGE BUILD, WELL DRESSED. APPEARS TO BE WATCHING 

SUBJECT’S HOUSE. 

2307- SUBJECT ARRIVES WITH MARTY AND WOMAN. 

CONCLUSIONS: THIS IS REALLY BIG. 

*** 

There’s Chris again, but who is that in the car? Click. Click, click. 

 

 



	

Chapter 20 

Bertram tried fixing breakfast for Kim, but she was in no mood to 

eat. Later, he tried to ‘help’ her get ready for her day, but was rebuffed 

there as well. After she breezed through the front door, off on her way to 

her office, Bertram now sat at the table eating a mango and sipping 

coffee, with Marty at his usual place across from him. Marty sat behind a 

mountainous bowl of cereal, and commenced excavating its contents 

with a large spoon. Bertram looked up from his fleshy fruit as Marty 

negotiated the narrow passage of his mouth with the spoon. He looked 

up and smiled. 

“You might want to consider a teaspoon there, Sancho.” 

“Nah, it doesn’t hold enough cereal. I can only fit one frosted wheat 

biscuit on a teaspoon, but I can fit three on this one.” 

“Very well then.” 

“Bertram,” he asked between slurps. “Do you have both a Dad and 

a Mom?” 

“Yes, or rather, I did. Now I only have one.” 

“Your Dad, right?” 

“Yes, I only have a dad. My mother died when I was a teenager.” 

“Bertram, how did she die?” 



	

“Her heart wasn’t strong enough to hold all of the love she had for 

me.” 

“You mean like a heart attack?” 

“Yes Marty, it was a heart attack. She went quickly.” 

“You must have been sad.” 

“I was very sad Sancho. I missed her very much; I still do.” 

“Are you still sad because your mom died?” 

“Not so much any more.” 

“Oh. Where does your Dad live?” 

“Just over in Glen Burnie,” said Bertram cutting away another 

piece of mango. He slurped it from his spoon, wiping some of its juice off 

of his chin, and then returned to separating the fruit from its pit 

“Do you talk to him much?” 

“Not so much.” 

“Why?” 

“Sometimes people run out of things to say to one another.” 

“Did he stop talking to you when you became broken?” 

Bertram halted his task with the mango and put his knife down 

upon the plate. “Yes,” he said, looking up into Marty’s eyes, sounding a 

little annoyed. “He stopped talking to me because I was broken. No, I 

haven’t talked to him since I became fixed, and no, it doesn’t make me 

sad anymore. Why the sudden interest in my parents?” 

“I don’t know,” Marty replied, shirking off the attitude that was 

being directed at him. “Just trying to figure out why you look so sad.” 

“I’m not sad Marty,” replied Bertram, returning to his mango. 

“You say you are not sad, but you are sad. That means you are 

slightly damaged, or maybe you are sad because you are slightly 

damaged. I know Michael says everybody has problems, but I know not 

everybody has to see Michael. Kim doesn’t see Michael. I don’t think she 

has any problems, does she.” 

“No, Kim is just fine. Nice, normal, careful Kim.” 



	

“I don’t think Kim likes people with problems. Is that what you’re 

sad about Bertram?” 

“You know Marty, I think I liked you better when you didn’t have 

any opinions.” Bertram rose up from the table, and went to the trashcan 

under the sink to dispose of his scraps. 

“Oh, then I won’t say anything like that again, Bertram. I’ll go back 

to being very small.” 

Bertram leaned back against the sink, immediately regretting what 

he said to Marty. “Don’t you dare do that.” 

“Why not? You don’t like me when I think of stuff.” 

“There are going to be times I may not like what you have to say, 

but you will still be my friend. Part of being a man is standing up for 

what you believe. I want you to have your own ideas. I need you to have 

your own ideas, and I think it is important for our friendship that you 

are never afraid to share them with me.” 

“You mean ‘shaaaare’ them with you.” 

“Yeah,” Bertram chuckled. “Shaaaare.” 

“Good, because I think Kim is making you sad, and you just said 

you need to know that.” 

“Duly noted.” 

“She wants me to leave, doesn’t she?” 

“No, of course not Sancho.” 

“You say no, but I can see it in your face I’m right. I can move back 

to the Tyler House for you, so you can be alone with Kim.” 

“I appreciate that buddy, but you will never go back to that place 

again if I have something to say about it.” 

“Good, because I don’t ever want to go back to that place. But 

maybe someday I’ll be ready to be alone, all by myself.” 

“Maybe. Have you ever thought about that?” 

“Gosh, that’s a really, Really, REALLY big responsibility,” replied 

Marty, his eyes growing large with concern over the enormity of the idea. 



	

“It sure is.” 

“But Chris, and Greg, and Melany, and Janet, and you live by 

yourselves.” 

“Yes we do.” 

“Jerald doesn’t live by himself. Jerald lives with his momma, 

because them bitches always be driving him crazy when he have his own 

crib.” 

“Different strokes Sancho; it works for him. No, I don’t want you to 

ever have to worry about where you’re going to live. I know that one day 

soon, you’ll be ready to live in your own place if you want. Michael and I 

will help you get to that day. Until then, mi casa su casa.” 

“I didn’t know your name was Casa, I thought it was Davis. Is Sue 

your sister?” 

“No Sancho, it’s Spanish. It means my house is your house.” 

“Gosh, thanks. But it’s awful big for one so little. It would probably 

be better to have an apartment… when that day comes.” 

“Whenever you’re ready.” 

 

 



	

Chapter 21 

Doug blinked his eyes open from his restless sleep the night 

before. The sun filtered in through the narrow slats of his bedroom 

blinds, casting the room in a subdued morning glare. Until recently, he 

greeted each day with the enthusiastic willingness and determination of 

a warrior waking up on the day of battle. However, on this morning he 

just lay beneath his covers staring up at the ceiling, wondering how he 

could have fallen so far, so fast.  

The alarm clock on his bedside table began its noisy, annoying 

blare, only to be acknowledged by his meaty fist. Beneath the shattered 

remains of its plastic case, it faithfully continued in it efforts to alert 

Doug. He reached over and snatched it, pulling its cord from the wall, 

and threw it out through the open bedroom door. 

He swung his feet over the side of the mattress and planted them 

on the floor, resting his forearms upon his knees. One and half minutes 

into the day, he had successfully transferred his fixation from the ceiling 

to the floor. No small feat, he thought to himself. His suit from the day 

before lay in rumpled piles just a couple of feet away, far beyond his 

willingness to care for the wrinkles the garments now endured.  



	

The need to evacuate his bladder urged the rest of his body to rise 

up and carry it to the bathroom. He took care in negotiating the shards 

of broken glass that littered the floor, all that remained of his vodka 

tumbler’s collision with the wall the night before. He would tend to the 

mess some time later; he was still trying to make sense of a world that 

had so cruelly turned on him. 

Life had never been this hard for Doug. His parents saw to his 

every need, so he was a child who was never in want of anything. In high 

school, his rugged good looks and expensive cars put him at the top of 

his class’ food chain. In college, his social connections and apparent 

affluence earned him entry into any event or organization as one to be 

reckoned with. As a lawyer, his charm, charisma and confidence in the 

courtroom struck fear into his opponents and evoked profound respect 

from his peers. Doug was The Man, always had been- until now. 

His defeat was absolute. The women of the office he once thought 

fawned over his every elegant move, now looked upon him with revulsion. 

The rising hot shots that used to envy him, now laughed behind his 

back. The partners that once respected him now doubted his value to the 

firm. Even Rodrigo the janitor would just shake his head and mumble in 

Spanish whenever he emptied Doug’s trashcan.  

What he found most intolerable was Kim’s betrayal. They had an 

arrangement, in which she used to jump at his beckon call. But now she 

wouldn’t even return his phone calls. He never even considered he might 

have had any affection for her, yet here he was standing in front of the 

mirrored wall of his bathroom wondering why he missed her. At least he 

thought he missed her. There were many other women during the course 

of their arrangement, but it was always Kim he called again… always. If 

that’s not commitment, then what was it?  

Staring back from the mirror was a shallow representation of who 

he was. He used to be Bulletproof Burke, The Man. Now he was No Balls 

Burke, The Neutered Man. 



	

He started running back over the events that took place in the 

restaurant, and cringed at how he had conducted himself. When he 

slipped past the last of the protestors through the loading docks of his 

building, long after everyone else in the firm had left for the night, he had 

a much better plan in mind.  

It would be a meeting of two gentlemen. He would concede to 

Bertram, and congratulate him as the victor of a game well played. He 

would shake Bertram’s hand and chuckle at the whole thing. He would 

leave the restaurant a beaten man, but with his dignity intact. He could 

not fathom how he ended up as a blubbering idiot on the floor, in front of 

all those people, at the feet of that… waiter.  

“A fucking waiter. That bitch left me for a fucking waiter,” he said 

to the mirror.  

“What the hell happened to you Burke?” his reflection replied. “You 

need to find those balls you lost and become a man again. Don’t bother 

checking for them, they’re gone. You gave them to Bertram last night.” 

“I need a plan.” 

“Damn straight, and no more of those stupid crank calls either. You 

need to silence him once and for all, or you will never be the man you once 

were.” 

“I need a gun.” 

“Now you’re making sense.” 

*** 

FROM: A SPY STILL IN THE COLD 

SUBJECT: BERTRAM DAVIS 

RE: SUMMARY OF FIELD SURVEILLANCE 

 

BD APPEARS TO BE IN THE MIDDLE OF SOME PLOT. MY 

INSTINCT TELLS ME HE IS WITH THE AGENCY. HE IS FAR TOO 

CHUMMY WITH MICHAEL, WHO I THINK IS HIS HANDLER. I FEEL 

CONCERNED FOR MARTY, NOW LIVING IN BD’S HOUSE. HE MAY 



	

HAVE ORIGINALLY BEEN ABDUCTED, BUT IS NOW OBVIOUSLY 

SUFFERING FROM STOLKHOLM SYNDROME. 

MELANY IS OBSERVING BD, MOST LIKELY FOR THE SAME 

REASONS I AM. IS SHE AN ALLY? IS SHE AN ENEMY? SHE MAY HAVE 

SEEN ME LAST NIGHT. IF SO, WILL WAIT FOR HER TO MAKE THE 

FIRST MOVE. 

WHO WAS THE MAN IN THE CAR? WAS HE MELANY’S BACKUP? 

WAS HE WITH MEALNY AT ALL? HE APPEARED NOT TO NOTICE HER 

IN THE TREE, BUT FOCUSED HIS SURVEILLANCE ON BD AND HIS 

WOMAN ACCOMPLICE. I THINK HE MAY BE WORKING FOR THE 

OTHER SIDE, AND MAY BE MORE DANGEROUS THAN BD. 

GROUP THERAPY IS NO LONGER SAFE. MICHAEL INSISTS I 

EXPOSE MYSELF TO THE CIA. I FEAR HE MAY RESORT TO MORE 

DRASTIC MEASURES IF I STAY. HE HAS MADE NUMEROUS ATTEMPTS 

AT CALLING ME ON MY PHONE. I DITCHED IT SO HE COULDN’T 

TRACK ME. IF HE FINDS OUT WHERE I LIVE, I WILL HAVE TO FALL 

OFF THE GRID AND GO UNDERGROUND COMPLETELY. 

As Chris tried formulating the next thought to transcribe into his 

report, he was startled by the sound of someone knocking on his 

apartment door. He tiptoed towards it, carefully avoiding any part of the 

floor he knew would creak. Slowly he put his eye up to the peephole to 

observe Michael rearing up for another round of knocking. 

“I know you’re in there Chris. The peephole just went dark. C’mon 

man, open up.” 

Chris moved his head away from the door, and then retreated to a 

safe distance away, just in case Michael tried to break it down. He 

withdrew his gun from the small of his back, holding it up at the ready 

for the impending intrusion. 

“Please Chris, I just want to talk to you. You are missed at group. I 

know you haven’t been to work, and I’m worried about you. Please open 



	

the door.” His pleas were met by silence. “Alright, I’ll leave you alone, but 

please call me whenever you feel like talking.” 

Chris waited until the sound of Michael’s footsteps disappeared 

down the hall before he rushed back to his journal. 

SAFE HOUSE HAS BEEN COMPROMISED. THE AGENCY KNOWS 

MY CURRENT LOCATION. EVACUATING THIS POSITION IMMEDIATELY. 

*** 

Melany opened the next file in the folder of pictures she took the 

night before. Although the quality of pictures taken at night can be 

somewhat grainy, she clearly made out the details of Chris’ Detroit Lions 

football helmet. 

What are you doing Chris?  

 

 



	

Chapter 22 

“Hey Bertram, did you see the market close today?” asked Kyle, 

intercepting Bertram at the kitchen entrance. Marty was in tow, and 

quickly slipped away to the dish room. Kyle excitedly led Bertram by his 

arm back to the office. 

“Sure did. What do you think?” Bertram replied, taking a seat in 

one of the new leather wing back ‘Partner’ chairs in Kyle’s office. 

“After tomorrow’s sales, my portfolio will be six figures. I don’t 

know what to think?” 

“Did you get my email for the new prospects?” 

“Just read it. What kind of returns are we looking at?”  

“About the same. I’m thinking if you stay within the limits you’ve 

already established, you could see seven figures within a year or so.” 

“Why stay within the limits, when I could reach seven figures in 

half the time?” 

“Whoa, slow down a second. Contrary to what you might think, 

you have not tapped into a money making machine.” 

“You’ve been nailing your predictions, Bertram.” 

“My ‘predications’ are nothing more than educated guesses. Don’t 

be in such a rush to get where you’re going, Kyle. I’ve seen many 



	

fortunes topple over night over decisions based on greed. Staying within 

the limits I have established will give you contingency for any 

investments that fail to meet our expectations.” 

“Right,” he said, trying to backtrack. “I should probably stay within 

my traditional spending limits. But you have been crazy accurate.” 

“I have a good average Kyle, but I’m not perfect. There is risk in the 

market under the best of circumstances, and you need to limit you 

exposure.” 

“Sure, sure. I feel you.” 

“Now that we’re talking finances, have you had a chance to cut me 

a check from the restaurant profits yet?” 

“Oh… right. Sure, hold on just a sec.”  

Kyle lurched from his chair and went over to his desk. From its top 

drawer, he removed an envelope and handed it over to Bertram on his 

way back to his partner-chair. Bertram opened the envelope and peered 

in at the check. 

“It feels a little light Kyle,” he said, holding the envelope in his 

bobbing hand as if it weren’t tipping a scale. 

“I don’t understand what you mean.” 

“What I mean, is that I live with a running tally book of everything 

that is served here every night. I know what we served last week, and 

this feels light.” 

Kyle shifted uncomfortably in his chair, and broke eye contact. 

“Our costs went up,” replied Kyle reflexively. “We had to change a couple 

of our suppliers, and the new ones are more expensive. Would you like to 

see the books?” 

Bertram studied Kyle for anything that may betray any illicit 

intentions. The last thing he wanted to do is inspect the books, for he 

knew what he what he would inevitably find there. “No, that won’t be 

necessary. I believe you.”  



	

Bertram didn’t believe him, but after considering the alternative to 

their new relationship, he decided not to pursue this line of questioning 

any further. It wasn’t about the money; it would never be about the 

money. 

“You know Bertram, with your help I have become better 

financially fortified. If you want, we could declare your contribution to 

the restaurant a loan, dissolve the contract, and I’ll repay it in full.” 

“Is that what you want?” asked Bertram. 

“I told you before, I don’t like partners.” 

“I was hoping I might have changed your mind on that one Kyle.” 

“You have. I like this arrangement, and I consider you a friend. I 

just don’t want money to fuck things up for us.” 

Yet, here we are, Bertram thought. “We’re cool Kyle. I’m sorry, but 

I’ve had a lot of messed up things on my mind lately. Money makes 

people do strange things, like suspect their partners of… well, you know 

what I mean. If it’s all the same to you, I’d just as soon keep things the 

way they are.” 

“Sure Bertram. The books are always open to you, any time you’re 

feeling suspicious.” 

“I appreciate it partner.” The two stared at the floor to the sound of 

fractured silence. “Hey, it’s almost show time.” 

“Yeah,” replied Kyle, thankful for the distraction. “Let’s go out there 

and make some more money.” 

*** 

Upon closing up the restaurant after a busy night, Bertram and 

Marty headed home by way of the Inner Harbor. Kim was working late, a 

common occurrence since Doug’s meltdown. She wouldn’t be be coming 

over to the house until much later. 

Up to now, the weather had been uncomfortably hot and humid, 

but a cool northeasterly breeze brought everybody out of the air-

conditioning and into a nighttime city landscape. Along the waterfront, 



	

ambulatory urbanites walked off late dinners, strolled arm in arm, or 

careened along an uncertain course to their next bar. Within the 

periphery of the landscape were those asking for money, or those who lay 

in wait to single out the weak from the herd and take it down. 

Uncle Jedidiah stood at the entrance to the harbor, preaching from 

the book of ‘U.’ 

“Why buy new furniture, when you can upholster what you already 

own? Call the upholsterers of Bergen and Caine. Oh, hi Bertram.” 

“Sounding good tonight Jed- a lot of passion in your sermon.” 

“Thank you my son.” 

“When did you eat last?” 

“I had some money last night, but I have a weakness for the drink 

you know.” 

“So you can’t remember when? Here, take this,” said Bertram, 

slipping a gift card into his hand “and go eat before they close up for the 

night.” 

“But I was going to read up to Used Cars.” 

“Go eat Jed. You can continue your sermon more effectively on a 

full stomach.” 

“Bless you son. Now, watch out going home tonight; there are a lot 

of sinners out and about.” 

Bertram and Marty watched as Jed trotted across the intersection 

on his way to find a late meal. 

“Bertram?” 

“Yeah Marty.” 

“Why does that man read from the phone book? I don’t think 

anybody really listens to him.” 

“Because without a purpose in life, we are truly dead.” 

“Is that like, his job?” 

“Kind of. It’s his reason for getting through each day. ” 

“Oh, I see. Is washing dishes my purpose in life?” 



	

“Sancho my friend, your story is still being written. In time, you 

will find that the reasons for your existence on this planet will be as 

multitudinous as the stars in the sky.” 

“Gosh, that’s a lot of purpose for one so little.” 

“Indeed. Ah, another customer,” said Bertram as they approached 

Slow Moe. His attention was fixed upon a trashcan towards which he 

slowly shuffled. “Hey there Moe.” The slow moving man responded with a 

half wave, but maintained his course towards his quarry. “Got another 

gift card for you. Here, I’ll slip it into your pocket.” 

Moe stopped in his creeping tracks, and slowly turned to face 

Bertram. From beneath the thick matted hair on his face, he broke out 

into a smile. “Thank you for not making me pick through that trash can 

Bertram,” he croaked. He slowly came about, and shuffled off upon a 

new course, continuing his half wave as he pulled away. 

“He moves really slowly Bertram.” 

“Sometimes Marty, it’s not about the destination, but about the 

journey. My own theory is that he likes to take in all of the details along 

the way.” 

“He must know a lot of details.” 

“Once you get him talking, you’ll find he has an encyclopedic 

knowledge of this city, right down to its bricks and mortar.” 

As they continued their trek across the Inner Harbor, Bertram 

handed out over a dozen such cards to society’s forgotten. Those in 

genuine need were thankful for the gifts, and the conversation that 

Bertram struck up with each of them. By the time they reached the 

Science Center at the far end of the harbor, he had handed out the last 

of his cards. 

As they passed the shadows cast by the science center, a predator 

observed their progress to the street beyond. He instantly recognized the 

odd pair, and waited until they had moved off far enough to begin his 

pursuit without notice. He took three fluid steps out onto the sidewalk to 



	

watch what street they turned up, and quickly took off at a jog to catch 

up and continue his surveillance. 

With the agility of a cheetah, he weaved through traffic moving 

along Key Highway, and slid along building walls as he watched them 

walk up William Street. He ducked behind parked cars, trashcans and 

trees- anything that offered him the concealment he required while he 

tracked his prey. So stealthy was his pursuit, his presence was even 

beyond Marty’s detection. 

At length he watched them walk up to the front door of a sizable 

house in the historic district. The tall one stepped aside, while the little 

one fished a key from his pocket that opened the grand entry of the old 

brick home. 

He wrote the address on his grimy palm, pulled the pink hood of 

his Hello Kitty sweatshirt over his head, and then crept back into the 

night. 

*** 

Hey, who’s the new Guy? Click, click, click. 

*** 

RECONSIDERING ORIGINAL ASSESMENT OF BD. THE AGENCY 

OPERATIVE THAT ASSAULTED US IN THE ALLEY NOW HAS BD UNDER 

SURVEILLANCE. CONSIDERING THE POSSIBILITY BD MAY YET BE 

ONE OF THE GOOD GUYS. WILL PURSUE THIS OPERATIVE BEFORE 

RETURNING TO NEW SAFE HOUSE TO REASSES THE SITUATION. 

*** 

A Lexus slowed down as it came upon Bertram’s house. The driver 

observed the lights coming on within, and quietly said “Shit, he’s already 

home. Maybe next time, waiter.”  

 

 



	

Chapter 23 

Kim awoke in Bertram’s bed after a fitful night’s rest. In the week 

following Doug’s meltdown, the firm’s receivables had fallen off 

drastically. The leading partner was now officially MIA. Unofficially, he 

was taking some much needed time off to separate the stink of his new 

reputation from that of the firm. Many of his personal clients were now 

seeking council elsewhere, along with many of the rest of the firm’s 

clients.  

As a result, management changes had been deemed necessary to 

ensure the firm’s survival. The sight of a young associate or secretary 

leaving the firm’s ornate entrance, carrying all of the contents of their 

desk in a box, was now commonplace. 

As a result of these new management changes, Kim was given 

collateral duties traditionally assigned to underlings. Gone were the long 

lunches, or skipping out for the day in midweek. What didn’t occupy her 

time during the twelve to sixteen hour workdays at the office followed her 

home on her weekends- like this one. It was seven o’clock on a Saturday 

morning, and she was already late for work in her own living room. 

Bertram’s bed was now a choice made out of necessity, for it was thirty 



	

minutes closer than her own bed when she staggered out of the office at 

two in the morning. 

Next to her, Bertram slept like a man with a clear conscience. 

Apparently the life of a simple waiter was not nearly as taxing as her 

own. The more she thought about the situation, the more she resented 

her boyfriend. Boyfriend? She rolled that word over in her mind a few 

times, trying to better define it’s meaning. A ‘Boyfriend’ implied 

relationship, but was that what they had? At her age, a relationship was 

built on goals with a single end game- marriage. 

At the outset of their ‘relationship,’ Bertram seemed like a pretty 

good prospect. Something of a fixer-upper, in that she saw the fabulous 

earner he could be, but in a somewhat dilapidated state. It had taken a 

lot of effort on her part to bring him back from that state, but what 

emerged from the ashes seemed nothing at all like the man she once 

knew. That man was a titan in the business world, with a ruthless edge 

and an insatiable appetite for profit. He was the kind of man destined for 

true greatness, a man who could provide for her every whim. 

The new Bertram was something else altogether. This man was 

content to live in a city row home, enabling bums on the street, making 

pet projects out of midget retards, and whose only ambition is to be a 

storytelling waiter. These flaws would continue to hold him back, along 

with any ambitions she might have for him. As hard as she has been 

trying to shake these rotten apples from his tree, he has resisted her to 

the very end. She peeled back the covers and swung her legs out of the 

bed onto the floor, and began to get dressed. 

“Hey, you’re up,” said Bertram sleepily. “What are you doing?” 

“Just what it looks like- I’m getting dressed.” 

“I thought we’d take a shower.” 

“No time Bertram. I have to get home and do some work.” 

“Well, at least let make you some breakfast,” he said climbing out 

of bed. How about an omelet?” 



	

“No, that won’t be necessary,” she replied fastening the clasps on 

the back of her bra. 

“Nonsense, you can’t start your day without a good breakfast,” he 

said while fastening the sash on his bathrobe. 

“Bertram, this isn’t working out.” 

“What, breakfast?” 

“This Bertram. You, me; this isn’t working out.” 

“C’mon, you’re just tired. You’ve had a long week.” 

“I’ve had a long few weeks with you, and I don’t see us going 

anywhere. At least, not together.” 

“What do you mean?” he asked with increasing concern. 

She paused from buttoning her blouse and sighed. “We are just too 

different, I suppose. I’m looking for something else, something I just 

think you can’t give me. I think it would be better for the both of us if we 

just cut our losses and moved on. 

“What is it that I can’t give you?” 

“Really? You have to ask? You have no ambition; you hang out 

with mental defects. Do I need to go on? Listen Bertram, you are a really 

sweet man. A sweet, sweet man with a lots of baggage you refuse to 

shed.” 

“You mean like Marty.” 

“I don’t want to look like the bitch here Bertram, but you can do 

better. You can do better in everything you do, but you’ve settled for… 

mediocrity.” 

“It’s a life choice that has served me well in my recovery, thank you 

very much.” 

“Yeah, and I wish you the best of luck with that. But from here on 

out, you will have to make the rest of that journey alone.” She slipped 

her feet into her shoes and zipped up her overnight bag. “I had a lot fun, 

but I think it’s time to move on. I’ll always care for you, but please don’t 

call me.” 



	

Kim hoisted her bag onto her shoulder and made a hasty 

departure down the stairs. Bertram flinched at the sound of the front 

door closing behind her for the last time. He blinked twice, and stumbled 

out of his room and into his daily routine. 

Marty, who had already been up for an hour, sat at the kitchen 

table behind an oversized bowl of cereal. Bertram plodded past him to 

the refrigerator mumbling softly to himself. 

“Are you okay Bertram?” asked Marty between bites. 

“No Sancho, I am not okay.” 

“Are you sa…” 

“Yes, I’m fucking sad,” snapped Bertram cutting him off, and 

slamming the refrigerator door. He huffed over to the coffee pot and 

hastily poured a cup, spilling some of its hot contents over his fingers 

and onto the counter. “Shit!” he swore, shaking the pain out of his hand. 

Marty sat in silence, staring at his cereal bowl. He had seen 

outbursts like this at the Tyler House, and knew no good was going to 

come of it. He went to the sink to deposit his bowl, and then made a 

hasty retreat up the stairs to the safety of his room. 

“Marty, wait,” Bertram called after him, but Marty was already 

counting his way up the steps. 

Bertram took off after him and climbed the stairs two at a time. As 

Bertram ran down the hall towards Marty’s room, he saw his friend’s face 

framed in the closing door, followed by the sound of a turning key. 

Bertram slumped against the doorframe and gently rapped.  

“Marty, can you open the door please.” 

“You’re angry Bertram. I don’t like it when you’re angry.” 

“I am angry Sancho, but not at you.” 

“Who are you angry at Bertram?” 

“It would be a lot easier to explain if I wasn’t talking to you through 

a door. Can you please open it up?” 



	

Marty unlocked the door and timidly opened it. “Promise you won’t 

yell at me no more?” he asked looking up at Bertram. 

“I promise. Can I come in?” 

Marty opened the door the rest of the way and motioned him in. 

“So who are you angry at, Bertram? Is it Kim?” 

“You’re very perceptive Marty. Yes, I am angry at Kim, and I guess 

a little angry at myself.” 

“She doesn’t like you no more?” 

“No Sancho, she doesn’t.” 

“I kinda figured.” 

“Really?” 

“She’s been some place else in her thoughts lately. And she doesn’t 

look at you like she used to look at you. Did you love her?” 

“Not sure. I might have been getting there, though. Guess I don’t 

handle rejection too well, huh?” 

“That’s okay Bertram. I still love you.” 

“Thanks Marty, that means a lot to me right now.” 

“I mean, I don’t love you like a girl does. A girl like Kim likes you in 

bed, and I don’t do that sort of stuff.” 

“I don’t think she was in love Sancho. I think it was more a case of 

in lust.” 

“What does that mean?” 

“The sort of stuff you don’t do.” 

“So, are we still pals?” 

“The best of pals.” 

“Bertram?” 

“Yeah Marty.” 

“I think I’m going to be independent today.” 

“You are?” 

“Uh huh. I’ve been thinking about what we talked about before, 

you know, living in my own apartment and all?” 



	

“You’re moving out?” 

“Someday, but not yet. I’m going to be on own, but just for today.” 

“You’re going to spend the whole day by yourself?” 

“Kind of. My parents want to have lunch with me in the Inner 

Harbor, at Phillips. That’s a fancy place, you know.” 

“I know.” 

“They want me to be there at 11:30. I was going to ask you to walk 

with me, but I need to practice being on my own. I thought I would leave 

here early, and you know, practice first.” 

“I see. I hope you don’t think I don’t want you here.” 

“No, I don’t think that. I think maybe you want to be by yourself 

today, but you don’t want to ask me.” 

“You are very perceptive indeed.” 

“So I think I will go for a long walk, to think and stuff. You know, 

contemplate the universe in my navel.” 

“And a great sage you are at that.” 

“Sage?” 

“It’s an herb, for cooking.” 

“But I don’t cook, Bertram.” 

“Because you are very perceptive. No problem Sancho. I could use 

a little Bertram time. What time do you think you will be back?” 

“2:00, exactly. Humphrey Bogart and Edward G. Robinson will be 

on the TV at exactly 2:00. Do you want to watch them with me?” 

“Certainly!” he boomed standing up, trying to maintain some 

semblance of his usual self. “And I’ll make us big bowl of popcorn.” 

“With melted butter?” 

“Wouldn’t be the same without it.” 

“Good,” Marty replied. “Don’t worry Bertram. Today will be a good 

day. Just you watch.”  

 

 



	

Chapter 24 

Marty strolled through the inner harbor, quietly humming to 

himself. Lunch was everything he imagined it to be, and he was very 

happy. He felt a great need to be happy, if not for himself, then for his 

friend who was very sad. He knew how important Kim had been in 

Bertram’s life, and how she helped him to be only slightly damaged. The 

fact she was gone now made him worry for Bertram in an old way.  

Now that she and Bertram were no longer together, did that mean 

he would start thinking out loud again? He remembered seeing Bertram 

mumble to himself in the kitchen earlier, so he worried some more. 

He checked his watch, and confirmed he was on time to watch the 

movie at exactly 2 o’clock. Still, he picked up his step, and concentrated 

further on building his happiness. In his hand he carried a bag with a 

crab cake. It swung back and forth in time with his footsteps and the 

merry tune he hummed to himself. At this pace, he could be home by 

2:53, so Bertram could put the crab cake on a plate and have it with his 

popcorn. He thought to himself that this would surely make Bertram 

happy, so he ventured to smile in spite of all that had already gone 

wrong.  



	

He walked up the corner of Key Highway and Light Street, and 

dutifully waited for the menacing hand on the light across the street to 

turn into a walking person. Only then would he be allowed to cross. Out 

of the corner of his eye, he observed that someone had joined him in his 

wait. He looked up into the yellow eyes of the dirty man in the pink Hello 

Kitty hoody. 

“Hello little man.” 

Marty ducked down as low as he possibly could. 

“What the fuck are you doing?” 

“You can’t see me, because I’m ducking.” 

“I can too see you. You’re right there, you idiot. Stand up. I said 

stand up motherfucker.” 

The man dug his fingernails deep into Marty’s shoulder, and pulled 

him forcibly to his feet. Marty wanted desperately to call out, but the 

words stuck in his throat. All he could do was gasp and wheeze. 

“Careful there little man. You might hyperventilate. This street 

corner is far too dangerous for someone as little as you. C’mon, I’ll take 

you to a place that is much safer.” 

He steered Marty back towards the rear end of the Science Center, 

and into a cluster of trees and shrubs. The dirty man with the greasy 

hair slammed Marty back against the wall, removed a small handgun 

from his pocket, and discreetly pointed it at him. 

“You know what this is right?” 

“Uh huh.” 

“Any idea what I had to do to get it, after your asshole friends took 

my last one?” 

“No.” 

“Best you don’t. I’ve been watching you and your big friend little 

man, and I like your house.” 

“It is a big house,” replied Marty meekly.  



	

“Yes it is. I think I would like to visit it. Damn,” he said snapping 

his fingers “I bet it’s locked. Now how can I get in if it’s locked? Hey little 

man, light bulb up here,” he said pointing above his head. “I need a key, 

like the one you have in your pocket.” 

“No,” replied Marty clutching the key through his pants’ pocket. 

“That’s a big responsibility. I can’t let no-one have it.”  

The predator swung his arm in a long arc, striking Marty’s face 

with the heel of his gun grip. He collapsed to the ground, but still held 

onto his key. 

“What makes you think I’m asking for it? I’m taking it, and you 

know what? I’m going to take my time and enjoy it. Just a heads up, this 

is going to hurt really bad.” 

Marty curled up into a tight ball, and tried to let his mind take him 

to a place far away as the beating began. 

*** 

Bertram tried all manner of distractions to take his mind off of 

Kim’s departure from his life. After cleaning the house, his refrigerator 

and the files on his computer, he finally plopped down onto the sofa in 

his den to watch some TV in the final minutes of Marty’s arrival.  

After setting the DVR to automatically switch over to their movie, 

he mindlessly rolled through the cable channels looking for something of 

interest, and finally settled on a documentary about sewer workers 

beneath the streets of Paris. Before he could engage in the show, his 

phone chirped, alerting him to a phone call from Kyle. 

“How you doing, brother?” he answered. 

“Did you watch the news this morning?” replied Kyle, sounding 

irate. 

“No, I’ve been a little distracted. Why, what’s up?” 

“Bennington Industries.” 

“What about them?” 



	

“SEC is looking into them for fraud, corruption and insider trading. 

Turns out their financials were a house of cards. They started their own 

rumor about acquiring Moss Inc. The whole thing was a sham to boost 

the sales of their stock.” 

“My God. Kyle I didn’t know… I mean, how could I know?” 

“You’re supposed to know about shit like that Bertram. Holy fuck! 

Do you know how much I lost? Damn near the whole nut.” 

“What? Kyle, why did you do that? There’s a reason I diversify your 

options. What were you thinking?” 

“What was I thinking? That I could trust your research! That’s 

what I was thinking. You picked a real winner there, pal.” 

“I never told you to bet the farm on it. I’ve been telling you all along 

there was risk in what we do.” 

“Yeah, but you’ve been so sure in the past. You have always been 

right. Man, listen- why don’t you take the night off. I need some time to 

sulk through this one, and I don’t think I can do it looking at you.” 

“What, are you breaking up with me too?” 

“Huh?” 

“Kim. She walked out on me today.” 

“Misery loves company Bertram, but not tonight.” 

“Right. Kyle… I’m…” 

“Save it. I’ll give you call on Monday.” 

The conversation ended in the deafening silence of a hastily 

disconnected call. Bertram hung his head in his hands and mumbled 

softly to himself. 

The TV automatically switched over to the commencement of Key 

Largo at exactly 2 o’clock. Bertram looked up at the TV, and then over at 

the grandfather clock in the corner to confirm the time. Exactly 2 o’clock.  

If it were anybody else, he would dismiss him as only being late, 

but Marty had an obsession with time, and punctuality was his religion. 

Bertram snapped out of his funk, and went to the front curtains to peer 



	

out the window and down the street. He resolved to calm down and give 

Marty anther hour before he started worrying. After all, he was with his 

parents. Perhaps they took him out for ice cream?  

Bertram pulled his phone from his pocket, and scrolled through 

numbers until he came to Glenn Ford’s phone number. 

“Hello?” 

“Hey Glenn, It’s Bertram.” 

“Oh hi Bertram. What can I do for you?” 

“Is Marty with you?” 

“No he left us at 1:32. He said it had to be 1:32 if he was to get 

home by exactly 2:00. He’s not with you?” 

“No, at least not yet. He might have been delayed.” 

“We’re already up in Timonium. Do you want us to come back?” 

“No, I don’t think that will be necessary. How about I call you back 

when he comes home.” 

“That’ll be fine.” 

Now Bertram grew even more concerned.  



	

Chapter 25 

Bertram didn’t wait much longer before he decided to set out and 

follow the most likely course his friend would have taken returning to the 

house. While standing at the intersection at Key Highway, he noticed an 

ambulance pulling away from the side of the Science Center across the 

street, with lights and sirens blaring.  

His worry now kicked into overdrive. He hazarded the cross traffic, 

dodging the passing cars, and sprinted to a cluster of people near a pool 

of blood on the pavement alongside the building.  

He found Slow Moe shuffling in a tight circle moving a little faster 

than usual. When he saw Bertram, Moe stopped and motioned him in. 

“Hey Moe, what’s going on here?” 

“It was your friend, the little one.” 

“What happened?” Bertram asked, the panic building. 

“Someone beat him real bad, back in them bushes over there. Then 

he crawled out here. He was hurt real bad. I think he dead. I think it was 

Loni what done it. He a bad one, he is. Walk around wearing a pink 

hoody what he probably took off some little girl. He a bad one.” 

“Where did they take him?” 

“Shock Trauma.” 



	

As the words continued to hang in the air, Bertram sprinted out to 

the street and hailed a passing Taxi. 

*** 

The Intensive Care Unit was off limits to all but immediate family. 

Bertram had called Marty’s parents on the way to the hospital, who 

wasted no time in making it to their son’s bedside. Bertram paced in the 

waiting area, mumbling softly to himself, trying desperately to cope with 

his current situation. Suddenly, the other worries in his life didn’t matter 

as much anymore. All he could focus upon was how much of a friend he 

should have been. His failure burdened him more than anything else in 

his life. 

He thought about Marty wanting to exercise his independence, 

mostly at Bertram’s suggestion. Am I asking too much of Marty? He was 

Bertram’s responsibility, and now he was just down the hall lying in a 

hospital bed, probably with tubes and machines running in and out of 

his body. 

Marty’s parents finally came to Bertram to fill him in on all the 

details. 

“It isn’t good Bertram,” started Glenn. “He was beaten up pretty 

badly. He has bruises all over his torso, probably from the kicking. He 

has three broken ribs, a punctured lung, and severe head trauma. The 

doctors have put him into a medically induced coma until the swelling in 

his brain goes down.” 

“My God.” 

“It’s bad, but he’s a young man, and the doctors give him a fair 

chance for recovery.” 

“Can I see him?” 

“No, not until he’s out of ICU. You’ve been here for hours Bertram. 

Why don’t you go home and get some rest. I’ll call you if anything 

changes.” 

“I don’t know. I feel like I should be doing something.” 



	

“There’s nothing more you can do here.” 

“Alright, but call me if anything…” 

“You’ll be the first one I call. Now go home.” 

Bertram reluctantly left the hospital. A cab ride would have him 

home in minutes, but he felt like walking.  

How could so much have gone so wrong so quickly? He wondered. 

Kim might have been the one. I certainly had feelings for her, and there is 

no question she brought out the best in me. Then again, I really didn’t try 

very hard to stop her from leaving. A small part of him even felt relieved. 

Kyle screwed up, then why do I feel so responsible? How many 

times could I warn the man? His greed got the better of him, and he used 

all of his investment money to chase after a stock with a high return. 

Bertram knew how risky it was, and told him as much. As risky as it 

was, should I even have brought it to Kyle’s attention?  

What will I do if I lose Marty? Marty is my best friend, and by all 

accounts, my only true friend. Nobody understood Bertram like he did. 

Not even Michael- Michael. He has to let him know, immediately.  

“Hello?” 

“Michael, it’s Bertram.” 

“What can I do for you tonight?” 

“Help me,” he replied weakly. 

“Excuse me? Bertram, what’s wrong.” 

“Everything… everything. Marty’s in the hospital they don’t even 

know if he’s going to live or die.” 

“What happened?” 

“He was mugged, beaten, very badly.” 

“No…” 

“He’s at Shock Trauma, in their ICU.” 

“Where are you now?” 



	

“I’m walking back to my house. I’m only a few minutes away. Can 

you come over? I really need to talk to someone. I’m going out my mind 

here.” 

“I’ll be over in about thirty minutes. Can you hang on for me?” 

“Sure Doc. I’ll wait.”  

As Bertram approached the steps to his house, he was surprised to 

see the front door ajar. He may have left the house in a hurry, but he’s 

never left the front door open before. The more he thought about it, the 

more certain he was he had locked the door on his way out. 

He cautiously stepped through the threshold, and advanced slowly 

into his darkened home. The lights in all the rooms were off, except for 

the soft glow of the television he must have left on in the den when he 

took off in search of Marty. Upon entering the room, he found a familiar 

face looking at him from his own chair. 

“Hello asshole. Remember me?” 

 

 



	

Chapter 26 

“Loni.” 

“Good guess, Sherlock.” Bertram lunged from his position in the 

doorway, but quickly stopped when the greasy man withdrew a small 

pistol from his pocket. “Not another move, or this will end badly for you.” 

He slowly stood up from the chair and approached Bertram. The 

front of his pink hoody was lightly spattered with fresh blood- Marty’s 

blood. 

“The way I see it, a rich guy like you has to have some money 

laying around. Where’s the safe?” 

“Safe? What would I need with a safe?” replied Bertram. 

“For the money and the valuables,” said Kyle 

“What money? I’ve got like fifty dollars in my wallet. As for 

valuables, I have a couple of watches in…” 

“I know, in your sock drawer. Already got ‘em, along with your 

rings, necklace, and tie clips. Are they real gold?” 

“The cops are coming over,” Bertram tried to bluff. “They want 

some more information about my friend. You know, the one you may 

have killed?” 



	

“Oh, lighten up. A little ass kicking now and then is a good thing. 

It’ll make a man out him. At least that’s what my dad used to tell me, 

before I broke his fucking jaw.” 

“If he dies, you’ll be on the hook for murder.” 

“Really, then we better get this moving right along so I can be on 

my way. Walk,” he demanded, pointing the gun back out into the front of 

the house. “You give me what I want, and I’ll save my bullets.” 

“I’m trying to tell you,” asserted Bertram, walking out into the front 

hallway with his hands raised “I don’t keep any cash in the house. I 

mean, who does? All of my money is in a bank account. I carry debit and 

credit cards, and typically buy stuff online. What you see is what I’ve got. 

Take what you want. For all I care about this stuff, you can have 

everything.” 

“Just what I can carry. Give me your wallet.”  

Loni started maneuvering around Bertram to take up a station 

close to the open front door. Bertram produced his wallet and tossed it 

over to him. Flipping it open, Loni smiled through rotten, yellow teeth at 

the prize. 

“What’s your PIN?” he demanded. 

“4959.” 

“Now say it backwards.” 

“I’m not going to mess with you. It’s 4959.” 

“BACKWARDS!” he yelled 

“Okay, okay. Let me see… 9594.” 

“Forwards.” 

“4959.” 

“That’ll do you. It’s been a pleasure doing business with you 

asshole, but I think it’s time for me to leave.” 

“No it’s not,” came a voice behind him. 

Loni slowly turned around and looked into the facemask of a 

Detroit Lions football helmet. Before he could whip his gun around, the 



	

barrel of his old pistol came up into his chin. “What the fu…” Before he 

could get his last word out, that same pistol came back and smashed 

sideways against his face.  

The effect was immediate. Loni dropped his gun on the floor and 

put his hands above his head. Chris carefully stooped down and picked 

it up, now keeping two pistols trained on his quarry. 

“Chris? Where’d you get the gun?” asked Bertram. 

“Standard issue to all agents in my organization. It’s okay now 

Bertram, I’m one of the good guys. But I have to say, I really had my 

doubts about you. Did he take the micro-film?” 

“The what?” 

“The micro-film, of the plans to the pentagon.” 

“Uh, yeah, they’re in his hoody.” 

“Give ‘em back to the man,” Chris demanded. 

Loni reluctantly withdrew his loot and tossed them at the feet of 

Bertram. “Man, you guys are so dead. When I get…” but his words were 

cut off from another backhand of Chris’ pistol, this time drawing blood. 

“Where have you been?” asked Bertram. 

“Deep cover in the concrete canyons of the urban jungle.” Chris 

held his Timex up to his face. “BD’S POSITION SECURE. HAVE ENEMY 

AGENT IN CUSTODY. BACKUP IN PLACE. REMOVING PRISONER FOR 

INTERROGATION.” 

“You have back up Chris?” 

Chris motioned with head out front of the house. Bertram peered 

past him and saw many familiar faces. They were society’s outcasts, an 

assemblage of homeless men common to this part of Baltimore. Even 

Slow Moe was shuffling with urgency further up the street to catch up 

with the posse. 

“We’ll take it from here Bertram.” 

“What are you going to do to him Chris?” 

“Everything our government denies we do.” 



	

“Look, Michael’s coming over. Perhaps…” 

“Don’t make me change my mind about you Bertram. I’m part of a 

new group now. It’s been real man, but we probably won’t be seeing 

much of each other anymore.” 

With that, Chris yanked Loni by the back of his hoody and shoved 

him out the door into the waiting hands of the mob outside, closing the 

door behind him.  

Morally, he should have done something to stop what was going to 

happen. Sometimes the line between right and wrong is blurred on the 

side of justice, and away from righteousness. He finally reasoned this 

was a time when justice would be best served on someone society could 

definitely do without.  

Bertram collected his belongings from the floor, and wandered 

back into the den. He plopped down into his chair, where a man who 

might not survive the day just recently sat. It was an odd sensation, one 

that swirled and muddied the thoughts and feelings that now coursed 

through him. 

He snapped out of his daze when he heard the front door open and 

close. 

“Michael? Is that you?” he called out into the hallway. Footsteps 

slowly closed on the Den. “Michael?” 

“Surprise!” replied Doug squaring off in the doorway. 

“What are you doing here?” asked Bertram incredulously. 

“Guess I was the last person you expected, huh?” Doug replied 

now raising a gun. 

“Doug, what are you doing, man?” 

“Getting my life back. As long as you’re alive, I’ll never be right.” 

“Don’t do something you can’t come back from Doug.” 

“YOU RUINED ME!” he shouted. “A fucking waiter brought down 

the mighty Douglas Burke. This is only going to end one way.”  



	

Doug held the gun at the end of his outstretched arm and sighted 

down the barrel. He slowly inhaled, mustering the final resolve to pull the 

trigger, when he heard a slight squeal behind him. He turned his head, 

momentarily taking the aim off of Bertram, to see a camera telephoto 

lense swing rapidly into his face. 

The gun discharged a round, striking the wall just behind Bertram. 

Doug reeled, and staggered back in pain, falling to the floor. He now 

turned his attention to the woman who was behind him, holding the 

broken remains of her camera. She had a wild look in her eyes, and ran 

at Doug raising her camera for another blow. 

At such close range, the bullet sliced cleanly through her 

abdomen, opening up her back and peppering the wall behind her. The 

camera dropped, and her hands went reflexively to hold the wound just 

above her navel, but blood was already spilling out between her clenched 

fingers. A look of utter surprise filled her face as she sunk to her knees. 

“No!” Bertram cried out. 

Doug struggled to his feet, stunned by the explosive noise of the 

gun and the reality in which he now found himself. He did not know this 

woman, or why she had tried to stay his hand from killing Bertram. As 

she fell completely onto the floor in a growing pool of her own blood, he 

rose to his feet and began to tremble, the gun dropping to the floor. He 

looked over at Bertram in horror, and then ran out into the night 

through the open front door. 

Bertram ran to Melany’s side and cradled her head in his arm. Her 

face contorted in pain as she coughed, producing a small rivulet of blood 

from the corner of her mouth. He struggled to make sense of everything 

leading up to this horrible moment, but was at a profound loss.  

“Melany... how? Why did… you’re going to be alright.” 

She looked up into his bewildered face and tried to form words, an 

unfamiliar sensation to her. She quietly hummed a tune that was 

familiar to her, perhaps to quiet her fears. 



	

“You don’t know Bertram. How… how could you know?” she said 

seizing ahold of his hand. 

“Shhh Melany. Let go so I can call you an ambulance.” Her finger 

nails dug deep into his wrist, tightening into a grip from which he could 

not release his hand. 

“You need… you need to know,” she said, struggling to build her 

thoughts into words. “I’m a little mixed up about some things.” 

“Please let me help you.” 

“I’ve been coming back from a bad place, you know?” 

“Yes, I know.” 

“You might think you know what’s in my head, but you don’t. And 

you don’t know what’s in my heart.” 

“Melany, please let go of my hand,” Bertram cried. 

“I have always loved you. I could never dare to be with you, but I 

couldn’t stop loving you.” 

“Melany, please let go of my hand so I can get you some help.” 

“Bertram… You need to know.” 

“Yes Melany, I know. You lo…” 

“No,” she said, cutting him off. “You need to know. Sometimes… 

sometimes broken people can’t ever be fixed.” 

Her grip softened, allowing Bertram to finally retrieve the phone 

from his pocket. He fumbled with the device, trying desperately to bring 

about a means of calling out. It fell from his hand onto her chest. He 

looked to her face and saw her still expression gazing up through an 

vacant stare into space. 

A noise in the doorway took his attention away from her. A 

policeman, responding to an earlier call from a vigilant neighbor 

concerning a group of homeless people, stared back down at him. 

Michael, out of breath, ran up from behind with the policeman’s partner. 

For the third time that night, Bertram found himself at the busy end of a 

gun drawn on him.  



	

“Bertram looked into the cold eyes of the policeman and 

thought to himself, how curious.”  



	

Chapter 27 

After being taken into custody, and placed into a holding cell 

pending the investigation into Melany’s death, Bertram suffered his final 

and complete breakdown. Unable to remain invisible with his external 

thinking, his brief stay was marked with two black eyes, and a bruised 

abdomen courtesy of his fellow inmates.  

Although authorities eventually cleared him in any connection to 

Melany’s murder, he inwardly assumed full responsibility for the crime. 

Michael had warned him of her infatuation for him, but he had done 

nothing to diffuse it. In the end, it was the final sin for which he would 

not allow himself any forgiveness.  

Upon his release, Michael saw to his admission into Shady Oaks, a 

familiar but secure facility for those who had lost their bearings in life. 

His wealth provided him with a private room, not that any roommate 

could endure the endless ranting of his external thinking. The 

confinement and societal deprivation appealed to what tiny shards of 

sanity remained. 

Over a three week period, Michael had been a regular visitor to 

Bertram’s room. Every day, he faithfully tried to engage Bertram for at 

least one hour, always leaving the room in defeat. Michael again sat next 



	

to Bertram on his bed, catching him up on the news of his old life, but 

Bertram only stared out his window and rambled away in disconnected 

thoughts. 

“And Janet has made a breakthrough. She openly apologized to 

her neighbor for her dogs’ behavior, and replaced the fence in her 

backyard.” 

“When in the Course of human events, it becomes necessary… 

necessary… for one people to dissolve the political bands which have 

connected them with an.. an.. another…” 

“She asks about you, you know. Sure it’s hard for her to get past 

her own needs, but she does worry about you. 

 “…and…and… and to assume… among the powers of the earth, 

the separate and equal… equal… equal station to which the Laws of 

Nature and of Nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions 

of man… man… man…mankind requires that they should declare the 

causes which impel them to the separation.” 

“I can see where she really won’t benefit anymore from the group. 

Yeah, she’s come an awful long way.” 

“Separation… separation… separation.” 

“Marty says Hi.” Bertram stopped his ranting and stared ahead 

blankly. “He’ll be checking out of the hospital tomorrow. He still isn’t a 

hundred percent, but he’s ambulatory now.” 

“Marty… Marty… Marty. Sancho.” 

“That’s right, your friend Marty,” replied Michael excitedly. This 

was the first time since Bertram’s fall that he even acknowledged what 

Michael was talking about. “You don’t have to worry about him. I wanted 

to take him home to stay with me for a while, but this whole thing has 

finally brought his parents together. They got married and bought a 

house with an extra bedroom. He’ll stay with them.” 



	

“Bertram sighed, and turned to face Michael. For me alone Don 

Quixote was born and I for him. His was the power of action, mine of 

writing.” 

“Hello in there Bertram,” Michael said with a small grin. “It’s good 

to see you again.” 

“Bertram stared intently at Michael looking for the appropriate 

response, poring through the endless lines of Cervantes he held so 

dearly. Finally, from so little sleeping and so much reading, his brain 

dried up and he went completely out of his mind. And with that, 

Bertram returned to his melancholy.” Bertram resumed his window 

stare, shutting out Michael once again. 

“That’s okay Bertram. I think I’ve taxed you enough for one day.” 

Michael rose up from the bed and walked to the door. “You take care, 

and I’ll stop by tomorrow, Okay?” 

Michael closed the door softly as he left the room, and lingered 

against the wall in the hallway outside of Bertram’s room. A couple of 

months ago, he rather enjoyed the idea of committing Bertram to another 

year in this place, but somehow that man had gotten to him. Once his 

bombastic arrogance was stripped away, what he found was a caring and 

considerate soul.  

The new Bertram was diametrically opposed to the one of his 

former life. Although he never knew the Bertram from before the night on 

the beach in Miami, he knew his type. As damaging as the experience 

had been to him, it perhaps awakened within him the man he was meant 

to be. 

As he turned to head down the hall, an attending doctor passed 

and recognized Michael from his many recent visits. 

“And how is our patient today?” 

“I made a breakthrough,” replied Michael. 

“Really?” 

“It’s a small crack, but yes.” 



	

“I’m still of the opinion his condition would improve with 

medication.” 

“Not yet please. Call me an optimist, but I think we can get there 

on a more natural course. I think the key here will ultimately be in his 

friend Marty.” 

“Yes, the man in the hospital, correct?” 

“Uh huh. Bertram has a solid connection to him, and I think he 

will really be instrumental in his recovery. Now, if I can just bring Marty 

back from his own prison.” 

*** 

Marty flinched, and pulled his bed linens up to his chin in terror 

when the door to his hospital room opened. Michael walked slowly past 

the threshold, and broke out in a big smile. 

“Hey Marty. Is it okay if I visit today?” 

“Oh, sure Michael. Hello,” he replied, lowering the sheet and 

blankets. 

“Hello Marty. I see you’re still a little skittish, huh?” 

“Skittish?” 

“It means jumpy. I startled you when when I opened the door.” 

“Yeah, I guess I was little scared.” 

“That is perfectly understandable. You’ve been through a lot. 

Listen, I wanted to talk to you about tomorrow.” 

“NO! No, no, no, no! I’m not leaving. It’s way too dangerous out 

there,” Marty cried out, returning the linens back up to his chin. 

“Yeah, your parents called me.” 

“They did? Why did they call you?” 

“Because you don’t want to go home with them.” 

“I do want to go home with them.” 

“You do?” 



	

“Yes. But I don’t want to leave this room. It’s dangerous out there,” 

he said, his eyes widening with concern. “I am safe, right here. Here in 

this bed.” 

“Yes, this room is very safe. You have many doctors and nurses 

who make sure you are safe.” 

“Uh huh.” 

“Did you feel safe when you lived with Bertram?” 

“Yeah, kind of.” 

“And why do you think that was?” 

“Because he cared for me, and he was indomitable.” 

“You know, your parents care for you very much.” 

“But I don’t know if they are indomitable.” 

“Perhaps not, I guess. But you want to know what they are? They 

are very responsible.” 

Marty started breathing heavily, which eventually led to panting. 

His face contorted with an expression of extreme panic, and his eyes 

began to fill with tears. 

“I was once responsible. Bertram gave me his house key to guard, 

and I was very responsible. I took my key everywhere. I walked with it, I 

worked with it, I slept with it, I ate with it. Even when I had to poop, I 

always held onto my key, because I was responsible for it.” 

“Yes, you were very responsible.” 

“But that didn’t stop the bad man from hurting me.” Marty broke 

out into a full flow of tears, and gasping to the point of hyperventilating. 

“And he’ll hurt my Mom and Dad because they’re being responsible.” 

Michael wasn’t prepared for this tack in their conversation. “Shhh, 

it’s okay Marty, you’re safe now. Shhh, calm down. Everything is all 

right.” He reached out and tried to take Marty’s hand in his own, but 

Marty shrieked and pulled back. “Marty, I’m not going to hurt you. And 

that bad man will never hurt you again. Never.” 



	

“How do you know? He might be outside the hospital right now. I 

can’t leave. No, no, no. I can’t leave.” Marty now pulled his linens 

completely over his head. 

“Marty, I promise he can never hurt you again, and I wouldn’t 

make a promise if I knew I couldn’t keep it. Look, somebody did to that 

man what he did to you, only worse. It was in all the papers and on the 

news.” 

“What do you mean worse? The man almost killed me,” Marty 

asked from beneath his sheets. Michael just let the question hang for 

Marty to figure out. “Do you mean he’s… dead?” 

“Yes, yes he is.” 

“Oh,” he replied, cautiously pulling his sheets back down. “That’s 

horrible. That poor bad man.” 

“That… that is not what I expected to hear from you, Marty.” 

“Was I supposed to say something different?” 

“There is no right response, it’s just not what I expected.” 

“Oh, then what was I expected to say?” 

“I don’t know. Relief? Perhaps satisfaction? But you feel sad that 

the bad man is dead. Why is that? 

Marty looked at him as if Michael was the last one in the classroom 

who didn’t understand the lesson. “Don’t you know? Nobody deserves 

that,” he replied in a hoarse whisper. “I didn’t deserve that, and even bad 

men don’t deserve that. How can anyone be happy when such a horrible 

thing happened?” 

“Indeed Marty,” Michael said with a smile. “There are times when 

you are so wise beyond your years.” 

“That’s because I’m a sage.” 

“Yes you are.” 

“But I don’t cook.” 

“So, with no bad man to hurt you, let’s talk about leaving the 

hospital tomorrow.” 



	

“Ohh… I still don’t know.” 

“Listen, I think I know a way to make this work. I think I can 

round up some very special guards to protect you when you leave the 

hospital tomorrow.”  

 

 

 



	

Chapter 28 

The day Marty finally left the hospital was filled with the finest 

weather the city had experienced the whole year. With his curtains wide 

open, sunlight poured into his room, and fresh air from a perfect day 

gently wafted in through the open windows.  

Marty sat in the visitor’s chair of his room, awaiting Michael’s 

arrival. He was busily working away on a yellow tablet provided by the 

nursing staff. His pencil worked furiously in lines, curves and wide 

swaths of pencil lead. From out in the hallway and around the corner of 

the door, Michael gently called. 

“Marty? It’s me Michael. Can I come in?” 

“Sure, but why are you hiding out in the hallway like that?” 

Michael emerged in the doorway with a big smile. “I didn’t want to 

startle you. Hey, what are you doing over there?” 

“Nothing,” replied Marty, clutching the tablet to his chest. 

Michael walked across the room and sat on the bed adjacent to 

Marty’s chair. “Looked like you were drawing. Can I see?” 

“Ohhhh, I don’t know. I’ve never drawn before, so I don’t want you 

to make fun of it.” 



	

“When have you ever heard me make fun of anybody? I promise, if 

you let me look at it I will love it. And you know how I feel about 

promises.” 

Marty reluctantly handed the tablet over to him. Michael took the 

table, and at first glance he gasped. Now he studied it, holding it further 

away at arms length, and then nearer for a more thorough inspection. 

“Marty, this is amazing,” he chuckled “and you drew this?” 

“Uh huh. While waiting for you.” 

“This is truly remarkable. I mean, this isn’t hang-on-your-

refrigerator-with-magnets good. This is put-in-a-frame-and-hang-in-a-

gallery good.” 

“Gosh!” Marty replied wide-eyed. “You really like it?” 

“I love it, just like I said I would. Man, you even got the dimple in 

my chin right. You drew this from memory?” 

“Uh huh.” 

“Do you mind if I look at the rest of your drawings?” 

“Okay, but you have to promise to love them too.” 

“I promise.” Michael turned to the next page, and the one before. 

Each page was a stunning representation of people and places in Marty’s 

life. The last drawing he came to filled the page, and was even more 

detailed than the other masterpieces. “My God Marty! It’s like you took a 

photograph of Bertram. The detail is astounding.” 

“I guess I remember Bertram the best.”  

“Wait a sec, earlier you said you’ve never drawn before?” 

“Uh huh.” 

“Never?” 

“Nope.” 

“And you just started doing this since you’ve been in the hospital?” 

“Yup. Can’t all people draw like that Michael?” 

“No Marty. Only a rare few can draw like this.” 

“Gosh! Why didn’t I ever draw before?” 



	

“That is the million dollar question. I’ve read about a select few 

individuals who acquire skills, or gifts in the wake of head trauma. It’s 

called ‘acquired savant syndrome.’” 

“Gosh, those are awful big words. Does that mean I’m sick?” 

“Quite the contrary. It means you’ve been blessed.” 

“Like from God?” 

“That one is a little too deep for me to answer for sure, but unless 

someone can disprove his existence, then sure; it’s a gift from God.” 

“Does God do that for a lot of people?” 

“No he doesn’t- only for a special few.” 

“So I’m special? Because I’ve heard people call me special my whole 

life, but I never saw what the big deal was.” 

“That’s a little different, but don’t ever let people define you, Marty. 

Because you have always been better than most.” 

“Do you think I’m indomitable?” 

“I certainly do.” 

“Gosh! Bertram is going to be so proud.” 

“You will never have to worry about winning Bertram’s approval. 

He has always been proud of you and of being your friend.” 

“How is Bertram? I ask about him, but you don’t say much about 

him.” 

“He’s not doing too well. He’s in a hospital too.” 

“Was he hurt?” 

“Do you know what Shady Oaks is Marty?” 

“Ohhhh. Yeah, I know Shady Oaks. Bertram doesn’t like that place 

much. Is he thinking out loud again?” 

“Yes he is.” 

“Then he’s broken.” 

“But I think he can be repaired, and I think I can do it with your 

help.” 

“Really? Gosh, I am special.” 



	

“But enough with all that. Today we’re here to take you home. Are 

you ready?” 

“Yeah. I don’t got much; just this bag. Who is ‘we’?” 

“The crack security squad I put together to get you home safely.” 

Marty looked over Michael’s shoulder out into the hall. “Where are 

they?” 

“Waiting out front of the hospital to make sure everything is safe.” 

“Okay then. I’m ready.” 

As per hospital policy, Marty made his departure in a wheel chair. 

As he passed nurses stations, he waved to the medical staff that had 

taken care of him over the previous weeks. A couple of the nurses came 

over to give him a hug and wish him good luck. 

Michael rolled him out of the elevator on the main floor, and as he 

approached the glass door entrance to the hospital, he could see the 

crack security squad waiting for him out front. 

“It’s Jerald, and Greg, and Janet!” 

“Exactly. Who better to make you feel safe than your friends?” 

“I do feel safe. But where’s Melany and Chris?” 

“They aren’t a part of the group any more Marty, but we’ll talk 

about that another time.” 

“Melany is in heaven, isn’t she?” 

Michael stopped the chair just short of the glass doors. “Why 

would say that Marty?” 

“I don’t know. Guess it was something I figured out when I was 

asleep. You know, when I first came to the hospital.” 

“Yes Marty, she’s in heaven.” 

“She’s no longer broken, and I think she’s happy now.” 

Michael shrugged off the shiver that crept up the back of his neck. 

“The wonders of the human mind will never cease to amaze me,” he said 

quietly to himself.  



	

As they rolled through the hospital doors, Marty was met with 

smiles and cheers. 

“Ma man!” said Jerald leaning down to give him a hug. “How’s it 

shakin’?” 

“I’m not shaking anymore because I have a crack security squad.” 

“No shit little brother. Ain’t no-one commin’ through me.” 

Marty rose out of his wheel chair and returned their smiles. “I do 

feel safe,” he said looking up to Michael. 

Janet could no longer contain herself. Her watery eyes began to 

overflow, and she bent down to hold Marty. 

“You had us so worried, dear. I’m glad you’re safe now.” She kissed 

his cheek and held him a little longer before standing up.” 

“Hey Marty,” said Greg with a small wave. “I’d hug you, but I have 

new condition I’m kind of worried about. Stooping down may blow up the 

aneurism in my brain. Say, how was the hospital care in here? I 

understand they’re pretty good. You know, I might be dying, so I’m 

thinking I might come back to check ‘em out.” 

“They were very good to me Greg, but you’re not dying. You’re just 

hung over again.” 

“Oh, you think so? I’m not so sure. You know, when you hear hoof 

beats, think of horses not zebras, and I’m thinking aneurism.” 

“Okay Greg,” said Michael “Why don’t you help escort Marty to the 

van.” 

“Oh, sure. I can do that. As long as I don’t have to stoop over.” 

The group piled into Janet’s minivan already parked at the curve. 

Marty felt safest while ensconced in the seat at the very back between 

Jerald and Greg. Because of his size, it was a comfortable fit. Michael 

rode up front with Janet. 

“Is everyone buckled in?” asked Michael “Then lets take Marty to 

his new home.”  



	

“You know what?” Marty asked everyone in the van. “I am 

indomitable, because with friends like you I can do anything.” 

 

 

 



	

Chapter 29 

Life for Kyle had taken a downward turn. Since his catastrophic 

loss in the market, he had taken to drinking the good stuff more often 

than was good for him. Once the supply was exhausted, he turned to the 

rest of his stock. His nightly benders quickly cut into his bar profits.  

He had been through three dishwashers since Marty and Bertram’s 

disappearance. He soon came to realize how he had really taken the little 

fellow’s zeal in his job for granted. So far, no one measured up to his 

performance. Cooks complained their pots and pans weren’t returning to 

the kitchen fast enough, and the wait-staff were constantly fielding 

complaints about dirty dishes, flatware and glasses. 

As for his star waiter, the quality of his bards began to ebb without 

Bertram’s continued inspiration. The same stories were being told over 

and over to their customers, who grew weary of the re-runs and the lack 

of enthusiasm with which they were delivered. His sales were falling off 

as a result, and he knew it was entirely his own fault. 

Kyle cringed every time he replayed his last conversation with 

Bertram in his head. The feelings of guilt over blaming the man for his 

own faults, coupled with the guilt of embezzling from the restaurant’s 

profits, were becoming increasingly difficult to bear. The vicious circle of 



	

self-loathing, pity and alcohol abuse were slowly draining away 

everything for which he had worked so hard. More than anything else in 

the world, he wanted to find his partner and try to explain everything 

that was going on his head.  

Bertram deserved more than just an apology, but it was if he just 

disappeared. His cell phone went straight to voicemail, and nobody 

appeared to be living in his house anymore. 

With the lack of customers toward the end of this night, he opted 

to close an hour early. The new dishwasher had already walked out just 

two hours after opening, and the dish room was piled with virtually 

everything in the restaurant that could possibly be washed. 

 With the rest of the staff now gone, he took up a stool at the bar in 

time for the eleven o’clock news. Kyle topped off his tumbler, killing the 

bottle of bourbon he had been working on throughout the day. He was 

startled when he looked up at the TV screen to see Doug’s face. He 

reached for the remote and turned up the volume. 

“Baltimore City Police are requesting your help with any 

information leading to the arrest of Douglas Burke. He is wanted in 

connection with the murder four weeks ago of Melany Danforth, a young 

photographer and city resident. If you have any information regarding his 

whereabouts, please call the Police hotline at 1-888-28…” 

Kyle was stunned. The last time he had seen the man was a couple 

of months earlier, after Bertram’s relentless assault on his enormous ego. 

He didn’t know who the woman was, but he couldn’t help but think this 

was all somehow related to Bertram.  

As he considered the possible connections, he heard a rapping 

against the front window of the restaurant. He turned around on his 

stool and found the source to be a man outside, wearing a Detroit Lions 

football helmet. Kyle got off his stool and headed to the window. 

“What do you want?” he shouted through the glass. 

“I want to talk to you.” 



	

“I’m closed. Go away please.” As Kyle turned away, the man 

resumed rapping, only this time with increased vigor. 

“I’m a friend of Marty’s,” he shouted. “I understand you’re having 

trouble keeping dishwashers.” 

Kyle stopped in his tracks and turned back to the window. “You 

know Marty?” 

“Yeah, and Bertram.” 

Kyle motioned him to the door, where he met the strange man and 

let him in. 

“Why are you wearing a football helmet?” he asked Chris, closing 

the door behind him. 

“I used to work for the government,” he replied as a foregone 

conclusion “and I like the Lions. I’ve been doing a little checking, and I 

understand you were with the CIA?” 

“Why, yes. Yes I was.” 

“But you are no longer with the CIA.” 

“No, of course not.” 

“Why did you leave?” 

“Um, to build a life and a career? I took from them everything I 

needed, and then moved on.” 

“Hmm,” Chris said, evaluating the man before him “good answer. 

Do you have any plans to ever return to the CIA?” 

“No. Why would I? I already graduated.” 

“I know what you mean, man. I’m not ready to come in from the 

cold either.” 

“Oh, is it cold out?” 

“You have no idea.” 

“I kind of feel like you’re the one interviewing me,” said Kyle 

curiously. 

“Just making sure what kind of man I’m about to do business 

with, that’s all. 



	

“And you want to be a dishwasher here?” 

“That’s what I do, although I prefer the title Hydro-Ceramic 

Engineer.” 

“Do you have any references?” 

“I’m a professional, so I am beyond references.” 

“A professional dishwasher?” 

“No, a professional hydro-ceramic engineer. You have a Jackson 

AJX-90, correct.” 

“Yeah, as matter of fact I do.” 

“Nice choice. You’re able to clean over 200 racks per hour, with a 

water consumption of only .68 gallons per rack. It has an adjustable 

conveyor allowing you extended wash time and rinse contact for heavy-

duty cleanup, with virtually no impact to its splendid energy efficiency. 

25 inch clearance, all the latest safety features, and it’s quiet. And what 

would you say if I told you I could pull and replace the wash pump in 

under twelve minutes?” 

“I’m impressed. What did you say your name was?” 

“I didn’t,” he replied without blinking. “But for our purposes, you 

can call me Chris.” 

“Okay Chris, when can you start?” 

“Immediately.” 

“Well the job pays…” 

“This is my salary requirement,” Chris held his hand up to Kyles 

face. Written on his palm were the figures he was currently negotiating 

with the perplexed restaurant owner. 

Kyle raised one eyebrow, and said “Acceptable.” 

“I expect payment every day, in cash. Please, no denominations 

over twenty.” 

“Acceptable. Can you start right now?” 

“I said immediately.” 



	

“Very well,” Kyle replied, Taking Chris’ hand to shake. “you’re 

hired. I have a room full of dirty dishes that could really use your 

attention.” 

“Very well. If you’ll excuse me…” As Chris turned to the kitchen, 

Kyle grabbed his arm to stop him. 

“Hold on a sec, Chris. The dishes aren’t going anywhere. Do you 

want a drink first?” 

“Can’t. I’m on duty.” 

“How about a soda then?” 

“If it’s in a can, sure. Anything with city water has mind controlling 

drugs.” 

“I think I can rustle something up. Please, have a seat at the bar. I 

want to ask you about Bertram.” 

*** 

After he shot the girl, Doug’s first instinct was to flee. Although 

panicked, he still had the presence of mind to formulate a clean exit 

strategy, while he drove around the city upon leaving Bertram’s house. 

He went to a supermarket, and stocked up on enough supplies for a long 

ocean voyage. 

Now alone at sea, not far from the equator, he found himself 

becalmed on his sailing yacht in the Doldrums. His fuel had long since 

been exhausted, and his water supply dwindling, he sat alone to deal 

with the consequences of his actions.  

There was no going back to his old life, ever. No matter where he 

went, he would never be able to start a new life without access to his 

money. There was nobody he to whom he could turn, no one to help him 

out. And he killed somebody- a woman. Under the circumstances, it 

surprised him how he remembered she was quite pretty. He would never 

know what she was doing there, but he would always remember the look 

on her face when the bullet struck her. 



	

Doug’s choice of ammunition was the .44 hollow point. He chose 

this round in hopes of maximizing the damage he could do to Bertram. 

After purchasing the weapon, he played out his fantasy in the woods of 

Virginia, where he used a side of beef as practice. Each round struck the 

mass, destroying bone and flesh. But instead of his intended victim, he 

watched the trajectory of the round punch into that girl’s stomach. He 

knew how horrific the damage would be, and there was no recovery from 

the trauma he had inflicted upon her. As she fell to the floor, she was 

already bleeding out from every organ the fragmented bullet destroyed. 

“So what are you going to do now Burke?” 

“Shut up!” 

“Sure, but I won’t go away. What am I saying, I won’t shut up either. 

What are you going to do, shoot me? Oh wait, you only shoot girls.” 

“I SAID SHUT UP!” 

“He took your balls, and now he took your life. You even gave him 

your own gun, you stupid motherfucker. How many finger prints do you 

think you left on it Einstein?” 

“Please just leave me alone,” he wept, holding his face in his 

hands. 

“You know what you have to do.” 

“No, I won’t.” 

“And your other options are…? Consider the alternatives. A) You die 

out here of thirst. You know how ugly that is going to be. B) You somehow 

get out of this, and eventually get sent back to face the music. Yeah, I can 

imagine you getting bent over in your cell, your new roommate playing with 

his new bitch. That is, until he passes you around to share with his friends. 

A pretty boy like you will be really popular.” 

Doug pounded his fists into the bench he was sitting upon, softly 

at first, and then building in force. Again and again he pounded, opening 

up the skin on the heels of hands. Doug finally stopped, stood up, and 

walked forward up to the bow of his boat. He unfastened the anchor from 



	

its storage bracket, and pulled all of the rope from its storage locker. 

After tying the bitter end of the rope firmly around his neck, he tossed 

the anchor out into the fathomless water. 

As the light above the ocean’s surface faded from view, Doug let go 

the last of the air in his chest. With the searing pain of the seawater now 

filling his lungs, came also a feeling of peace. The voice in his head 

trailed off into silence, and Doug eventually drifted off into the great 

sleep.  

 

 

 



	

Chapter 30 

“Knock Knock!” said Kyle poking his head into Bertram’s open 

doorway. “Can I come in?” 

“In each case of incorporation by reference, the matter 

incorporated shall be clearly identified in the reference,” replied Bertram 

sitting at the foot of his bed. He didn’t appear to notice Kyle, but instead 

focused on a point in space. “An express statement shall… shall… shall 

be made to the effect that the specified matter is incorporated in… in the 

registration statement, application or report at the particular place where 

the information is required.” 

“Hey, it’s good to see ya buddy,” said Kyle, slowly venturing into 

the room. We’ve all missed you down at the restaurant.” 

“Notwithstanding any particular provision permitting incorporation 

by reference… incorporation by reference… no registration statement, 

application or report shall incorporate by… by…” 

“I miss you down at the restaurant.” He sat down on the bed next 

to Bertram. “I just miss you, man. I really fucked up. You’re the only 

friend I have in this town, and I shouldn’t have laid my mistakes on you 

like that.” 



	

“…by reference any exhibit or financial statement which has been 

withdrawn, or… or…” 

“Please, you’re not making this any easier.” 

“…was filed in connection with a registration statement under the 

Act.” 

“Won’t you talk to me Bertram?” 

“When he’s ready, he’ll talk with you,” answered Michael standing 

in the doorway. “But I wouldn’t expect much more than this for now.” 

“Oh, hi. Do you work here?” 

“I’m Bertram’s therapist, Michael. Are you a friend?” 

“Not a very good one, I’m afraid.” 

“I see. Is that why you’re here?” 

“I’m afraid I’m responsible for him being like this.” 

“And why is that?” asked Michael stepping into the room. He took 

a chair from behind the door and sat down in front the two men. 

“He, uh… he’s been giving me financial advice,” Kyle started. His 

brow was dripping with sweat, which he mopped with the back of his 

hand. “Heh, it sure is hot in here. Anyway, he’d been giving me great 

advice, and we were really cleaning up, you know? And, there was this 

one. It just looked so good. Bertram was always telling me to rein in, and 

spread my investments, but this one looked so good. I put everything on 

it, and lost it all.” 

“I assume it was a considerable amount?” 

“It was. The restaurant is safe, but everything else is gone.” 

“Oh, the restaurateur. Kyle is it?” 

“It is.” 

“And you blamed Bertram for the loss.” 

“I did,” he replied hanging his head. “I took the loss pretty hard. I 

had… we had worked so long and hard to build it, and like that- it was 

all gone. It’s taken me a while to work through this, but…” 

“You really haven’t worked through it, have you?” 



	

“Excuse me?” 

“How long has it been since your last drink?” 

“Oh, I only had a couple… last night.” 

“It was more than that.” 

“Why would…” 

“You’re sweating profusely, although it is actually quite cool in 

here. There is a tremble in your hand that I recognize. Your eyes are 

sallow, tired, and starting to yellow. How many more indications of 

alcohol abuse do you want me to point out?” 

“I just had a rough night, and wanted to settle my nerves.” 

“Add denial and self medicating.” 

“Okay, okay. I drink a bit.” Michael raised an eyebrow. “Quite a 

bit.” 

“And why do you think that is?” 

“I don’t know, I just drink.” 

“Drinking is a symptom, but if you want to get to the cause, 

visiting Bertram may be a good start but it is not the solution. Somehow, 

I have feeling things go a little deeper than what happened between you 

and him.” 

“When life itself seems lunatic, who knows where madness lies?” 

interrupted Bertram. 

“What was that?” Kyle asked Michael. 

“Cervantes, from Don Quixote. It’s a favorite of his, and I think it 

means we may have somehow reached him.” 

“Why do you think that?” 

“I have come here every day since he was admitted. He usually 

rattles off the Rules of Investment, The Declaration of Independence or 

the Constitution.  

“Perhaps to be too practical may be madness. To surrender 

dreams, this may be madness, said Bertram.” 



	

“But lately, when I think I’ve reached him, he quotes Cervantes. I 

didn’t even know who it was until I wrote some of it down and looked it 

up on the Internet.” 

“Too much sanity may be madness, and maddest of all is to see life 

as it is and not as it should be, Bertram pondered.” 

“You see that?” asked Michael. “He actually referred to himself that 

time. It would seem your visit today has had quite an effect on him Kyle. 

This is a good thing. Now, about you- have you ever considered 

participating in group therapy?” 

“I thought you were going to suggest AA.” 

“That’s another option, if you wish.” 

“So you think I need help?” 

“I think you are wrestling with some demons, and you seek solace 

through alcohol. Anyone can check into rehab and stop drinking, but 

within a group setting we try to get to the reasons behind your drinking. 

If we can resolve that, then maybe you won’t want to drink, or at least 

not as much.” 

“Was Bertram in your group?” 

“Yes, along with Marty. I’d like to get them both back, but it may 

take a while.” 

“How about Chris?” 

“You know Chris?” 

“Perhaps.” 

“Please, tell me where he is.” 

“Well, that is a tough one. I’m not certain, but now that I’ve met 

you, I think you’re the one he believes is with the CIA.” 

“Is he still wearing the football helmet?” 

“Everyday.” 

“Oh dear. I’ve been so worried about him.” 

“Okay, he works for me. He took over for Marty after… you know.” 

“He is very good dishwasher.” 



	

“I’ll say.” 

“Do you know where he lives?” 

“Outside, or in homeless shelters. He says he’s ‘under deep cover 

in the concrete canyons of the urban jungle.’ I think he believes he’s a 

spy.” 

“Yes, he wears the football helmet so the government can’t read his 

thoughts. Has he been any trouble?” 

“None at all. He comes in, does his job, and leaves- mostly without 

saying a word to anybody.” 

“He was doing so well, but I think I started pushing too hard.”  

“Perhaps I could try to bring him back to you. I could talk to him.” 

“Could you? I’d come to the restaurant myself, but I think I would 

only scare him off.” 

“Oh, please don’t do that. I can’t afford to lose another dishwasher. 

Let me see what I can do.” 

*** 

As always, business was slow that night, but at least it was more 

efficient with Chris working in the back. Kyle was at his usual station at 

the bar, with a bottle and a glass. 

Chris emerged from the kitchen, and walked up behind Kyle on 

stealthy feet. He crept up on his employer, and cleared his throat when 

he was immediately behind him. 

“Ah,” said Kyle. “Done already?” 

“There wasn’t a lot to keep me busy tonight.” 

“And you want your money.” 

“Please.” 

“Why don’t you sit down and have a drink with me Chris.” 

“I’ve told you before, I don’t drink. You shouldn’t be drinking 

either.” 

“Funny, that’s what my new therapist said.” 



	

“You shouldn’t believe what they say. They all work for the 

government.” 

“So you agree with my therapist, but you don’t. You know Chris, I 

resolved this morning that I wasn’t going take another drink. I wanted to 

prove to him I didn’t have a problem. You know what? I’ve gotta a 

problem. You see, I just couldn’t do it. I didn’t think until right now I was 

ready to admit that. He thinks I might do well in group therapy. What do 

you think?” 

“Like I said, they all work for the government.” 

“Didn’t you tell me you thought Bertram was with the CIA?” 

“Yeah, but…” 

“But it turns out he wasn’t.” 

“No, he wasn’t.” 

“Is it possible not all therapists work for the government?” 

“I suppose so, but the one I had sure did.” 

“Why do you say that?” 

“He wanted me to expose my brain to them.” 

“By taking off your hat?” 

“Exactly.” 

“What if he didn’t want you to take off your hat, and he just 

wanted to give you a place where you could talk and unload.” 

“Are we talking about Michael here?” 

“Yeah, I met him when I went to go visit Bertram.” 

“If you will please give me my money, I think I will be leaving.” 

“You know, I’ve kind of been wondering these things myself- him 

being with the government and all. I thought I’d go and sit in on a 

session and get a feel for what is really going on, but I just don’t think it 

would be safe without… some backup.”  

Chris narrowed his eyes in suspicion. “You need back up?” 



	

“I think I’d feel safer with someone who could save me, if it turns 

out he really does work for the government. My back up would have to be 

someone who could protect me.” 

“You need a gun? I can get one.” 

“No, I think that would only be inviting trouble. What I need is 

someone with extensive martial arts training, someone who could 

maintain his… cover.” 

“You shouldn’t go there. You’re just a civilian, and it could be 

dangerous.” 

“Not if you were there to protect me. How about I pay you to be my 

bodyguard? All you’d have to do is just sit there.” 

“I’d be going into the lion’s den.” 

“Like you said, it may be dangerous. Do you think you’d be up the 

task?” 

“Danger is my second middle name,” replied Chris with steely 

determination.  

“The other is your mother’s last name?” 

“You know about my mother?” 

“Only in hushed whispers. Look, I’d really appreciate it if you came 

with me. Like I said, you don’t have to say anything once you’re there. 

You can just sit still and look severe. Trust me, nobody will mess with 

you; not even the CIA.” 

“Fine, I’ll do it. Payment terms are the same.” 

 

 

 

 



	

Chapter 31 

Marty sat at his easel; a recent gift from his parents to explore his 

new found talent. Mixing colors on a palette and applying them to the 

canvas came very quickly to him. Using brushes and various tools of his 

own design, he became a prolific painter after only a few days. His eye for 

detail was uncanny, along with a depth of perception that caught not 

only facial expressions, but the true character of his subjects.  

The speed with which he turned out his masterpieces was 

phenomenal, sometime producing two even three paintings a day, but 

the one upon which he currently worked had slowed his progress. It was 

a portrait of Melany, but trying to find a time in his memories when she 

was happy eluded him. In life, her hands were typically shielding her face 

to conceal whatever thoughts or emotions her face might betray. 

“Hello Marty, it’s me Michael, I’m coming up the stairs,” he heard 

from outside his closed door. The doorknob gently turned, and Michael 

entered Marty’s sanctum sanctorum. “Phew, the fumes are kind of heavy 

in here. Mind if I open a window?” 

“Sure,” replied Marty, engrossed in the detail of his work.  

Michael opened the windows, allowing a gentle exchange of air. “I 

don’t know how you can you stand it like that. It can’t be good for you.” 



	

“Uh huh.” Marty was working on the detail of Melany’s hair, 

defining individual stands with as fine a brush as he could produce. At 

this point in the development of the image, all he had was Melany from 

the bridge of her nose on up. 

“Unbelievable,” remarked Michael. As often as I’ve seen your work, 

it never ceases to amaze me.” 

“Uh huh.” 

“The eyes are remarkable. You’ve really captured her sad, haunted 

expression.” 

“Uh huh.” 

“And she looks great naked.” 

“Uh huh.” 

“You’re not listening to me are you?” 

“Uh huh.” 

“Is this a bad time? I was hoping we could talk about Bertram.” 

As if alerted by an alarm, Marty snapped out of his trance. He 

turned around and noticed Michael for the first time. “Oh, hi Michael.” 

“There you are. How’s it going with this one?” he motioned to the 

canvass. 

“I’m stuck. I want to paint her happy, but I don’t think she was 

ever really happy when she was alive.” 

“She had a very hard life Marty.” 

“Like when she was in love with Bertram, and he wasn’t?” 

“You picked up on that?” 

“Did you know she used to take pictures of him from a tree outside 

his window?” 

“No, I had no idea. Why didn’t you tell anyone?” 

“She wasn’t going to hurt him, because she loved him. I don’t talk 

about everything I know. That was her secret, and she wanted to keep it. 

Mmm, it must be very sad to love someone so much. You never told me 

how she died Michael.” 



	

“She was shot, at Bertram’s house.” 

“Was it Doug?” 

“The police think so.”  

“He was a bad one. He hated Bertram, because he had Kim. Kim 

used to be with Doug, you know.” 

“No, I didn’t.” 

“Yeah, Doug was broken, he just didn’t know it. Do you think he 

meant to kill Melany?” 

“The only one who knows what really happened that night is 

Bertram, but I can’t reach him. He’s living inside of his head right now.” 

“Ohhhh, gosh! That is bad. What does he think about when he’s 

out loud?” 

“Gibberish mostly. But every so often, I think I might be reaching 

him. It usually happens when your name comes up.” 

“You’re here to ask me to visit Bertram, huh?” 

“Yes I am, Marty.” 

“I want to visit Bertram, but I don’t know if I’m ready to leave the 

house yet.” 

“I understand- whenever you feel you are ready, then maybe we 

can visit him, and perhaps fix him.” 

Marty put down his palette, and dipped his brush into a jar of 

thinner. He removed it, and gently cleaned the sable hairs with a soft 

rag. “You really think I can fix him?” he said, working the paint out of the 

bristles. 

“Yes I do.” 

“Me too. He’s been broken for a while now, huh? Maybe it is time 

we fix him.” 

“Do you want me to round up the crack security squad for you, 

Marty?” 

“No, just you. But help me.” 

“Help you?” 



	

“Help me to get down the stairs. Help me go through the front 

door. Help me walk to your car. Help me.” 

“I’ll be with you every step of the way.” 

*** 

Bertram stood at his window, quietly reciting The Constitution 

while looking off to distant clouds. If he heard Marty and Michael come 

into his room, he didn’t show it.  

“Bertram, I have someone here who wanted to see you today. It’s 

Marty.” 

Bertram stopped before reaching the end of the Preamble, but 

continued to stare at a far off point. 

“That’s okay Bertram,” said Marty softly. “I still love you.” 

“All legislative Powers herein granted shall be vested in a Congress 

of the United States, which shall consist of a Senate and House of 

Representatives. 

 “I know you think it was your fault I got hurt. I know you think it 

was your fault Doug Killed Melany.” 

Bertram slammed his palms up against the glass and began 

breathing heavily. “The House of Representatives shall be composed of 

Members chosen every… every… every second Year by the People…” 

“It’s not your fault,” continued Marty. 

 “…of the several States, and the Electors in each State shall have 

the Qualifications requisite for Electors of the most numerous Branch of 

the State Legislature.” 

“The man who hurt me, he was broken a long time ago.” 

“No Person shall be a Representative who… who… who shall not 

have attained to the Age of twenty five Years,” Bertram began yelling “and 

been seven Years a Citizen of the United States, and… and… who shall 

not, when elected, be an Inhabitant of that State in which he shall be 

chosen.” He gasped these final words and closed his eyes in a silent 



	

scream. Tears began to form at their corners, and cascaded down his 

cheeks. 

“And Doug was broken but he didn’t know it. If he didn’t know it, 

you couldn’t know it either.” 

Bertram began to lightly bang his forehead against the window, 

openly sobbing now. 

“And Kyle wasn’t your fault either, Bertram,” added Michael. “His 

problems started long before you ever met him.” 

“Melany couldn’t help that she loved you,” said Marty. “She saw in 

you what I see in you- that you’re indomitable.” 

Bertram slowed on his relentless sobs, until his breaths were slow 

and shallow. He began to quietly hum a tune.  

“That’s David Bowie, Life on Mars? It’s a beautiful song.” 

“She sang that as she died in my arms,” said Bertram, barely 

above a whisper. “She said that… that sometimes broken people can’t 

ever be fixed.” 

“In her last moments, she was revealing herself to you Bertram. 

That song was her most closely guarded secret, and she wanted to let 

you know. She had a very hard life, and yes, she was very broken.” 

“She saved my life. Doug came to kill me, and she stopped him. 

She stopped him, and then… and then he stopped her.” Bertram fell to 

his knees and wept bitterly. 

“It’s okay Bertram,” said Marty walking up to him, putting an arm 

around his shoulder. “Maybe she’s right, and broken people can’t ever be 

fixed, at least not the way that they were. But I think when we’re broken, 

we can become something new if we really want to. Don’t you?” 

Bertram slowed in the outpouring of his grief and looked up his 

friend, and then Michael. 

“I don’t think I could have put it any better,” said Michael 

struggling with his own emotions. 



	

Bertram rose to his feet with Marty’s help, wiping the tears from 

his eyes, and looked down back down upon his friend. “A smile spread 

across Bertram’s face, and he said ‘ love you too.” 

“So what are we going to do next,” asked Marty. 

Bertram returned to his window, and looked as if something had 

just caught his eye. “Destiny guides our fortunes more favorably than we 

could have expected. Look there, Sancho Panza, my friend, and see those 

thirty or so wild giants, with whom I intend to do battle and kill each and 

all of them.” 

Marty came up alongside of him and looked out upon the 

cityscape. “Where? Where are the giants Bertram?” 

“The ones you can see over there, with the huge arms, some of 

which are very nearly two leagues long." 

“Those aren’t giants Bertram, they’re houses and buildings.” 

“Obviously, replied Bertram, you don't know much about 

adventures. I can see I still have much work to do with you.”  

  



	

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Epilogue 

Over the next three months, Bertram continued not on a road of 

recovery, but one of discovery. Although he continued to ‘think out loud,’ 

it was now more of a choice than an involuntary mechanism. His 

eccentric behavior was welcomed back at The Library, with droves of 

customers both new and old filling tables every night. 

Marty retired from dishwashing to continue with his painting. In 

the beginning, his art was displayed at his old place of employment. As 

the work rotated in and out of the restaurant, customers came not only 

to be characters in a living novel, but also to behold the masterpieces 

that adorned the walls of the dining room. With a generous endowment 

from Bertram, he opened his own gallery, where he quickly became the 

toast of the art district. 

Kyle came to terms with his own life. His risky investments were 

more akin to gambling, and had become an instant addiction. As it turns 

out, it was a problem he had in common with father. With the help of 

good friends, he has been able to stay away from day trading and, for the 

most part, alcohol. He still finds a rare occasion to break out the good 

stuff, but only in moderation. 

Chris never did, and may never yet take off his football helmet. He 

joins Kyle for every group session, and sometimes even participates in 

the discourse. Eventually, he refused payment from Kyle for his services 



	

as a bodyguard. As the Hydro-Ceramic Engineer of The Library, he is in a 

position of respect from the kitchen, wait staff, and the two owners. 

Michael continues on as a state subsidized group counselor. He 

now councils three different groups, all of whom are thankful for his 

passionate commitment to mental health. 

Jerald still lives with his mother, although he insists it’s to take 

care of her. Whenever she hears her son try to explain it like that, she 

slaps the back of his head to remind him of who is taking care of whom. 

He rarely becomes invisible anymore, at least since the metro police had 

a talk with him concerning his ‘disappearance’ at the annual City Fair. 

His reward for the stunt was continued court-ordered attendance at a 

state subsidized group therapy session. He thinks that works out just 

fine. 

Kim is still looking for a rich man to marry. 

One day at group, Bertram surprised everyone with a special 

request for their help. It was actually Marty that suggested the idea, but 

that same idea became the nucleolus of a plan that Bertram felt might 

help him finally confront that nightmare on the beach in Miami. At first 

Michael was averse to it, but after being overwhelmingly voted down by 

the rest of the group, he finally capitulated. 

On this Indian summer Saturday afternoon, Bertram and his 

friends poured out of the limo bus he had chartered, into the parking 

area of Assateague Island State Park, on the Atlantic Ocean. The dunes 

provided a visual barrier to the ocean beyond, but he could hear its 

gentle surf striking the beach.  

While Bertram stayed close to the bus summoning courage, Jerald 

was already taking the opportunity to become half invisible. Greg worried 

that the ocean wind and sand might trigger an aneurism, but after some 

counseling by Michael, he agreed he could take a chance out on the 

beach. Marty took them both by the hands and led them through the 

dunes. 



	

Janet carried her dogs off the bus followed by Kyle, who had 

packed an enormous picnic. He and Chris struggled behind her with 

large plastic tubs for their seaside repast later, and followed her across 

the parking lot on the trail to the ocean. 

“Bertram stared after them and sighed.” 

“You’ve come this far…” said Michael coming up behind him. 

“Suddenly, it doesn’t feel like such a good idea.” 

“The journey of a thousand miles starts with one step.” 

“Bertram wondered if Michael read that in a fortune cookie 

somewhere.”  

“Maybe, but it’s still some good advice.”  

“Would you believe I haven’t even been able to go into a swimming 

pool since that night?” 

“Yet here you are. Perhaps you have always been waiting to be 

ready for this day.” 

“God, I can’t believe I am doing this. I think I’m losing my nerve.” 

“How can you say that? You are indomitable! And why is that?” 

asked Michael. 

“Because with friends like you I can do anything.” 

“Exactly.” Michael came around to Bertram’s side, and joined his 

arm into his own. “To Oz?” 

“To Oz!” boomed Bertram. 

So arm in arm, the two men skipped through the parking lot to the 

dunes. The bus driver just shook his head, and hoped that there would 

be a generous tip when this nut fest was over. 

The rest of group was already busy on the beach. While her dogs 

ran along the surf line, Janet helped Kyle and Chris lay out large sheets 

on the sand. Marty had enlisted the help of Greg and Jerald to find dry 

driftwood, so that they may build a fire. Already they had a pit dug, with 

a sizable amount of kindling and logs. 



	

“There it is,” said Michael, with a broad sweep of his hand across 

Atlantic. 

“Scene of the crime, of sorts,” replied Bertram. He looked a little 

melancholy gazing off at the ocean’s horizon. “I used to love swimming in 

the ocean. This is the first time I have even looked at it since that night.” 

“How are you feeling right now?” 

“Scared, but I’m dealing with it.” 

“If you want to change you mind, I will understand. We will all 

understand.” 

Behind them came the crackle of the campfire, as Jerald gently 

blew into it. The flames caught quickly, and in a short time he had a 

large blaze that leapt up into the sky. 

“Man, who’s up for being invisible?” Jerald said, unbuttoning his 

pants. 

“Jerald, please tell me you wore a bathing suit,” asked Michael. 

“Nope, just my birthday suit.” He stepped out of his trousers and 

sprinted down to the ocean. 

“Michael, he’s doing it again,” complained Janet. 

“Oh, c’mon. You must be used to it by now,” he replied. “Why don’t 

you join him?” 

“Yeah Janet,” Jerald yelled back, splashing in the water. “You 

gonna freeze yo titties off at first, but then it feel good. C’mon girl, git in 

here.” 

“If I can risk having an aneurism,” said Greg peeling off his shirt 

next to Janet “Then you can risk your titties.” Greg stripped out of the 

rest of his clothes and ran into the surf to join Jerald. 

“Okay, Okay,” she shouted. “but everybody has to turn their 

backs.” The group gave her the discretion she requested, and she quickly 

ran into the ocean and splashed into the waves, joining the two men with 

only their heads exposed above the water. 



	

“I am indomitable,” yelled Marty running bare-assed past Michael 

and Bertram. 

“Me too,” yelled Kyle right behind him. 

“Cowabunga!” yelled Chris in short tow, wearing nothing but his 

football helmet. 

“Journey of a thousand miles,” said Michael taking off his shirt. 

“For the record, I did wear a bathing suit underneath,” which he quickly 

peeled off “but today I’m feeling a little like a lemming. When it comes to 

group therapy, sometimes you have to throw out the book and just go 

with the flow. I may just be onto some new kind of therapy. We’ll be 

waiting for you in the ocean, Bertram.” 

Michael ran into the water with the rest of his group, leaving 

Bertram alone on the beach amid numerous piles of clothes. From the 

water, he heard his playful friends laughter while they called out to him. 

Slowly and cautiously, he walked to the ocean’s edge and let the cool 

water wrap around his bare ankles where his pants had been rolled up. 

The sounds of his friends drifted off, and all he could hear now was the 

sound of the surf, and the cries of the gulls carried on the wind.  

The purity of the experience was overwhelming, beckoning him to 

return to the sea from whence his earliest ancestors may have first 

ventured. He unfastened each of the buttons on his shirt, lingering a 

little on each one. His hands trembled as he unfastened his belt, and 

unbuttoned his trousers. Removing his pants with some hesitation, he 

was now left only in his bathing suit. 

His legs quickly became immune to the cold, as he walked out into 

the water up to his knees. The trembling he felt wasn’t so much from the 

chill, but the fear he felt welling up from deep within. He looked out to 

the ocean beyond his friends, for he did not see them anymore. All he 

saw was the gentle and timeless undulation of the sea. He felt oddly 

becalmed, as if a massive burden was slowly slipping off of his shoulders.  



	

In all that he could see, and far beyond that, lay the hidden 

universe of life, with al of its mysteries and secrets. In its fathomless 

depths were many wonders and horrors that could challenge a man’s 

delicate grasp on reason. Where dolphins lurk, whether below the sea or 

within the concrete canyons of the urban jungle, there is no good or evil- 

there is only the absolute truth of existence. 

Motives and behavior are defined by individual need in every 

species, usually in response to some outward stimulus. Control is as 

much a matter of biology as it is psychology, and is affected by countless 

variables. Where some may exercise restraint, others will act on impulse 

alone. In the end he reasoned, the actions of the few should not condemn 

the rest.  

Feelings and emotions are as malleable as an opinion. They are 

only relevant to the individual, and can find no purchase within the 

elusive absolute truth. To be normal is to be defined, usually by the 

standards of others and what they find acceptable. Even this cannot be 

found within the absolute truth.  

But for those who bend a keen ear to the realm of all that has 

passed and all that is yet to come, simple words are spoken to the 

precious few who are willing to listen and accept a priceless lesson. Now 

these words called to Bertram, and he alone, for his baptism into a new 

life.  

The salvation of Bertram Davis was witnessed by the universe, and 

heralded by the sound of a bathing suit falling onto the beach behind 

him. 

 

 

The End 

 

 

 



	

 

 

 

 


